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Abstract 

 The times of following a ‘one brand – one product’ strategy have long past. 

Nowadays, firms are increasingly recognizing the true value of their brands and are starting to 

use these as a source of competitive advantage. By introducing new products under an 

existing brand name, firms leverage the power of their brands and thus, aim at benefiting from 

the success of the parent brand. Brands are amongst the most valuable assets owned by a 

company, which encourages them to engage in brand extensions. The authors mainly 

distinguish between three brand extension strategy types: line extension, vertical line 

extension and category extension. 

 Previous quantitative studies have identified that particularly brand equity and brand 

identity stand out as significantly influencing brand extension strategies. Therefore, this 

qualitative case study further explores how these two branding constructs affect firms’ brand 

extension decisions. While most past studies investigated the potential success of fictitious 

brands, this study performs qualitative interviews with brand and product managers of eight 

real case firms operating in the FMCG industry in Germany.  

 The empirical data indicates that the pressure to innovate rises, as more and more new 

extension products are being introduced to the market in recent years. Nevertheless, the 

majority of firms opt for line extension strategies, while only few dare to enter a further 

distanced market segment. Hence, the condition of a “fit” between the parent brand and 

extension product is mostly accounted for. The study further suggests that a brand without 

strong brand equity will not be able to perform brand extensions at any level. However, even 

if brands do benefit from strong brand equity, firms may adopt divergent strategies, which is 

mainly dependent on the brand’s identity. The research results show that narrowly defined 

brands, predominantly distinguishable by concrete product features and physical facets, 

restrict the firms’ capability to extend a brand beyond its original product line. Contrarily, 

brands with a more abstract or value based identity provide more opportunities to stretch 

further from the parent brand. An emotional brand that succeeds in building a relationship to 

the customer, in representing a distinct personality or telling a story, is able to extend to a new 

product category. The study concludes that certain brands may be under-exploited, as they do 

not leverage their high equity and identity capabilities in terms of extending the brand to a 

further distanced market segment. 

 As a result of the findings, two Brand Extension Strategy Matrices are constructed, 

setting the brand identity abstraction level (product or value based identity) into relation to (1) 

brand equity and (2) the identity “fit” of an extension product and the parent brand.  

Each of these two matrices explains the strategic consequences of a given set of brand equity 

and brand identity. 
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The first chapter introduces the research topic and provides a first insight into the theoretical 

background of brand extensions, brand equity and brand identity. Chapter 1 highlights the 

importance of these brand management concepts and illustrates how they have been related 

to each other in previous research. Eventually, the relevance and added value of this thesis 

are emphasized in a problem discussion, which leads to the research question of the paper. 

1. Introduction  

 Brand Extensions 1.1.

 Brand extensions have emerged as firms started to recognize the value of their existing 

brands. The concept of brand extension is discussed by many researchers (e.g. Pitta & 

Katsanis, 1995; Aaker, 1996; Viot, 2011; Hem, De Chernatony & Iversen, 2003; Kapferer, 

2008; Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2010) and is broadly defined as the “application of an 

established brand name to new products in order to capitalize on the equity of the original 

brand name and to capture new market segments” (Kim, Lavack & Smith, 2001, p. 211). For 

decades firms used to avoid introducing new products using an existing brand name. 

However, as business growth slowed down due to tight economic conditions in the early 

1990s, firms were forced “to rethink their ‘one brand-one product’ policies” (Keller, Apéria & 

Georgson, 2008, p. 567) and marketers were urged to implement cost-saving tactics in order 

to stay competitive (Pitta & Katsanis, 1995). Marketers started to recognize the value of their 

existing brands, which encouraged them to introduce new products under already existing 

brand names. As new product launches involve high costs, have to gain a new customer base 

and have no existing brand awareness or loyalty, brand extension is a crucial tool of 

marketers. Besides this, product innovation is more significant for companies than ever due to 

rising global competition. Hence, engaging in brand extensions might be the most fruitful way 

for firms to launch new products and capture a higher share of the market (Keller et al., 2008).  

 Nowadays, brand extensions have become common practice across industries while in 

the past brand extensions were mainly introduced in the luxury goods sector (Kapferer, 2008). 

The brand Mars for example is no longer only known as a famous chocolate bar but also as an 

ice cream, a chocolate drink and much more. McCain was once a synonym only for French 

fries but today the firm also sells pizzas, buns and iced tea (ibid). Firms such as Mars Inc. and 

McCain Foods Limited have recognized that brands are the real capital of the company and a 

source of competitive advantage (e.g. Pitta & Katsanis, 1995; Quelch & Harding, 1996). One 

major interest of brand managers is to increase not only sales, but also profitability, and 

marketing managers pay particular interest to an enhanced return on marketing investment. 

Considering that brand extensions are regarded as being a leverage of brand equity (Viot, 

2011), brand extensions highly contribute to such interests of marketers. Thus, given the 

constantly increasing costs of bringing a new product to the market and building an individual 

brand identity (Pitta & Katsanis, 1995), the concept of brand extension has become extremely 

popular for managers nowadays.  

 Even if the interest in brand extension has increased in almost all sectors, as Dens & 

De Pelsmacker (2010, p. 175) confirmed by stating that “95% of all new product offerings in 

the market are […] brand extensions”, a large percentage of these do not succeed (Taylor, 
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2004). An example is the case of Black & Decker having launched kitchen appliances under 

their brand name, assuming that these products functionally fit to their electric appliances 

portfolio. However, this loose connection was insufficient to support their brand extension: as 

Black & Decker is a brand that heavily relies on its “manly” image, promoting tools that 

symbolize power and that are mainly used by men, the kitchen appliances line failed and 

harmed the image of the parent brand due to its feministic product associations. Since this 

category was too far from the original, the brand had to be launched under a new brand name, 

called DeWalt (Aaker, 2009).  

 Brand extensions can be classified as either line or category extensions. Line 

extension products use the name of the parent brand for targeting a new market segment 

within the product category served by the parent brand. Category extensions products use the 

name of the parent brand to enter a different product category from the parent brand (Keller et 

al., 2008). Different researchers have therefore argued that the distance of a brand extension is 

important to its success, as “brand associations cannot stretch over too large a gulf” (Pitta & 

Katsanis, 1995, p. 60). It is argued that the closer the products are, the more likely will the 

extension become beneficial for both the parent brand’s and the new products’ sales and 

reputation (Aaker & Keller, 1990).  

 The Importance of Brand Equity and Brand Identity  1.2.

 Important authors such as Pitta & Katsanis (1995), Hem et al. (2003) or Viot (2011) 

have identified the concepts of brand equity and brand identity as exerting an influence on 

firms’ brand extension decisions. Therefore, these are relevant fields to examine in order to 

analyze firms’ brand extension strategies and to provide marketers with advice on what brand 

parameters to consider when developing and implementing a brand extension strategy.  

 Even if the concept of brand equity has been defined in different ways, most 

researchers agree that “brand equity provides a common denominator for interpreting 

marketing strategies and assessing the value of a brand” (Keller, 2003, p. 42). Brand 

extension is a commonly stated advantage of high brand equity (e.g. Wood, 2000). Aaker 

(1991, p. 18) claims that brand equity provides “a platform for growth via brand extensions” 

and thus, brands with high brand equity are better suited for further brand extensions than 

brands with low brand equity. Brand equity positively affects the long-term cash flow 

(Srivastava & Shocker, 1991), results in enhanced performance and marketing efficiency 

(Aaker, 1991) and is thus felt in all areas of the production and promotion of a product 

(Smith, 2007). Therefore, the parameters of brand equity are crucial within companies’ brand 

management practices nowadays. Furthermore, many authors such as Aaker (1996), Kapferer 

(1997) and De Chernatony (1999) have put an emphasis on the research of the brand identity 

concept. According to Kapferer (2008), the phase of uncontrolled brand extensions in any 

directions as examined by Aaker & Keller (1990) has ended while today’s marketers stay 

within the dimension of their brand identity’s key associations. This phenomenon is mostly 

called the “fit” of the extension product to the parent brand’s identity (Viot, 2011). Even other 

researchers in the branding field who generally concentrate on other concepts refer to brand 

identity sooner or later in their work when it comes to branding. One example of this is 

Keller’s Strategic Brand Management (2003) in which he describes brand identity as the base 

of the brand building process. In this model, the brand identity-related question of customers 
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“Who are you?” (Keller, 2003, p. 76) has to be answered first, before any other questions can 

be directed to a brand. Hence, the two concepts of brand equity and identity have been 

identified as key to fully comprehend brand extension strategies.  

 Other factors such as the marketing competence of the firm, advertising support, firm 

size (Reddy, Holak & Bhat, 1994), the attitude towards the extension advertisement (Dens & 

De Pelsmacker, 2010), and especially the attitude towards the parent brand (e.g. Bottomley & 

Doyle, 1996) also exert an influence on the success of brand extensions according to several 

authors. However, most of these impacts seem to be self-explanatory as companies with better 

competencies and advertising are naturally more able to turn a new product launch into a 

success. If a brand is perceived positively, customers naturally buy more products of the same 

brand (Boush & Loken, 1991). Concepts such as the perceived quality (e.g. Smith & Park, 

1992), brand awareness (Hem et al., 2003), or the importance of the “fit” (e.g. Völckner & 

Sattler, 2007; Buil, Martinez & De Chernatony, 2009) seem to appear continuously 

throughout brand extension research. These concepts can be clearly related to the concepts of 

brand equity and identity, which will be focused in this study. 

 Brand Equity   1.3.

 Aaker (1991), who was one of the first and most influential researcher investigating 

the concept of brand equity, defines brand equity as being based on the following five brand 

assets: brand awareness, brand associations, perceived quality, brand loyalty and other 

proprietary brand assets such as patents.  

 For a long time, brand managers have been under extreme pressure to deliver short-

term profits. Therefore, the brand as part of a long-term marketing strategy was neglected in 

the past (Aaker, 1991). However, more and more firms started to recognize the value of their 

brands and realized that brands are some of the main assets that firms own (Pitta & Katsanis, 

1995; Quelch & Harding, 1996). Hence, the concept of brand equity has been widely 

discussed by influential researchers such as Leuthesser (1988), Farquhar (1989), Aaker (1991; 

1996), Srivastava & Shocker (1991), Aaker & Biel (1992), Keller (1993; 1998; 2003), Keller 

et al. (2008), Pitta & Katsanis, (1995) and Kapferer (1997; 2012). Brand equity has been 

defined in multiple ways and for different purposes while significantly more research has 

been dedicated to the concept of customer-based brand equity. From a customer-based 

perspective, brand equity is assessed according to the consumer’s reaction to a brand name 

(e.g. Aaker, 1991; Keller, 1993; Pitta & Katsanis, 1995). Keller (1993) claims that brand 

equity describes a situation in which consumers are familiar with the brand and recall certain 

favorable, strong and unique brand associations. Most researchers agree that brand equity 

creates added value for customers and firms (e.g. Leuthesser, 1988). High brand equity 

enhances the consumers’ confidence in their purchases and helps processing information, 

while it optimizes the efficiency and effectiveness of marketing programs, provides the firm 

with a competitive advantage and most importantly, facilitates brand extensions (Farquhar, 

1989; Aaker, 1991).  

 Finally, this study will be based on Aaker’s conception which defines brand equity as 

“a set of brand assets and liabilities linked to a brand, its name and symbol, that add to or 

subtract from the value provided by a product or service to a firm and/or to that firm’s 

customers” (Aaker, 1991, p. 15). 
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 Brand Identity 1.4.

 The power of brand identity has become more and more important within the last 

decade(s). Nowadays, it is not easy to distinguish between different brands due to a rising 

number of products in the market, thus, brands need an identity that gives a meaning to the 

abundant communicational messages sent out by companies (Kapferer, 2008). Besides this, 

products are becoming more alike due to a required fast catch-up with new innovations. As a 

consequence, brands must be differentiated at a more abstract level, via their identity 

(Srivastava, 2011). In this context, brand identity puts an emphasis on the value proposition 

and can enhance the credibility of a brand (Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000). Kapferer (2008) 

places brand identity at the side of the sender, while the messages conceived by an 

organization are translated into what the receiver understands and reflects back as a brand 

image. Thus, he specifies that brand identity must naturally come before brand image. 

 Brand identity has various definitions in literature. According to Doyle (2011, p. 48), 

it is defined very generically as “the total sum of all the elements of branding that make the 

unique identity”. De Chernatony (1999, p. 165) expresses the idea that “identity is about the 

ethos, aims and values that present a sense of individuality differentiating the brand, i.e. firm 

centered”. The key expression in this definition is “firm centered” as opposed to “customer 

centered”. The belief that identity is organization-driven is a shared and common concept 

among scholars in the field. In contrast to this, most studies performed in the area of brand 

extensions have researched the consumer’s reaction (e.g. Hem et al., 2003), which stands in 

contrast of this study’s aim to elaborate on the firm perspective. Hence, the study will reflect 

upon the definition “Brand identity is a set of brand associations that the brand strategist 

aspires to create or maintain” (Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000, p.43).  

 In the context of brand extension, brand identity is especially important because the 

components of a parent brand’s identity, such as brand values, relations and the positioning, 

will be transferred to the new, extended product automatically by being branded identically 

(Pitta & Katsanis, 1995). Since marketers started to capture the concept of brand extensions as 

a useful tool to leverage brand equity, the importance of brand identity as a reference point for 

the “fit” of brand extensions has increased significantly (Kapferer, 2008).  

 Problem Discussion 1.5.

 As more and more firms recognize the value of their brands, new products are being 

introduced under already existing brand names (Keller et al., 2008). Taking the Coca-Cola 

Company as an example, the beverage producer has introduced a wide variety of products 

such as Coca-Cola Light, Zero, Life and flavored variations such as Coca-Cola Cherry or 

Vanilla under its brand name (Bold, 2014). These are typical examples of successful line 

extensions. However, in the process of developing its business, the firm has also introduced 

different clotheslines and hence, entered a by then completely new market for the non-

alcoholic beverage manufacturer by extending to a new product category. While the firm’s 

line extensions are extremely successful, its clotheslines have been criticized as being 

irrelevant to the parent brand (London, 2012). Clothing and fashion experts expressed their 

concerns that the Coca-Cola collection is not able to compete with the standards of high 

fashion giants. The public argued that Coca-Cola should stick to selling beverages instead of 
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entering the fashion industry (ibid). Consequently, it can be said that even if brand extensions 

provide several advantages, some brand extensions fail (Viot, 2011). Brand extension is a 

commonly used leverage technique of strong brands and therefore it is seen as a “result” of 

high brand equity (Wood, 2000). However, strong brand equity and a unique and compelling 

brand identity do not seem to guarantee the success of brand extensions as the Coca-Cola 

example has illustrated.  

 Aaker (1991), Pitta & Katsanis (1995) and Viot (2011) have investigated the relation 

of brand extension, brand equity and brand identity in mostly qualitative studies. Aaker 

(1991) claims that brand equity can be seen as a fundament for growth via brand extensions. 

Pitta & Katsanis (1995) elaborate on how brand equity and brand identity promote brand 

extension on a rather generalist level, eventually urging managers to concentrate on consumer 

perceptions, beliefs and associations in order to minimize the risk of wear-out or dilution of 

brand equity and identity (Pitta & Katsanis, 1995). Viot (2011) concentrates on brand identity 

as a useful measure of the fit between brand extensions and the parent brand, also applying 

quantitative research. Researchers claim that while high brand equity and a high fit between 

the parent brand identity and the extension product facilitate brand extensions, successful 

brand extensions can in turn also strengthen and build brand equity and identity (Keller & 

Aaker, 1992; Dacin & Smith, 1994) such as in the case of Apple and its transfer from a rather 

functional computer brand to a lifestyle brand via the launch of the iPad and iPhone. 

Contrary, poor brand extensions can harm brand equity and identity (Loken & John, 1993; 

Aaker, 1993). One possible consequence of a poor brand extension is brand dilution. Brand 

extensions may cause the brand name to dilute and be less strongly identified with any one 

product (Pitta & Katsanis, 1995). Haig (2003) argues that although brand extensions may 

increase sales in the short-term, it can devalue the brand identity in the long term. Also, 

extensions bear the risk of confusing consumers with too many choices and retailers may 

reject a new product due to limited shelf space (Kapferer, 1997). The overall identity of a 

brand can be changed if the extension implies different brand associations than the parent 

brand (Kim et al., 2001). Another severe risk of brand extension is the risk of cannibalization, 

which occurs if an extension product serves the same market segment as the parent brand, so 

no new customers are reached with the extension and existing customers only switch from the 

parent brand to the extension product (Kim & Lavack, 1996).  

 Hence, from a review of existing literature it is known that extending a brand to 

further products and especially to different categories involves significant risks, whereas it 

implies great opportunities to leverage the existing brand equity. It can be acknowledged that 

thoroughly developed brand extension strategies and the degree of brand extensions (i.e. the 

distance between products with the same brand name) are crucial in order to avoid brand 

dilution as well as cannibalism between products. However, as most literature has focused on 

quantitative studies, less is known about how far from the parent brand an extension can be 

performed in order to leverage the brand name on the one hand, but not suffer from negative 

consequences on the other hand. It has not been examined how a specific brand equity level 

or a given type of brand identity influences the distance of extension products to the parent 

brand and what exact criteria need to be considered. This thorough investigation can only be 

done in a qualitative approach, which may result in a more detailed reasoning of why some 

extensions fail and others do not. Finally, a marketer needs to be aware of the influential 
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parameters of extensions in order to develop and implement an adequate and successful 

branding strategy. 

 This study qualitatively examines the influence of brand equity and identity on brand 

extensions on a more in-depth level than any existing research could accomplish so far. 

Strauss & Corbin (1998) argue that qualitative measures are the only method enabling the 

researcher to collect data sensitive enough to gain a deep understanding and to be able to 

create an accurate profile of a subject. Hence, in this study, a qualitative research approach 

was considered as most valuable as it aims at drawing an accurate profile of the influence of 

brand concepts on brand extension strategies and the firms’ underlying decision making 

processes, which requires obtaining sensitive and exhaustive data from the selected firms. 

Almost all of the existing and underlying studies have been purely quantitative, without 

examining the in-depth reasons behind the relations discovered. Furthermore, Hem et al. 

(2003) found out that most studies in brand extension literature have been conducted in the 

US, using a laboratory experiment design and only few using surveys. Out of 20 important 

studies presented, half of them even used fictitious brands for their experiments, which might 

not have led to reliable research results. Aaker & Keller (1992) for example presented 

fictitious potato chips brands and De Ruyter & Wetzels (2000) compared fictitious 

telecommunication brands. Since only very few qualitative studies on how and why brand 

equity and identity influence firms’ brand extension decisions in concrete cases have been 

presented, this thesis aims at providing implications on this matter of interest, and hereby 

focuses on a European setting in contrast to most existing research. It will be of particular 

interest how far brands can be stretched without risking a dilution of the parent brand, or on 

the other hand, a cannibalization between the parent brand and the extension product. 

Furthermore, given a change in one of the two concepts it will be analyzed if the impact of the 

other concept results in a broader or narrower brand extension strategy.  

 Purpose of the Study 1.6.

 The purpose of this master thesis is to examine how and why brand equity and brand 

identity influence decisions with regard to brand extension strategies. The qualitative case 

study will be approached from a firm perspective on these three brand management 

constructs.  

 Research Question 1.7.

This study aims at finding an answer to the following main research question: 

RQ: How and why do brand equity and brand identity influence decisions on brand 

extension strategies?  

Interesting related sub-questions are the following:  

 

SQ1: How and why does brand equity influence brand extension strategies? 

Previous quantitative research has shown that brand equity has an effect on brand 

extension decisions (e.g. Farquhar, 1989; Aaker, 1991; Pitta & Katsanis, 1995; Wood, 

2000; Viot, 2011). It is suggested that high brand equity positively influences the success 

of brand extensions (Aaker & Keller, 1992; Smith & Park, 1992; Dacin & Smith, 1994). 
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SQ2: How and why does brand identity influence brand extension strategies? 

Authors such as Kapferer (1997), Buil et al. (2009), Dens & De Pelsmacker (2010) and 

Carter & Curry (2013) have identified that brand identity influences brand extension 

decisions in their mostly quantitative studies. Theory advises that an extension product 

must “fit” to the parent brand identity in order to succeed (e.g. Bottomley & Holden, 2001; 

Völckner & Sattler, 2007; Viot, 2011). 

 

SQ3: Are there other important factors that influence firms’ decisions when launching new 

products under the same brand name? 

Past quantitative research has illustrated that, besides brand equity and brand identity, 

further factors such as the marketing competence, advertising support and firm size (Reddy 

et al., 1994), the attitude towards the parent brand (Bottomley & Doyle, 1996), the 

customer’s perceived risk of purchase or his innovativeness (Hem et al. 2003) and the 

attitude towards the extension advertisement (Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2010) affect brand 

extension strategies. However, the outcome of these studies is partly contradictive or not 

fully reliable. 
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The research question of this study requires relevant theories about the branding construct of 

brand equity, brand identity and brand extensions. Chapter 2 outlines these theories and 

examines the influence that brand equity and brand identity exert on brand extension 

strategies. Further influential factors such as company size, marketing competency and 

consumer's innovativeness are highlighted. Lastly, the research model is described and 

illustrated in a theoretical framework that has been developed for the purpose of this study. 

2. Theory 

 Brand Extension 2.1.

 The first appearance of the brand extension concept can be found in literature 

discussing strategic brand management with Tauber (1981) and Aaker & Keller (1990) being 

amongst the first researchers investigating brand extension as a new channel for growth. 

 Over the past 20 years, the development, advantages and disadvantages of brand 

extension have been widely discussed by further authors such as Pitta & Katsanis (1995), 

Keller et al. (2008) and Srivastava & Sharma (2013). The model of consumers’ evaluation of 

brand extension by Aaker & Keller (1990) provided significant knowledge about which 

extension parameters impact the attitude of consumers toward the extended brand. Since 

imitating studies carried out by e.g. Sunde & Brodie (1993), Nijssen & Hartman (1994), 

Bottomley & Doyle (1996) and Buil et al. (2009) have delivered only inconsistent findings, 

the precise formation of customer attitudes has remained unclear. Therefore, this work will be 

dedicated to the inverse relation: taking the concepts of brand equity and brand identity as a 

starting point, it is of interest how and why brand extension strategies and their success are 

affected by these two brand constructs. 

2.1.1. Brand Extension Strategies 

 When studying existing literature on brand extensions, one comes across different and 

inconsistent definitions of the term brand extension (Grime, Diamantopoulos & Smith, 2002). 

The pioneer in this area, Tauber (1981, p. 37), has defined the term brand franchise 

extensions as “taking a brand name familiar to the consumer and applying it to products that 

are in a category new to the firm”. Nowadays, Tauber’s initial term of brand franchise 

extensions has been transferred to the term category extensions (e.g. Farquhar, 1989). 

Complementary, Tauber (1981) introduced line extensions as taking place in the same 

category of the parent brand. Aaker and Keller (1990) specify that the market segment within 

a line extension is different from the parent brand. Line extensions are designated as “new 

(versions of the) products introduced within the same product category” (Dens & De 

Pelsmacker, 2010, p. 176). In parallel to this, Aaker (1996) outlines four general ways to 

leverage a brand by using a known brand name in order to expand the business, which are 

displayed in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Classification of Brand Extension Strategies; (own illustration; adapted from Aaker, 1996, p. 275) 

Aaker (1996) distinguishes four different methodologies to leverage brand assets or 

brand equity. The first strategy is to use a line extension, which is only directed to a slightly 

different market segment. It is noteworthy that most of the brand extensions carried out are 

line extensions (Reddy et al., 1994). Hereby, firms introduce for example a new taste of 

chocolate for a chocolate brand (e.g. Cadburry Dairy Milk Chocolate French Vanilla) or a 

family package of milk for a dairy brand (e.g. Arla milk, 2 liters package). Vertical brand 

extensions are applied when a brand name is used to introduce a new product in the same 

category or line, but with a different quality or pricing conception, thus, the brand moves 

towards either a more prestigious or low priced segment (e.g. Sullivan, 1990; Pitta & 

Katsanis, 1995; Aaker, 1996). The automobile industry often employs vertical extensions in 

order to serve different customer segments, for example the different models of Volkswagen 

such as VW up!, Polo, Golf, Touran, Sharan, Phaeton, etc. Such extensions are named up-

scale if they have a higher price and quality level, or down-scale if a lower price and quality 

level is introduced (e.g. Kim et al., 2001). They may be referred to as line extensions as well 

by some researchers as they belong to the same category (e.g. Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2010). 

In contrast to this, a category extension signifies that a brand enters a new market and new 

product line and thus, is stretched a lot further compared to a line extension (Aaker, 1996).  

2.1.2. The Consequences of Product and Concept Fit 

 In the context of this comparative study of brand extension strategies, two main brand 

extension models support the analysis. Both models provide guidance for marketers when 

engaging in brand extension. While one model focuses on the physical and concept fit of an 

extension product, the other one focuses on the distance or degree of brand extensions.  

 In order for a brand extension to be successful, it is important that the extension is 

considered as ‘fitting’. An extension product should either have a product-fit or concept-fit 

(see Appendix 1). While a product-fit describes a high-perceived similarity to the parent 

brand, a concept-fit is based on the coherence between the extension product and the overall 

brand concept (Kapferer, 1997). When looking at the case of McCain, one might wonder what 

the similarities of French fries and iced tea are. There is obviously no physical fit between 

McCain’s portfolio comprising French fries, pizza, buns, and iced tea. The common factor 

behind the unity of this brand and its products is not the products themselves, but the brand 
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concept of McCain American food (Kapferer, 2008). Both ‘fits’ have an impact on the parent 

brand. The product-fit as well as the concept-fit have a positive effect on brand associations. 

Especially a concept-fit can give a firm new opportunities by introducing further distanced 

products under an existing meaningful concept (ibid). At the same time a physical-fit can 

harm brand extension as a cannibalization effect between the products may appear: If the 

physical products are too similar, consumers may switch from the parent brand to the 

extension product. Finally, a risk of concept-fit is brand dilution. Extensions that fall into the 

same concept may cause the brand name to be less strongly identified with any one product 

(Kapferer, 1997). Such brand dilution occurs when consumers no longer associate a brand 

with a specific product (e.g. McCain’s fading association with French fries). Brand extensions 

generally bear the risk of confusing consumers with too many choices (ibid). 

2.1.3. The Distance of Brand Extensions 

 Not every brand can be extended. It is important for a firm to identify by what exactly 

a brand is defined. While brands that are defined by the product itself only perform narrow 

extensions, brands that are defined by values are able to carry out broader extensions. Values 

are much more extendable compared to physical facets such as the product itself or its recipe 

that does not have an intangible identity. Hence, the further a brand wants to move from its 

origins, the more it needs to have acquired a relevant meaning (Kapferer, 1997).  

 Figure 2 illustrates Kapferer’s model of brand extension (1997), which describes 

different types of brands and their respective ability to extend.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Kapferer’s Model of Brand Extension (Kapferer, 2008, p. 334) 

 This model makes use of the “fit” between the “brand prototype” and the “extension”. 

If the extended brand is not perceived as similar to the parent brand, customers will not find 

the relation between the products and the firm cannot profit from the transfer of brand equity 

(Pitta & Katsanis, 1995; Kim et al., 2001; Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2010). However, in this 

context, another issue emerges: Cannibalism can occur in case of an extended product being 

very similar to the parent brand product, especially if the target market is the same (Aaker, 

1996). In such a case, the extended product will cloud the parent brand image and take market 

share from the original product (Pitta & Katsanis, 1995). Moreover, if a “fit” is not given, e.g. 
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if a brand with a narrow identity is only defined by its physique, a sub-brand can help to avoid 

a perceived misfit (Aaker, 1996).  

  Taking the above considerations into account, firms have to decide whether and how 

their brand should be stretched further in order to gain the most value from their brand name, 

but not cannibalize or dilute the parent brand. In this context, researchers speak about under-

exploited and over-exploited brands (Kapferer, 1997). As an example, the American Dole 

Food Company has under-exploited its Dole brand for many years by estimating that it could 

only be identified with its mere product dimension, in this case pineapple juice. However, 

consumers considered Dole as “sunshine brand”, which is more of a value and could have 

been stretched to other product categories such as ice cream (Kapferer, 2008).  

 In the research carried out until now, several approaches to measure the “fit” have 

been employed, such as perceived quality (Kim et al., 1995), and brand personality (Batra, 

Lenk & Wedel, 2010), or the mere differentiation into line (high fit) or category (low fit) 

extension (e.g. Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2010). In this study, the identified brand identity 

components and brand associations serve as a measure of fit, which represents a more holistic 

approach (Reddy et al., 1994; Viot, 2011). 

 Brand Equity     2.2.

 “One of the most popular and potentially important marketing concepts to arise in the 

1980s was the concept of brand equity” (Keller, 2003, p. 42). Researchers such as Tauber 

(1981), Leuthesser (1988), Farquhar (1989), Srivastava & Shocker (1991), Aaker (1991), 

Aaker & Biel (1992) and Keller (1993) were amongst the first academics investigating the 

concept. Today, brands are recognized as part of the company’s capital and need to be 

exploited (Kapferer, 2012). Brands strengthen firms’ long-term operations as they are main 

assets owned by firms (Pitta & Katsanis, 1995; Quelch & Harding, 1996). “Brand equity is a 

firm-specific asset that can either increase or decrease over time” (Bremmers, Omta, 

Trienekens & Wubben, 2004, p. 470). Hence, a particular focus on the maintenance and 

development of the valuable brand assets and liabilities is required (Aaker, 1991). Most 

academics agree that brand equity reflects the added value a product enjoys by being branded 

(e.g. Leuthesser, 1988). However, depending on which perspective one takes, the brand can 

add value to different parties: the consumer, the firm and/or the trade (Farquhar, 1989).  

2.2.1. Financial vs. Customer Based Brand Equity 

 In the past, the concept of brand equity has led to a lot of confusion as it has been 

defined in multiple ways as well as for different purposes. Hence, a mutual viewpoint on the 

concept and measurement of brand equity has yet to be found (Keller, 2003; Kapferer, 2012). 

However, most literature (e.g. Leuthesser, 1988; Farquhar, 1989; Srivastava & Shocker, 1991; 

Feldwick 1996; Kapferer, 2012) distinguishes between financial-based and customer-based 

brand equity while significantly more research has been dedicated to the latter.  

 Customer-based brand equity “refers to consumers perception rather than any 

objective indicators” (Lassar, Mittal & Arun, 1995, p. 12). Consumers are more loyal to 

brands with high-perceived quality as well as strong and positive associations, and such 

brands are claimed to have high brand equity (Yoo, Donthu & Lee, 2000). Aaker (1991), 

defines the power of a brand as being based on five brand assets: brand awareness, brand 
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associations, perceived quality, brand loyalty and other proprietary brand assets such as 

patents (see Appendix 2). In their brand equity pyramid, Keller et al. (2008) define customer-

based brand equity by six parameters: brand salience, brand performance, brand imagery, 

customer judgment, customer feelings and customer brand resonance (see Appendix 3).  

 Other authors (e.g. Wentz, 1989; Simon & Sullivan, 1993) view brand equity from a 

financial-based perspective with a focus on “a brand’s valuation for accounting, merger or 

acquisition purposes” (Pitta & Katsanis, 1995, p. 52). In this context, the brand value 

represents a financial-based view whereby the monetary value of a brand is assessed (Davis, 

Golicic & Marquardt, 2009; Burger, 2012).  

 Finally, there are researchers that combine the financial-based perspective with the 

customer-based perspective. Srivastava & Shocker (1991) define brand equity as a concept 

that combines brand strength and brand value. A brand’s strength is determined by consumer 

perceptions and behaviors as well as by distributors, which allow the brand to enjoy a 

sustainable competitive advantage. Brand value as defined by Srivastava & Shocker (1991) is 

dependent on the firm’s ability to use the strength of a brand to generate profits. Similarly, 

Kapferer (2012) views customer-based brand equity as a condition for financial-based brand 

equity. “Brands have financial value because they have created strong assets in the minds and 

hearts of customers” (Kapferer, 2012, p. 7).  

 

A summary of the most relevant brand equity concepts is presented in Table 1. 

Author(s) Year  Concepts 

Leuthesser 1988 Brand equity is based on a set of associations and behaviors of 

consumers, channel members and the firm that permits the brand 

to earn greater volume or greater margins. 

Farquhar 1989 Brand equity is based on the added value to the consumer, the 

firm and/or the trade. 

Aaker  1991 Brand equity is based on brand loyalty, brand associations, brand 

awareness, perceived quality and other proprietary assets.  

Srivastava & 

Shocker 
1991 Brand equity is based on brand strength and brand value. 

 

Simon & 

Sullivan 

1993 Brand equity is based on the incremental cash flow, which accrues 

to branded products over unbranded product. 

Keller 1993 Brand equity is based on consumers’ brand knowledge, which is 

influenced by consumers’ brand awareness and their brand image 

(i.e. brand associations). 

Feldwick 1996 Brand equity is based on a) the total value of a brand as a 

separable asset, b) the strength of consumers' attachment to a 

brand, c) the associations and beliefs the consumer has about the 

brand. 

Keller et al. 2008 Brand equity is based on brand salience, brand performance, 

brand imagery, consumer judgment, consumer feelings and 

consumer brand resonance. 

Kapferer 2012 Brand equity is based on brand assets, brand strength and brand 

value. 

Table 1: Overview of brand equity concepts (own illustration) 
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2.2.2. Capturing Brand Equity 

 The brand equity concepts of Aaker (1991) and Keller et al. (2008) have significantly 

driven research within the field of brand equity and are nowadays amongst the most applied 

and cited concepts.  

 Aaker (1991, p. 15) describes brand equity as “a set of brand assets and liabilities 

linked to a brand, its name and symbol, that add to or subtract from the value provided by a 

product or service to a firm and/or to that firm’s customers”. He argues that high brand 

loyalty, high brand awareness, high-perceived quality and strong and multiple brand 

associations provide significant value to firms as well as to consumers (e.g. a better 

processing of information and confidence in the purchase decision). Brand equity provides a 

firm with a competitive advantage because it gives its brand the power to capture a larger 

market share and sell at higher prices in order to reach higher profit margins (Solomon & 

Stuart, 2002). Besides that, a strong brand facilitates trade leverage meaning that it is easier 

for firms to get their branded products into the stores as distributors have higher confidence in 

the brand. Finally, strong brands are suitable for brand extensions (e.g. Farquhar, 1989; 

Aaker, 1991; Smith & Park, 1992; Dacin & Smith, 1994).  

 Keller (1993; 2003) also defines brand equity as being based on consumers’ brand 

knowledge whereby such knowledge is formed by consumers’ brand awareness and brand 

image (i.e. brand associations). Thus, brand equity arises from a brand that is familiar to 

customers and that customers have strong, favorable and unique associations with which is 

also reflected in the concept presented by Aaker (1991).  

2.2.3. Parameters Influencing Brand Equity 

 It is evident that there are significant similarities amongst the identified parameters 

that exert an influence on brand equity. The first parameter that is commonly regarded as 

crucial is brand awareness. Brand awareness provides the brand with a feeling of familiarity, 

which results in a higher level of comfort with the brand compared to alternative brands (e.g. 

Tuominen, 1999; Koekemoer, 2004). “The familiar brand is likely to be in the customer’s 

consideration set” (Pride & Ferrell, 2010, p. 331) and thus more likely to be purchased. Brand 

awareness is build up by brand recognition as well as brand recall (e.g. Tuominen, 1999; 

Ormeño, 2007). For consumers to recall a brand, many repetitions or an in-depth learning 

experience are required, which results in higher brand awareness (ibid). Keller et al. (2008) 

refer to brand awareness as brand salience, which stands for a deep and broad brand 

awareness.  

 A second brand asset influencing brand equity is brand associations. “A brand 

association is anything linked in memory to a brand” and “a link to a brand will be stronger 

when it is based on many experiences or exposures to communications” (Aaker, 1991, p. 

109). Brand associations are closely related to brand image and brand position, which reflect 

how consumers perceive a brand. Similarly, Keller et al. (2008) refer to brand associations as 

brand performance and brand imagery. Hereby, brand performance refers to associations 

related to product characteristics (intrinsic properties), whereas brand imagery refers to the 

intangible associations (extrinsic properties) of a brand. “It is important that the brand has 

some strong, favorable and unique brand associations in that order. It doesn’t matter how 
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unique a brand association is unless customers evaluate the association favorable” (Keller et 

al., 2008, p. 66).  

 A third brand asset influencing brand equity is brand loyalty. Brand loyalty as stated 

by Jacoby & Chestnut (1978) describes a customer’s behavioral response and attachment to a 

brand in comparison to alternative brands. Brand loyalty “reduces a brand’s vulnerability to 

competitors’ actions” (Pride & Ferrell, 2010, p. 331). Tuominen (1999) explains that brand 

loyalty represents customers’ favorable attitude towards a brand, which in turn stimulates the 

consistent purchase of a brand over time. If consumers stick to a brand even though 

competing brands provide superior features or a lower price, the brand loyalty is said to be 

high. In parallel to this, Keller et al. (2008) refer to brand loyalty as consumer resonance, 

which defines the relationship and level of identification the consumer has to a brand and 

thus, forms the top of the brand equity pyramid. Resonance is based on behavioral loyalty, 

attitudinal attachment, sense of community and active engagement (Keller et al., 2008).  

 The fourth key parameter influencing brand equity is perceived quality. “Perceived 

quality is the value that customers place on products” (Koekemoer, 2004, p. 94). It describes 

the consumer’s judgment about a product’s overall excellence or superiority (Zeithaml, 1988; 

Aaker & Biel, 1993; Tuominen, 1999). As the perceived quality of a product is a perception 

by customers and therefore a subjective evaluation, the actual quality is not necessarily 

reflected. Perceived quality is an intangible overall feeling about a brand, its reliability and 

performance (Aaker, 1991). Further authors such as Keller et al. (2008) refer to perceived 

quality in their equity models with parameters like consumer judgment. Consumer judgment 

relates to customers’ responses such as personal opinions and evaluations of performance and 

imagery associations such as quality, credibility and superiority (Keller et al., 2008).  

 The work of Aaker (1991) is seen as one of the most influential contributions within 

the research field of brand equity concepts, which has been adapted and cited by a significant 

number of academics. As the brand equity frameworks of Keller (1993) and Keller et al. 

(2008) are reflected in the brand equity model of Aaker (1991), this study will focus on the 

parameters brand awareness, brand associations, perceived quality and brand loyalty as 

defined by Aaker (1991). Table 2 illustrates the relevant brand equity parameters. 

 

Author(s) Brand Equity Parameters 

Aaker 

(1991 

Brand 

Awareness 
Brand Associations Perceived Quality Brand Loyalty 

Keller 

(1993) 

Brand Knowledge 

 
Brand Awareness 

Brand Image/ 

Brand Associations 

Keller et al. 

(2008) 

Brand Salience 

  

(Deep, broad 

brand awareness) 

Brand Performance; 

Brand Imagery 

 

(Strong, favorable, 

unique associations) 

Consumer Judgments 

 

(Positive, accessible 

responses) 

Brand Resonance 

 

(Intense, active 

relationship) 

Table 2: Summary of parameters influencing brand equity (own illustration) 
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 Influence of Brand Equity on Brand Extension 2.3.

 By transferring brand awareness, brand associations, brand loyalty and perceived 

quality from the parent brand to the extended brand, a parent brand’s equity can positively 

impact the equity of an extension product (e.g. Aaker, 1991; Kapferer, 1997; Keller, 2003). 

Aaker & Keller (1992) and Smith & Park (1992) argue that stronger brands (i.e. brands with 

high brand equity) provide greater leverage for extensions than weaker brands. Dacin & 

Smith (1994) conclude that in order to leverage a brand’s strength, a clear long-term brand 

extension strategy is required. As Aaker (1991, p. 18) states, brand equity can “provide a 

platform for growth via brand extensions”. Researchers such as Farquhar (1989) confirm that 

high brand equity facilitates brand extensions and brand extension is often stated as an 

advantage of high brand equity (Wood, 2000). Tuominen (1999, p. 97) summarizes the effect 

of brand equity on brand extensions as, “A strong brand can serve as an umbrella under which 

to launch new products”. Moreover, Pitta & Katsanis (1995) urge managers to concentrate on 

consumer perceptions, beliefs and associations and the authors emphasize the importance of 

being aware of the risk of wear-out or dilution of brand equity when extending a parent brand. 

2.3.1. Brand Awareness  

 Name recognition (i.e. brand awareness) is a benefit of high brand equity and 

positively influences brand extensions (Farquhar, 1989). The higher the awareness for the 

parent brand and the more prominently that existing brand name is used to support an 

extension, the easier one can create awareness for the extension product (Kapferer, 1997; 

Keller, 2003). However, brand awareness for an extension product is also dependent on 

marketing programs supporting the spread of the extension and thus, creating additional 

awareness for the new product (Keller, 2003). When using a recognized brand name on a new 

product also the communication task can be reduced to the task of only associating the name 

to the new product category (Aaker, 1991). Moreover, an already existing brand name 

attached to a new product reduces the risk for buyers as they believe that the established firm 

is likely to support the extension and unlikely to promote a poor product (Keller et al., 2008). 

Hence, brands with higher perceived reputation should provide consumers with greater risk 

relief and in this way encourage more positive evaluations of extension products than brands 

of lower reputation (Hem et al., 2003). However, if an existing name is only added in order to 

provide recognition, credibility or positive associations, but fails to introduce a new product 

with its own benefits and value, there is the risk that such extension product is eventually 

vulnerable to competition (Aaker, 1991).  

2.3.2. Brand Associations 

 Strong and favorable brand associations “can provide the basis for an extension by 

creating a sense of fit between the brand name and a new product” (Aaker, 1991, p. 113). By 

introducing a new product under an already existing brand name, firms can leverage the 

strong brand associations of a parent brand and in this way create a product fit or even a 

concept fit between the parent brand and the extended product. According to Pitta & Katsanis 

(1995) consumers evaluate brand extensions based on a process whereby parent brand 

associations are transferred to the extension product. Therefore, the parent brand ideally 

provides a variety of significant and positive associations, which can be transferred within and 
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across product categories (ibid). Hence, firms are increasingly engaging in extension 

strategies in order to leverage the strong and favorable associations that consumers have with 

the parent brand (Völckner & Sattler, 2006; Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2010). Tuominen (1999, 

p. 96) summarizes the relevance of brand associations as “Brand associations can affect the 

processing and recall of information, provide a point of differentiation, provide a reason to 

buy, create positive attitudes and feelings and serve as the basis of brand extensions.” 

2.3.3. Brand Loyalty 

 Hem & Iversen (2003) posit that given high brand loyalty towards the parent brand, 

consumers display a more positive attitude towards extensions from this brand. Moreover, if 

consumers have a high affective relationship towards the parent brand, their evaluation 

process of the extension product reduces in time and complexity as they transfer parent brand 

image “automatically” (Hem & Iversen, 2003). The authors Chen & Gu (2012) investigated 

the challenges and opportunities of firms engaging in brand extensions and concluded that a 

high brand loyalty provides a company with various opportunities in terms of investing in 

brand extension and thus, brands with a higher brand loyalty commonly are extended more 

than brands with a lower loyalty. The analysis of cross-category brand loyalty by Silberhorn 

& Hildebrandt (2012) has identified that consumers who are loyal to the parent brand in a 

given category also tend to be loyal to that same brand in another category and hence, a cross-

category brand loyalty was confirmed by the authors. Finally, it can be said that brand loyalty 

plays a fundamental role in enhancing the consumer brand extension attitude as Anwar, 

Gulzar, Sohail & Akram  (2011) concluded in their study.  

2.3.4. Perceived Quality 

 If consumers perceive a brand as being of high quality, such positive quality 

perceptions “can be exploited by introducing brand extensions, using the brand name to enter 

new product categories” (Aaker, 1991, p. 88). It is argued that brands with a high-perceived 

quality can be extended much further and receive higher evaluations than brands with a low-

perceived quality (e.g. Aaker and Keller, 1990; 1992; Dacin & Smith, 1994). Similarly, Pride 

& Ferrell (2010, p. 331) highlight, “Favorable perceived brand quality can ease the 

introduction of brand extensions, since the high regard for the brand will likely translate into 

high regard for the related products”. If the parent brand quality is perceived as high, such 

transfer is thus highly beneficial for firms as the perceived quality of a brand relative to 

competing brands is argued to be a major factor affecting a firm’s performance (Buzzell & 

Gale, 1987). Finally, Aaker & Keller (1990) and Bottomley & Holden (2001) conclude that 

the perceived quality of the brand is an important association that positively influences the 

evaluation process of a brand extension.  

 Brand Identity 2.4.

 Brand identity is a highly valuable concept in brand building in order for managers to 

understand how a brand can be communicated to consumers (Pitta & Katsanis, 1995; 

Kapferer, 1997). Therefore, many authors such as Aaker (1996), Kapferer (1997) and De 

Chernatony (1999) have focused their research on this branding concept and created models 

to capture the constructs. Jevons, Gabbott & De Chernatony (2005) suggest that to understand 
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the “meaning” of a brand, one comes across two perspectives, which is the user or customer 

perspective, also named brand image, and the brand originator or managerial perspective, also 

named brand identity. Important authors of branding literature such as Keller (2003) and 

Kapferer (1997) suggest to first of all define and clearly distinguish a brand’s identity before 

addressing any other branding issues. 

2.4.1. Brand Identity vs. Brand Image 

 Although brand identity and brand image are often used as synonyms, the two 

concepts are fundamentally different as “in contrast to brand image, brand identity represents 

what the organization wants the brand to stand for” (Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000, p. 40), 

whereas brand image represents the customers’ perceived image of a certain brand. In parallel 

to this, Srivastava (2011, p. 341) poses the following questions to distinct the two often 

blurred branding constructs (Da Silveira, Lages & Simões, 2013): “(1) Brand image: How is 

the brand now perceived?”; “(2) Brand identity: How do strategists want the brand to be 

perceived?”. Similarly, according to De Chernatony (1999, p. 165) brand identity is “firm-

centered, while image is a holistic impression of the relative position of a brand among its 

perceived competitors […], i.e. customer centered.” The following definition will be used for 

the purpose of this study as it is evaluated as the most appropriate in terms of “firm-

centeredness”: ”Brand identity is a set of brand associations that the brand strategist aspires to 

create or maintain” (Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000, p. 43). The message transmitters by 

which identity is conveyed can be products, but also people, places, or communication in 

general (Kapferer, 2008). Other sources which form brand image at the customer’s side, but 

prevent the real brand identity to come across, can be the willingness of a company to please 

current trends of the sector (ibid). In order to prevent this disturbance, firms are increasingly 

interested in the definition of their identity, and thus, researchers try to find new or improve 

existing frameworks for such application (Viot, 2011; Da Silveira et al., 2013; Urde, 2013). 

2.4.2. Capturing Brand Identity 

 The concept of brand identity has been first brought to researchers’ interest by 

Kapferer (1986) who built a novel brand identity prism-model, which is still valid today as a 

framework. Taking this contribution as a starting point, many researchers such as De 

Chernatony (1999) and Aaker & Joachimsthaler (2000) scrutinized different aspects of brand 

identity. Their concepts have partly been inconsistent due to blurring limits between brand 

identity, brand image, and brand positioning (Da Silveira et al., 2013). In addition to 

researchers, some companies such as Unilever (“Brand key tool”) and Nestlé (“Brand identity 

scheme”) have even created their own models in order to make brand identity more applicable 

for practitioners (ibid). 

 In Kapferer’s frequently cited brand identity prism, he determined the six brand 

identity components of personality, culture (of the brand), self-image, reflection (of the 

customer himself), relation (between customer and brand), and physique (look, feel, 

functionality of the brand) (see Appendix 4, Kapferer, 1997; 2008). He differentiates between 

a brand as a person with certain physical aspects and the consumer himself, with his 

reflections and self-image that he transfers from his subjective idea of the brand and the 

brand’s target group to himself (ibid). This differentiation between identity dimensions is also 
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reflected in the model of Aaker & Joachimsthaler (2000), who apply a four-dimensional 

concept by depicting the brand as a product, organization, person, and symbol (see Appendix 

5). De Chernatony (1999) developed Kapferer’s Brand Identity Prism Model (1997) further 

and focused his model on the intangible brand vision and culture, with values and mental 

models forming the essence of a brand identity. At the next level, he includes a brand’s 

position, personality and its relations to stakeholders (see Appendix 6). Only as a third step, 

he includes the consumer who reflects upon this constructed brand identity and mirrors it to a 

self-image, which is more in line with the aforementioned differentiation between the two 

distinct concepts of brand identity and brand image.  

2.4.3. Reflection on Different Brand Identity Models 

 The mentioned brand identity concepts are not exhaustive, but present some of the 

most important concepts in the field (Viot, 2011). Other authors such as Urde with his 

Corporate Brand Identity Matrix (2013) have tried to come up with different frameworks, but 

the main components are similar to those mentioned. In particular Kapferer’s Brand Identity 

Prism has been acknowledged in a significant amount of research by various authors (e.g. 

Upshaw, 1995; Aaker, 1996; De Chernatony, 1999; Srivastava, 2011; Viot, 2011; Urde, 2013; 

Roy & Banerjee, 2014). Hence, this first identity framework is widely accepted in branding 

research. However, it is questionable if his aspects of reflection and self-image of the 

consumer should be included in a framework aiming at finding a firm-centered brand identity, 

as Kapferer (1997) himself specifies that brand identity is a parameter that originates on the 

marketer’s side. Looking at the other two presented frameworks, it is also noticeable that 

image and reflection are only sketched as a consequence of De Chernatony’s (1999) concept 

and do not exist at all in Aaker & Joachimsthaler’s (2000) conception. In order to be 

consistent with these models and with Kapferer’s own definition of brand identity, this study 

will not deal with the customer-centered aspects of brand identity. 

 Comparing the three models, one can identify evident overlaps. In these brand identity 

frameworks, (1) product or physique, (2) personality, (3) relationships and (4) culture or 

values are referred to directly or indirectly by all authors, see Table 3. 
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Product / 

physique 
Personality Relationships Culture / values 

Kapferer: 

Brand Identity 

Prism 

(1997) 

Physical 

specificities and 

qualities, tangible 

added value 

Character of a 

brand; human 

traits 

Idea of how a 

brand relates to 

its customer 

Culture means the set 

of values / ideals 

feeding a brand's 

aspiration; basic 

principles governing a 

brand 

Context / 

Dimension 

externalized internalized Externalized internalized 

Aaker & 

Joachimsthaler

: Brand 

Identity 

System 

(2000) 

Product scope, 

attributes, quality, 

usage or user 

associations, and 

origin of a brand. 

Symbols provide 

structure to an 

identity and make 

the brand recallable 

Set of human 

characteristics 

associated 

with a brand 

Brand identity 

should help to 

build a 

relationship 

between brand 

and customer 

Core: timeless essence 

or soul of the brand 

with fundamental 

beliefs, values, and 

competencies. 

Value proposition: 

Functional, emotional, 

and self-expressive 

benefits 

Context / 

Dimension 

Brand as Product 

Brand as Symbol 

Brand as 

Person 

Brand as Person Core of brand identity 

and Value Proposition 

as an outcome of 

brand identity 

De 

Chernatony: 

Components of 

Brand Identity 

(1999) 

Particular set of 

functionally distinct 

capabilities that 

distinguishes a 

brand, reinforced 

through artefacts 

Brand's value 

expressed 

through 

personality 

traits 

Relationships 

between staff 

members, to 

customer, to 

other 

stakeholders 

Culture is at the core 

of identity, comprising 

visible artifacts, core 

and peripheral values 

and mental models 

Context / 

Dimension 

Positioning Personality Relationships Brand Vision and 

Culture 

Table 3: Comparison of brand identity models (own illustration) 

 The first interference can be seen in the product itself, including functionalities, 

product attributes and physique, which is shared by Kapferer (1997) and Aaker & 

Joachimsthaler (2000). Even if Aaker (1996) hints to the four brand identity “traps” of brand 

image, position, external perspective and products-attribute, which ought not to be mixed up 

with brand identity as constructs, he also states that the link between the actual product 

attributes and the brand’s identity is crucial. Aaker & Joachimsthaler (2000) also consider the 

brand-as-a-symbol perspective, which is closer to Kapferer’s (1997) physique but includes not 

only colors, packages and visual metaphors, but also taglines, music, gestures, or programs. In 

contrast to this perspective, the physique in Kapferer’s prism (1997) points to the mere 

physical facet, the material benefit of the product. De Chernatony connects his brand identity 

component brand positioning to Kapferer’s physique, stating that it relates to “a particular set 

of functionally distinct capabilities that distinguishes a brand” (De Chernatony, 1999, p. 168). 

 Second, the brand’s personality is an important component of brand identity in all of 

the presented models. As it is referenced both by De Chernatony (1999) and Aaker & 
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Joachimsthaler (2000), the personality model of Jennifer Aaker (1997) is presented in 

Appendix 7. It presents an overview of how a brand’s personality can be captured within the 

five categories of sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication, and ruggedness (Aaker, 

1997). The scholars agree that personality describes a brand with the help of human traits, 

assuming that a brand can be regarded as a person (e.g. Aaker, 1996; Kapferer, 2008).  

 As a third dimension, relation or relationships are explicit components of brand 

identity in all of the observed frameworks. Aaker (1996) even posits that the purpose of brand 

identity is to build relationships with consumers. Therefore, this paper focuses on the 

perspective of brand-customer relationships. Kapferer (2008, p. 185) puts forward that 

“brands are often at the crux of transactions and exchanges between people”. Nike for 

example suggests its brand users to let loose by stating “Just Do It” and therewith builds a 

unique relation to the customer (ibid). Consumers will translate observed behaviors of a brand 

(in particular their marketing activities) to evaluate them and create an image of a person in 

their minds (Fournier, 1998). Aaker & Joachimsthaler (2000, p. 50) point out that a brand’s 

aim is to create a relationship “that may resemble a personal relationship”, such as a friend, a 

mentor, or a mother. In order to support this and create a human-like relationship tie to 

consumers, brands try to strengthen such relationships e.g. by making use of endorsement and 

spokespersons (McCracken, 1989). 

 Finally, culture is placed at the heart of De Chernatony’s (1999) concept next to brand 

vision, and is also included in Kapferer’s (1997) six dimensions. Aaker & Joachimsthaler 

(2000) also highlight the concept by placing the core brand with its values at the center of 

brand identity. When scrutinizing definitions of organizational culture, one comes across 

numerous different formulations, but a relatively widely accepted one is a “complex set of 

values, beliefs, assumptions, and symbols that define the way in which a firm conducts its 

business” (Barney, 1986, p. 657). Values are thus inevitably linked to culture, which defines 

how a firm will interact with its stakeholders, such as customers (Barney, 1986). Also 

Kapferer (2008, p. 184) defines culture as a “set of values feeding the brand’s inspiration. It is 

the source of the brand’s aspirational power”. Hence, as a third aspect, culture and values are 

accepted identity components of all three researchers. While the other two researchers also 

acknowledge values as a central part of brand identity, they differ between core values that 

are timeless or constant throughout a brand’s lifetime, and “peripheral” (De Chernatony, 

1999) or “extended” (Aaker, 1997) values that can change with time or trends.  

 As this study will not focus on the brand image, Kapferer’s (1997) aspects self-image 

and reflection as well as De Chernatony’s (1999) stakeholder aspiration and self-image will 

be excluded from the theoretic framework. These aspects contradict the definition of brand 

identity as a mere company-internal construct formed by employees and staff member as 

opposed to the customers’ perception (Guzmán, 2004). Henceforth, this research will 

concentrate on the four mentioned components of brand identity. 
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 Influence of Brand Identity on Brand Extension 2.5.

2.5.1. Influence of the Fit 

 According to Carter & Curry (2013, p. 257), “the strength of the relationship between 

the parent brand and extension depends on their degree of fit”. This statement is confirmed by 

the mentioned physical and concept fit theory as stated by Kapferer (1997; 2008) as well as 

other authors such as Aaker & Keller (1990), and Dens & De Pelsmacker (2010). The 

influence of fit on customer evaluations of brand extensions has been investigated by diverse 

authors (Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2010). “Fit” is often also referred to as “similarity”, which is 

defined as the degree to which consumers perceive the extensions as similar to other products 

affiliated with the brand (Smith & Park, 1992; Hem et al., 2003). In order to find this 

similarity or the “category” of a brand, many studies about brand extensions make use of 

categorization theories (e.g. Meyers-Levy & Tybout, 1989; Kim et al., 2001; Viot, 2011). 

They provide further insights on the reaction of consumers to unrelated brand attributes: If a 

customer does not relate back certain associations of the extension product, which can also be 

the mere price or quality level, to the parent brand, he or she will be confused about this 

inconsistency and his or her mindset about the parent brand will change (Kim et al., 2001). In 

order to evaluate product or concept fit, several measures such as perceived quality, favorable 

evaluations, perceptions or image, consumer willingness to pay a price premium, response 

times, or monetized value of an extension have been applied by different researchers (Carter 

& Curry, 2013). Most of the researchers having examined these factors used a two-scale 

dimension of fit, distinguishing between product or feature similarity and concept or image 

consistency (Grime et al. 2002; Buil et al. 2009; Salinas & Perez 2009). In this context, 

Völckner & Sattler (2007) also tested a model proposed by Park, Milberg & Lawson (1991). 

This test served to find out if “prestige”-oriented brands, which are more abstract in their 

identity, differ from functional brands, which are more related to the features of the product 

itself in the context of brand extensions. The study found that extensions of functional brands 

require a stronger brand in order to be successful. Furthermore, it is stated that abstract or 

prestige brands can “accommodate a more diverse set of products that share fewer features; in 

other words, prestige brand names may be more extendible” (Völckner & Sattler, 2007, 

p.157). Therefore, brand identity can serve a more holistic and applicable construct to test if 

and how far brands should be stretched further or not according to their “fit” (Viot, 2011).  

 An existing brand identity should not be diluted while it must be made clear to the 

customer how product offerings differ from each other in order to avoid cannibalization 

effects (Kerin, Harvey & Rothe, 1978; Sharp, 1993; Grime et al., 2002). In order to strengthen 

a given brand identity, it is recommendable that the communication of brand extensions 

underlines the product associations that are in common with the parent brand (Aaker, 1996).  

2.5.2. Product & Physique 

 According to Doole & Lowe (2012), a product offer contains three layers: the benefits 

(e.g. performance), attributes (e.g. design, features, packaging), and the marketing support 

services (e.g. guarantees or delivery). A lot of research was carried out regarding product 

similarity and its influence on brand extension success (e.g. Aaker & Keller, 1990; Dawar & 

Anderson, 1994; Hem et al., 2003; Buil et al., 2009), whereby product similarity is mostly 
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defined as the degree to which customers regard the extension as similar to the other products 

of the parent brand (Smith & Park, 1992; Hem et al., 2003). It is postulated that the more 

similar the category of the extension brand is to the category of the parent brand, the more 

likely will the brand extension be accepted by consumers (e.g. Dacin & Smith, 1994; Hem et 

al., 2003; Buil et al., 2009). In their study, Boush & Loken (1991) brand extensions by their 

typicality or representativeness in a given category. This also implies that there is a higher 

chance for a new product to be accepted if the breadth of the parent brand’s product portfolio 

is larger (ibid). Apart from Srinivasan, Ramakrishnan & Grasman (2005), most research 

performed did not focus on the influence of concrete product features or physical aspects on 

brand extensions. The named authors state that if physical similarity is very high, the brand 

extension product will be perceived as interchangeable to the original product by consumers 

(Srinivasan et al., 2005), provoking cannibalization effects as explained e.g. by Kim & 

Lavack (1996). 

2.5.3. Personality  

 Jennifer Aaker’s Brand Personality Model (1997, see Appendix 7) allocates brands 

into the five personality types of sincerity, excitement, sophistication, competence and 

ruggedness, which are further broken down into a certain set of keywords per type. It has 

been applied by several authors for testing the fit, such as Batra et al. (2010) who tested the 

conceptual fit of an extended brand to its parent brand in their study. According to their study 

results, Batra et al. (2010, p. 336) confirm, “extensions of a brand into a new category face the 

particular challenge of needing to fit (be perceived as close to) the new product category 

being entered.”  Furthermore, this model was also employed in Völckner & Sattler’s (2007) 

study on the generalizability of the assumptions on consumer evaluations of brand extensions 

found by Aaker & Keller (1990). They tested the five dimensions of brand personality in 

order to find out if the examined brands were function- or abstract-oriented, a model proposed 

by Park, Milberg & Lawson (1991). The higher a brand scored on Aaker’s personality 

measures, the more abstract-oriented it was regarded (Völckner & Sattler, 2007), and thus, the 

further away from the original product offer could a brand be stretched.  

2.5.4. Relationships 

 Despite a rising interest in relationship marketing in order to build a sustainable, long-

term relationship with the customer (e.g. Egan, 2001), theories on customer-brand 

relationships as acknowledged in brand identity concepts by Aaker (1996), Kapferer (1997), 

and De Chernatony (1999) have rarely been investigated in research (Kim, Park & Kim, 

2014). The most valuable insights from theory can be provided by customer loyalty as well as 

brand personality concepts because they also describe customer-brand bonds (Fournier, 

1998). According to the Brand Relationship Quality model (BRQ) by Fournier (1998) and 

cited by several other researchers in the field (e.g. Fletcher, Simpson, & Thomas, 2000; Kim 

et al., 2014), the strength of a relationship can be measured by six dimensions as described in 

Fournier’s model (1998) in Appendix 8. Kim et al. (2014) measure these dimensions 

suggested by Fournier (1998) and come to the confirmed thesis that “BRQ significantly 

improves brand extension judgments” (p. 596), especially when the fit between the parent and 

extension brands is low (Kim et al., 2014). The dimensions of love and self-connection 
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describe socio-motive attachments of a person. The stronger these dimensions are perceived, 

the more irreplaceable and unique is the brand for a consumer, and the more is the brand part 

of a person’s identity (Fournier, 1998). The level of interdependence, pointing to 

consumption rituals in the daily life of a person, and commitment, including the reluctance of 

other brands, signify the strength of behavioral ties (ibid). Finally, intimacy and (perceived) 

brand partner quality stand for supportive cognitive beliefs of the consumer about a brand 

being superior and better performing than any other brand in the category (Kim et al., 2014).  

2.5.5. Culture / Values 

 In brand extension research, brand types are differentiated by their “function” or 

“prestige” orientation, whereas the prestige-orientation is denominated differently by various 

authors, who also refer to the abstracted meaning of a brand, the general brand concept or 

image (Park et al., 1991; Pitta & Katsanis, 1995; Kapferer, 1997; Carter & Curry, 2013). 

According to Salinas & Perez (2009), a brand concept can depict feelings and values, such as 

prestige or safety. While a concrete comparison between the brand’s culture or values and 

brand extensions is lacking in research, this study takes this new approach, keeping in mind 

that also two other mentioned brand identity components, brand personality and relations, 

represent abstract brand concepts. Tauber (1981) already warned to extend a brand that is too 

closely related to its product attributes, such as Kleenex. Therefore, brands that rely on a more 

general concept, such as culture or values, can be more easily extended as they are considered 

“broader in scope” (Carter & Curry, 2013, p. 256). Carter & Curry (2013) tested the 

difference in impact of functional and image fit, whereas the latter is more abstract and can 

thus be linked to concept fit, relying on abstract values. Their conclusion was that the best 

case of brand extension is found when low functional fit and high image fit are combined 

because image fit encourages higher sales of the extended product while functional fit risks 

cannibalism effects (ibid). Besides this, further researchers found a more positive impact of 

image (concept fit) to brand extensions than mere product (physical fit), such as Anderson 

(1983) and Kapferer (2008). Reddy et al. (1994) posit that line extensions of symbolic brands 

will be more successful than those of non-symbolic brands, while symbolic brands are defined 

as being surrounded with visualization that people remember. These authors claim that the 

transfer of attitude from the parent brand to the extension brand is enhanced if the symbolic 

value of the parent brand is high (ibid).  
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 Other Influencing Factors 2.6.

 Besides the concepts of brand equity and brand identity, authors have also examined 

further factors that determine the success of brand extensions. In Table 4, a summary of 

important other factors and their main influence on brand extensions is presented. The list of 

presented studies is not exhaustive, but represents an overview drawn from a literature 

review, especially of the works of Hem et al. (2003) and Völckner & Sattler (2007). 

 

Factor Effect on brand extension Researcher Year 

Parent brand quality Positive on attitude transfer Smith & Park 1992 

  Positive on brand extension 

evaluation 

Sunde & Brodie 1993 

  Positive on brand extension 

evaluation 

Bottomley & 

Doyle 

1996 

Parent brand breadth Positive on attitude transfer Boush & Loken 1991 

Amount, positioning and quality fit of 

previous extensions 

Positive on attitude transfer Dacin & Smith 1994 

Difficulty of producing the product 

class 

Positive on attitude transfer Aaker & Keller 1990 

High technological hierarchy Positive on extension success Jun, Mazumdar & 

Raj 

1999 

Advertising support Positive on extension success Reddy et al. 1994 

Attitude toward extension ad Positive on brand extension 

evaluation 

Dens & De 

Pelsmacker 

2009 

Quality variance in new product 

category 

Positive on attitude transfer Kardes & Allen 1991 

Importance of purchase Negative on attitude transfer Nijssen & Bucklin 1998 

Perceived risk Positive on brand extension 

evaluation 

Hem et al. 2003 

Consumer's knowledge of category Negative on attitude transfer Smith & Park 1992 

Consumer's innovativeness Positive on brand extension 

evaluation 

Hem et al. 2003 

Company size Positive on extension success Reddy et al. 1994 

Late mover corporate image Positive on extension success De Ruyter & 

Wetzels 

2000 

Marketing competence Positive on extension success Reddy et al. 1994 

Table 4: Examined factors influencing brand extension in existing literature (own illustration) 

 Research Model 2.7.

 In order to answer the research question of how and why firms’ decisions are 

influenced by branding constructs when planning brand extension strategies, the most 

important brand management frameworks had to be identified. After a literature review in the 

field of brand extensions, it was obvious that the two most frequently scrutinized dimensions 

to determine brand extension success were the strength of the parent brand as well as the fit 

between the extension and parent brand (Aaker & Keller, 1990; Völckner & Sattler, 2006; 
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Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2009; Carter & Curry, 2013). Hence, the two concepts of brand 

equity and brand identity had to be identified, keeping in mind that the study will not focus on 

consumer surveys as most of the performed research, but will instead focus on the firm 

perspective.  

 Studying brand extension strategies, one comes across the model of brand extension 

by Kapferer (2008), see Figure 2. In this model, he presents a scale of five steps from a 

tangible to a non-tangible brand type which describe types of brand identity, and states that 

the more a brand is identified by its values and the less by its product dimension, the further a 

brand can be extended successfully. This model will serve to investigate if it is beneficial for 

a brand extension with the parent brand identity based on rather intangible product 

associations  (e.g. values) to be extended in “further distance”, meaning that a category 

extension can be prioritized over a line extension, see Figure 1. 

 The concept of brand equity could easily be identified as a good measure of the 

strength of the parent brand, the first major driver of brand extension success. Major 

researchers in the field such as Srivastava & Shocker (1991), Aaker (1991), Feldwick (1996) 

and Kapferer (2012) named the terms brand strength in their definitions of brand equity, 

compare Table 1. In order to investigate the brand equity dimension in all detail, the present 

work concentrates on the framework established by Aaker (1991), which comprises the four 

aspects of brand awareness, brand loyalty, perceived quality and brand associations. All of 

these concepts have already been investigated in the context of brand extensions more or less 

strongly by several scholars (see chapter 2.3.). 

 Second, to measure the “fit” between brand extensions and the parent brand, the brand 

identity concept was identified, as it was also done by Viot (2011). As mentioned in chapter 

2.5.1, many researchers differentiated between two types of fit. The first one, product or 

category similarity, has been investigated and proven to have a positive impact on brand 

extension evaluation (e.g. Aaker & Keller, 1990; Boush & Loken, 1991; Hem et al., 2003). 

The second, more abstract dimension of fit, the so-called concept or symbolic fit, has also 

been scrutinized by several authors and it seems to encourage broader brand extensions (e.g. 

Park et al., 1991; Reddy et al., 1994). However, most of these studies relate to the perceived 

fit of these dimensions. In order to find a manageable approach to these concepts, this study 

reflects on the brand identity concept, which is outspokenly firm-centered (De Chernatony, 

1999; Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000). Brand identity captures both the product dimension 

(product/physique) and the concept or abstract dimension (personality, relationship, values) 

which can perfectly measure fit as it is intended by marketing practitioners, and finally 

influences the consumer’s belief, too. 

 With the help of the named dimensions, this study will determine which brand 

extension strategies should be selected and why, by investigating the qualitative relationship 

between brand equity strength (1), brand identity fit (2a) and brand identity abstraction level 

(2b) and their influence on (3) brand extension strategies. 

 Further influences on brand extension have partly been demonstrated in existing 

studies. In order to take them into consideration, some company factors (e.g. firm size, 

marketing competence or size of product portfolio) and extension characteristics (e.g. 

advertisement support, importance of purchase or positioning and quality fit of previous 
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extensions) will be investigated with minor significance in the overall study. An illustration of 

this strategic research approach is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Theoretical Framework (own illustration) 
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The third chapter describes the methodological choices of the research work carried out. It 

outlines the descriptive qualitative research approach and the multiple-case study design. The 

selection of the case firms and choice of respondents as well as the development of the 

interview guide are introduced and the investigated case firms are briefly presented. Finally, 

the processes of the authors’ data collection and analysis as well as the research quality 

approach are explained. 

3. Methodology 

 Research Approach 3.1.

3.1.1. Abductive Research Process 

 In our study, we have followed an abductive research approach as this approach was 

considered as the most appropriate for the purpose of our study. The abductive research 

approach, which Dubois & Gadde (2002) refer to as systematic combining describes “a 

continuous movement between an empirical world and a model world”, whereby the 

“matching of theory and reality” and “direction and redirection of the study” are key 

processes (ibid, p. 554). The abductive research process is defined by a simultaneous 

evolvement of theoretical framework, empirical fieldwork and case analysis. In our study, the 

theoretical framework as described in chapter 2.7 has evolved along with our research process 

as we have confronted the theories of brand equity, brand identity and brand extensions with 

the empirical world continuously throughout the research process. Firstly, we confronted the 

relevant theories with a brand expert from Consulting Firm 1 and secondly, with eight 

selected case firms that operate in the FMCG sector in Germany.  

 Our objective was to further develop existing theories rather than generating new 

theories. Dubois & Gadde (2002) confirm such research objective as they argue that the aim 

of systematic combining is “theory development rather than theory generation” (ibid, p. 559). 

Finally, we agree with Dubois & Gadde (2002) who state that “theory cannot be understood 

without empirical observation and vice versa” (ibid, p. 555). The evolvement of our 

theoretical framework has given direction to our research and has helped us to identify 

unexpected issues and thus, redirected us to adapt our theoretical framework.  

3.1.2. Descriptive Research   

 Based on the purpose of the study and the abductive research process that was 

followed in our study, a descriptive research approach was considered as the most suitable. As 

descriptive studies aim at describing phenomena and drawing an accurate profile of certain 

situations, companies or persons (Robson, 2002; Blanche, Durrheim & Painter, 2006), we 

believed that a descriptive research approach could provide the highest added value to our 

work. The fact that it is essential to have a clear impression of the phenomenon when 

conducting descriptive research (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2007), confirmed our choice 

of applying a descriptive research approach. The fields of brand equity, brand identity as well 

as brand extension strategies have been extensively researched by influential academics in the 

past (e.g. Aaker, 1991; De Chernatony, 1999; Keller, 2003; Kapferer, 2008), which has 

provided us with a clear impression of the subject. However, as existing quantitative research 
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and laboratory experiments predominantly focused on illustrating and verifying the fact that 

brand equity and brand identity do exert an influence on brand extension strategies (Hem et 

al., 2003), our thesis aims at further investigating the nature of such influence by examining 

how and why brand equity, brand identity and other factors influence firms’ brand extension 

strategies.  

3.1.3. Qualitative Research Design 

 As it was of major interest to examine the in-depth influence of brand equity and 

brand identity on brand extension strategies, a qualitative research method was most suitable 

for the purpose of our work. Through qualitative research we aimed at obtaining a deeper 

insight into the research area of brand extension strategies in the FMCG industry in Germany. 

Qualitative research techniques intend to create insights or accurate profiles of a research area 

(Malhotra & Birks, 2007). They provide the researchers with detailed information on the 

relevant subject (Dahlberg & McCaig, 2010) which was our main intention for this study as 

most existing research had only uncovered the broader relationships between the brand 

constructs in quantitative studies. In qualitative research, one focuses on the understanding of 

the social world by examining the interpretation of that world by its participants (Bryman & 

Bell, 2011) which describes our research process of analyzing our respondents’ answers. The 

“social world” in this context were eight FMCG companies and “participants” were the brand 

and product managers that we interviewed. In our interview guide, a focus was placed on 

words and the reasoning of our respondents, which confirmed the qualitative approach that 

“tends to be concerned with words rather than numbers” (Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 386).  

 As our study is aimed at collecting sensitive and in-depth data about the operational 

influence of the firms’ decision processes when extending their brands, it has been suitable to 

perform a qualitative investigation of such firms in order to draw the most accurate profile, as 

confirmed by Strauss & Corbin (1998). Furthermore, we believed that the quality of the 

answers generated through qualitative interviews was significantly higher as the chosen 

experts “provide a deeper level of response” (Dahlberg & McCaig, 2010, p. 116). Moreover, 

it is acknowledged that we had better access to the required firm experts through a qualitative 

research approach. Brand or product managers are a rather ‘hard-to-reach’ expert group and 

therefore, we believed that these profiles were reached better through qualitative interviews 

rather than e.g. quantitative questionnaires which have a lower response rate (ibid). 

 Nevertheless, a common disadvantage of qualitative studies is that findings cannot be 

applied to the entire population due to the fact that qualitative research is often based on a 

relatively small sample, in our study nine cases (Malhotra & Birks, 2007). Such drawback 

was considered when providing implications and outlining the limitations of this work. 

Consequently, it cannot be guaranteed that the conclusions drawn from this study are 

applicable to all FMCG firms or to firms in other sectors. 

 Research Strategy  3.2.

 For our thesis a multiple-case study design as described by Bryman & Bell (2011) was 

considered as the most suitable research design with regard to the defined descriptive research 

purpose and the qualitative research approach. The selected research strategy enabled us to 

answer our research question with the desired depth and significance.  
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3.2.1. Multiple-Case Study Design 

 Bryman & Bell (2011) highlight that the case study design often favors qualitative 

methods as they are regarded as particularly supportive when generating an intensive and 

detailed examination of cases. “With a case study, the case is an object of interest in its own 

right, and the researcher aims to provide an in-depth elucidation of it” (Bryman & Bell, 2011, 

p. 60). Similarly, Morris & Wood (1991) argue that case studies are suitable when aiming at 

obtaining a deep understanding of the subject under investigation or to craft accurate 

descriptions of certain phenomena.  

 According to Yin (2009) a case study thoroughly investigates phenomena in their real-

life context. We explicitly chose eight cases to triangulate the results from each company and 

sufficiently increase the validity of the research carried out (Bryman & Bell, 2011). The 

results obtained enabled us to contrast and compare complementary outcomes from the cases 

(Yin, 2009). Yin (2009) concludes that if studies focus on “how” and “why” questions in 

more than one case, a multiple-case study will be the most suitable research method. With the 

thesis’ sub-questions including “how” and “why” and its main research question of “How and 

why do brand equity and brand identity influence decisions on brand extension strategies?” a 

clear focus was put on such questions and thus, a multiple-case study seemed to be a valid and 

valuable research design. 

 Before investigating the firms, an expert interview was conducted. This interview was 

undertaken with a professional and well-established consulting firm, namely Consulting Firm 

1. With the help of such expert interview a more general and objective view on the research 

subject could be generated before elaborating on the firm perspective. The expert interview 

provided us with first practical knowledge about brand constructs and brand extension 

strategies in the FMCG sector in Germany. Moreover, the interview with Consulting Firm 1 

was a valuable preparation for the interviews with the firms, which supports the advice of 

Bryman & Bell (2011) to get familiar with the interview topic and procedure. With the expert 

interview, it was even possible to “test” the chosen set of questions and adapt our interview 

guide before approaching the branding professionals.  

 The criticism that case studies provide a poor basis for scientific generalization (Yin, 

2009) and that they are “too situation specific” (Weick, 1969, p. 18) was later revoked by 

Weick (1979) who realized that “findings are unstable over time” and that researchers should 

“try harder to make interpretations specific to situations” (ibid, p. 37). Consequently, what 

was previously regarded as a drawback of case studies is nowadays more and more 

recognized as a great opportunity. In our study we managed this risk by analyzing the case 

specific interpretations provided by the managers as we supported the argumentation that 

findings are unstable over time. We considered learning from particular case firms that are 

influenced by their environmental context as an added value to our study. Finally, the 

reasoning that “the interaction between a phenomenon and its context is best understood 

through in-depth case studies” (Dubois & Gadde, 2002, p. 554) has fostered our choice of a 

multiple-case study design. 

3.2.2. Qualitative Interviews  

 In our study, semi-structured interviews were conducted. Hence, we made use of 

several assets of qualitative interviewing and deviated from our given interview guide by 
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varying the order of questions according to the interview situation, as suggested by Bryman & 

Bell (2011). When interrogating the firm experts, a pre-defined interview guide with a list of 

questions on the specific topics to be covered during the interview served as a base for our 

discussions. However, as we were prepared to deviate from the interview guide, our questions 

were often not strictly posed in the outlined formulation and order.  

 Besides this, we added multiple follow-up questions, which can only be done in 

qualitative interviews (ibid). Supplementary questions were employed when we were 

particularly interested in a deeper reflection of a certain idea that the brand experts had 

expressed. The interviewees could thereby be encouraged to elaborate in as much detail as 

required on any question posed.  

 Since the concepts of brand equity, brand identity and brand extensions are rather 

complex brand constructs, we believed that background information and further explanations 

may be required from the interviewers during the investigation. Hence, in the course of the 

interview the respondents could pose questions to ensure their full understanding of each 

question which made their answers even more valid to us (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

3.2.3. Secondary Data Collection Method  

 Besides the aforementioned interviews, representing our primary data, secondary data 

complemented our case studies. Secondary data on the investigated firms, as well as on brand 

equity, brand identity and brand extension strategies have been collected and presented in the 

first chapters and helped to further contribute to our study. As not every distinct aspect 

relevant for our study could be investigated through a case study, we consulted secondary 

data in order to sharpen the outcome of our study (Malhotra & Birks, 2007). Hereby, 

particularly the firms’ websites, annual reports, official statistics as well as academic literature 

were consulted. 

 Case Selection  3.3.

3.3.1. Brand Extensions in the FMCG Sector  

 This study focuses on the fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) industry as firms 

increasingly implement brand extensions within this segment (Saha, 2014). Researchers and 

consulting companies such as KPMG reported that FMCG firms are more and more 

leveraging their strong brands by investing in brand extensions (Dogra, 2008). In 2008, 

KPMG director Srinivas explained, “Brand extensions provide a more economical and risk-

free approach of sustaining growth in the present economic environment as against launching 

a new product for FMCG players.” However, this industry is of particular interest as the 

majority of brand extensions are not successful in this sector (Srivastava & Sharma, 2013). It 

is stated that consumers show less affection to known brands and are less loyal in their 

purchase of fast-moving goods in comparison to services or durable goods (ibid). This is 

mainly caused by a higher price consciousness in the consumer goods sector (Kumar & 

Advani, 2005). The fast moving consumer goods industry is characterized by low profit 

margins, large sales volumes, a fast distribution, relatively low purchase costs and fast 

changing consumer habits and preferences (e.g. Hamister, 2007; Dogra & Ghuman, 2008). As 

customers’ investment is comparatively low and they mostly know the product category well 

which is related to a high purchasing frequency, they might be willing to take more risks 
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when purchasing fast-moving goods, and thus, switch brands more often (Srivastava & 

Sharma, 2013). Nevertheless, a study carried out by Nielsen in 2012 showed that FMCG 

extension brands are more likely to survive in the market than newly launched brands 

(Chogle, 2012). This study also concluded that brand extensions gain market share and build 

distribution faster, which allows them to grow incremental sales up to 38% in the sector. 

Besides this, extensions with a lower price compared to the parent brand had more potential to 

be successful than higher priced stretches due to the high price sensitivity and availability of 

competitive offers dominating the FMCG sector (Kaul & Nair, 2012). As performed research 

in the field does not determine in which cases it is still worth to do a brand extension in the 

FMCG sector, this sector has been identified as particularly interesting to study. 

 To sum up, the fact that the number of FMCG firms engaging in brand extensions is 

increasing (Dogra, 2008; Saha, 2014), a high amount of extensions within this sector fail 

(Srivastava & Sharma, 2013) whereas extension products are still claimed to be more 

successful than new product launches (Chogle, 2012) and brand extensions stimulate on-top 

effects in terms of revenues and promote a faster distribution compared to new products 

(Nielsen, 2012), supports the choice of studying the influencing factors on brand extensions 

strategies within the FMCG industry.  

3.3.1. Selection of Case Firms  

 Due to the fact that the time spent on this thesis was limited to 20 weeks, the number 

of qualitative interviews had to be restricted. In fact, reducing the amount of data by only 

considering selected data is common practice in business research (Saunders et al., 2007). 

However, before selecting our case firms, selection criteria needed to be defined (Eisenhardt, 

2002). Hereby, we distinguished between criteria for the upfront expert interview with 

Consulting Firm 1 (1) and selection criteria for the eight firm cases (2 to 9), which are all 

actors in the FMCG sector in Germany.  

 As described, an expert interview with a consulting company served as preparation for 

the firm interviews. Through such pilot study, first practical knowledge about brand concepts 

and brand extensions strategies in the FMCG sector has been obtained and thus, a basic 

principle for the firm cases was formed. For the purpose of the expert interview, the firms 

considered needed to have a subsidiary and substantial market activities and knowledge in the 

German market in order to guarantee a high quality and validity of answers. Moreover, the 

selected firm needed to have profound experience and expertise in the FMCG sector and thus, 

have relevant clients within that sector. Finally, Consulting Firm 1 was selected according to 

these criteria amongst professional consulting services firms.  

 The case firms A, B, C, D, E, F and G were required to operate in the FMCG sector in 

Germany and exhibit brand extensions in form of line extensions and/or category extensions. 

In order to guarantee external validity, we selected firms displaying diverse levels of brand 

equity, possessing divergent brand identities and performing brand extensions at varied 

distances (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

 

The following table outlines the final firms and experts chosen for the interviews: 
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Company 

Name 

Industry Interviewee Position Type of Interview/ 

Date of Interview 

Consulting 

Firm 1 

Professional 

Services / 

Consulting 

Interviewee 

1 

Manager Strategy 

Consulting 

Lync Interview/ 

6
th
 of March 2015 

Case Firm A FMCG 

(Detergents) 

Interviewee 

A1 

Brand Manager 

Brand A1 

Skype Interview/ 

22
nd

 of March 2015 

Case Firm A FMCG  

(Hair Care) 

Interviewee 

A2 

Brand Manager 

Brand A2 

Lync Interview/ 

06
th
 of May 2015 

Case Firm B FMCG 

(Alcoholic 

Beverages) 

Interviewee 

B 

Senior Brand 

Manager Brand B 

Lync Interview/ 

23
rd

 of April 2015 

Case Firm C FMCG 

(Confectionery) 

Interviewee 

C 

Product Manager 

Brands C1 and C2 

FaceTime 

Interview/ 

26
th
 of April 2015 

Case Firm D 
FMCG 

(Brewery) 

Interviewee 

D 

Brand Manager 

Brand D 

Lync Interview/ 

29
th
 of April 2015 

Case Firm E 
FMCG 

(Brewery) 

Interviewee 

E 

Brand Manager 

Brand E 

Lemonade 

Lync Interview/ 

04
th
 of May 2015 

Case Firm F FMCG 

(Confectionery) 

Interviewee 

F 

Brand Manager 

Brand F  

Tablets 

Lync Interview/ 

04
th
 of May 2015 

Case Firm G FMCG  

(Dairy) 

Interviewee 

G 

Brand Manager 

Brand G 

Lync Interview/ 

06
th
 of May 2015 

Table 5: Selected Interview Partners (own illustration) 

3.3.2. Background on Case Companies  

Consulting Firm 1 

Consulting Firm 1 is a German subsidiary of a professional service firm specializing in 

consulting, audit, tax, financial advisory and enterprise risk. Consulting Firm 1 is part of the 

so-called "Big Four" professional services firms. The company generated revenues of 

US$34.2 billion of which 32% were generated by the consulting branch and 17% by the 

consumer goods industry (Consulting Firm 1, 2015). This qualified Consulting Firm 1 as a 

reliable source of information in terms of knowledge about firms operating within the FMCG 

sector. The company served 20 of the 24 consumer products companies that were part of the 

Fortune Global 500® companies (Consulting Firm 1, 2012). This made it a specialist in the 

German consumer goods market. Moreover, as the advisory member firm of a global group, 

Consulting Firm 1 has gained considerable knowledge in the German consumer market by 

carrying out various projects in this sector (Consulting Firm 1, 2015).  

 

Case Firm A 

Case Firm A is a global FMCG firm focusing on chemical products including detergents and 

adhesives. Case Firm A manages well-known brands such as Brand A1. Brand A1 was chosen 

because of its long history in Germany. It was nominated as one of the “Superbrands 

Germany” in 2009 (Brand A1, 2015), which gives a hint to its strong brand equity. Moreover, 
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Brand A2 belongs to an umbrella brand having a similar tradition in Germany and having 

launched many different products in the course of the years. Currently, Brand A2 alone 

possesses 12 diverse product lines, each one consisting of three to seven distinct products 

(Case Firm A, 2015). This demonstrates its expertise in carrying out brand extensions. 

 

Case Firm B  

Case Firm B is a marketing and sales subsidiary of an English group. The German marketing 

and sales company has about 180 employees. The company is a producer of alcoholic 

beverages with a range of brands across the categories of spirits, beer and wine. In 2014, the 

firm’s revenues accounted for £13.980 billion, which makes Case Firm B the world’s largest 

producer of spirits (Case Firm B, 2015). Brand B is one of the most popular brands in its 

portfolio. It is a rum brand, which was only introduced in 2008 in Germany. Furthermore, it 

has a distinct character on the first sight, making it an interesting object of study for the 

research question at hand. 

 

Case Firm C 

Case Firm C is a subsidiary of an Italian group. The family still owns the private company. In 

2014, the confectionery producer with well-known brands reached a turnover of €8.4 billion. 

While the group has 38 trading companies, its largest factory is based in Germany, which is a 

key market for the company with about 3.600 employees (Case Firm C, 2015). With a market 

share of 16.7%, Case Firm C dominated the German chocolate and confectionery market in 

2013 (Marketline, 2014). With a high popularity for Brand C2 in Germany, a seemingly low 

equity for Brand C1 and very limited brand portfolios for both brands, they were outstanding 

examples to investigate. 

 

Case Firm D 

The group is a family owned beer-producing company with a long tradition. Next to Brand D, 

smaller and less known breweries as well as a hotel group belong to the international group. 

The sales of the group had a drastically negative development in the beginning of the 21
st
 

century, whereas it has regained some strength after 2010 (Weber, 2011). Its produced 

amount of beer in hectoliters has halved within the last 15 years (AGB, 2014). This negative 

development made Brand D a highly interesting brand to examine. 

 

 

Case Firm E 

Case Firm E is a family owned beer-producing company that was founded in Germany, where 

it still has its headquarters. In 2014, the group produced approximately 7.2 million hectoliters 

of beer, whereof 3.9 million hectoliters can be accounted to its biggest brand Brand E. 

Besides this, the group also encompasses other smaller breweries. The group has 1.700 

employees and reached a turnover of €790 million worldwide in 2014 (Case Firm E, 2015). 

Brand E was chosen as a strong brand that has performed a category extension. The firm has 

recently launched a lemonade-like product line in Germany under a new Brand E sub-brand, 

which does not seem to be directly related to its core product of beer.  
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Case Firm F 

Case Firm F is the German subsidiary of a global FMCG company especially focusing on 

confectionery. Case Firm F manages a variety of well-known brands. In 2013, Case Firm F 

generated revenues of US$35 billion internationally (Case Firm F, 2013). Altogether, the firm 

operates seven production facilities in Germany. Brand F was first introduced to the German 

market more than 100 years ago (Brand F, 2015). It is one of the strongest brands in the 

German chocolate market (Case Firm F, 2013). With its high popularity, long history in 

Germany and its extraordinary diversity of products, Brand F represents a study object at the 

top end of the brand equity, the brand identity as well as the brand extension distance scales. 

 

Case Firm G 

Case Firm G is located in Southern Germany (Case Firm G, 2014). It is part of a French group 

and had a turnover of €21 billion in 2014 (Case Firm G, 2015). Case Firm G is a global leader 

in the food industry with 100.000 employees operating in four business units worldwide. In 

Germany, the Fresh Dairy segment includes a portfolio of well-known brands (Case Firm G, 

2013). Even if Case Firm G has a high expertise in brand extension, Brand G is limited in its 

product range. Therefore, it was of interest for this study to discover the reasons behind this 

brand’s narrow portfolio strategy.  

3.3.3. Choice of Respondents 

 After defining the appropriate companies to be investigated, gaining access to capable 

interviewees (“research subjects”) is regarded as one of the major issues of qualitative 

research (e.g. Collis & Hussey, 2009). In this study, in-depth knowledge about the concepts of 

brand equity, brand identity as well as brand extension strategies was required. Therefore, 

brand managers and product managers were considered as most suitable respondents as they 

were most likely to possess the required knowledge to provide us with profound answers to 

our questions. Furthermore, the professionals needed to have some years of experience in the 

relevant firms in order to also provide us with information regarding the development of the 

firms’ brand extension strategies over time. The professionals chosen (see Table 5) have been 

selected based on the described criteria. Besides that, networks and personal relations were of 

high importance when contacting the firms. In order to approach potential interviewees, a 

detailed email introducing the research project and containing background information on 

how the results will be used was sent out (Myers, 2009). After the initial e-mail contact and 

the experts’ approval to take part in our interview, the interviews were scheduled for March, 

April and May 2015. 

 Development of the Interview Guide 3.4.

 When developing the interview guide for our qualitative interviews, the theoretical 

models that we have identified as most relevant have guided the structure of the interview. 

The interview guide covered three focus research areas, which are brand extensions (1), brand 

equity (2) and brand identity (3). The majority of questions referred to the firms’ performed 

brand extensions in the German market, as well as to the nature of their brand equity and 

brand identity and how this has influenced their brand extension strategies.  
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 As we wanted to acquire as much information as possible we chose to ask a large 

number of open questions, such as “What is the extension strategy of your brand?”. In this 

way, the respondents could answer in their own terms and were not influenced by given 

answering choices (Bryman & Bell, 2011). In order to attain comparability and not to 

demotivate the respondents by exhaustive answering (ibid), we also included some closed 

questions, such as “Is your brand primarily based on functional aspects, personality, 

relationships, or values?”.  

 P. Podsakoff, N. Podsakoff, MacKenzie & Lee (2003) recommend a carefully 

developed question order within interviews and questionnaires, which we took as a guiding 

rule while designing our interview guide. Even if these authors examine the extent to which 

method biases influence results in quantitative research, the findings are also relevant for 

qualitative research. Method biases also occur within qualitative interviews, which made it a 

relevant issue that could not be neglected in our study. The authors suggest to ensure a 

“logical flow” and “to use the funneling procedure (progressing logically from general to 

specific questions) often recommended in the survey research literature” (Podsakff et al, 

2003, p. 888). Hence, in our interview guide we asked the brand extension strategy related 

questions first, narrowing them down towards the end of each section. At the same time we 

ensured that a logical flow of questions was kept. We intentionally chose to first ask our 

questions about brand extension strategies and only mentioned the concepts of brand equity 

and brand identity in a second and third step in order not to influence the respondents’ 

answers on influencing factors and to gain further insight into the field. 

 The first few questions of the interview guide were directed at getting to know our 

respondents, their background as well as their position within the firm. Such introductory 

questions served as “ice-breaker” and aimed at making our respondents feel comfortable and 

confident before moving to more complex questions that require more depth and brand 

management expertise. After a few background questions, we started with questions 

introducing the topic of brand extension strategies whereby the presented literature in the 

brand extension area has guided our questions. Starting at a more general level, we broke 

down the items into more specific questions related to specific experiences with extensions 

carried out in the past and over time, including communication support, customer feedback, 

and also negative experiences. Hereby, we took into account that the brand expert from 

Consulting Firm 1 owed special significance to the factor of advertising support, rating it as 

the most influencing factor with regard to brand extension strategies (see Appendix 12). 

Negative experience provided a very useful insight into the major risks of brand extensions, 

which are brand dilution and cannibalization effects. The last two questions referred to the 

strongest and weakest brands and aimed at gaining further knowledge about the distance and 

success of performed extensions.  

 After the brand extension strategy related questions, we moved to questions referring 

to the concept of brand equity and its influence on brand extension strategies. Hereby, the 

four brand equity parameters brand awareness, brand associations, perceived quality and 

brand loyalty as stated by Aaker (1991) have influenced our choice of questions. First, a 

general question on how brand equity influences the manager’s decision to extend a brand 

was asked in order to understand the overall influence of brand equity better. When asking 

more specifically about e.g. brand awareness and brand loyalty, our aim was to get an insight 
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into the concrete performance on the market and thus, be able to compare our case firms and 

rate them as brands with a relatively higher or lower brand awareness and brand loyalty. 

Hereby, we were also interested in the development of such brand parameters over time and 

thus, we included several questions that investigated the evolvement over the past five years. 

With our questions referring to brand associations we wanted to know whether the 

investigated brands have multiple or only few brand associations, whether the existing 

associations are comparably strong or weak, broadly or narrowly defined and in what ways 

such associations support a brand extension. Our questions related to perceived quality were 

directed to finding out if a brand is perceived as being of relatively high or low quality. 

Finally, questions referring to the overall brand performance in the form of key performance 

indicators (e.g. market share, annual growth rate) were posed to inquire how the brand equity 

is reflected in terms of KPI’s. Eventually, an overall picture of each brand’s equity could be 

drawn, taking into consideration all relevant brand equity aspects. 

 The last part of the interview guide covered questions on brand identity. The brand 

identity parameters product & physique, personality, relationship and values as described by 

authors such as Kapferer (1997), De Chernatony (1999), Aaker & Joachimsthaler (2000) have 

served as a guideline while formulating these questions. This part was introduced with a 

general question on the product range of the brand in order to determine the category and 

width of the brand portfolio. The next question introduced the brand identity topic by defining 

the overall identity type. Subsequently, the four aspects were reflected in more detail. The 

questions on product features and design should determine if the brand has a distinguishable 

appearance or design and how far it has been stretched in terms of the product portfolio. Next, 

personality and relationships of the brand to the customer were investigated in order to find 

out how defined these characteristics are for the brand in question. In order to distinguish the 

two concepts, one asked about the brand as a person, and the other asked about the connection 

to the customer. These aspects gave an indication of the emotional capabilities of the brand. 

Finally, four questions on the brand values were posed. In terms of culture and tradition, the 

managers were asked to explain the brand’s history and years of existence. As the brand 

consultant had confirmed in the pilot interview that a brand must, besides having distinct 

values and a long history, be able to tell a story in order to be extended to a broader level, the 

authors decided to include this as a specific question for the companies. Finally, it was 

important to know if the brand is rather based on function (product features) or prestige 

(abstract values) to have a full picture of the identity. After interviewing the respondents on 

this last part, we had a clear picture of the brand identity type and range (if it is narrowly 

defined by its function, has an outstanding personality or defined and clear values).   

 Additionally, in order to test and confirm the respondents’ answers, we sent them a 

self-completion questionnaire consisting of four closed questions via email upfront. It was 

filled in by the respondents before the interview in order not to affect their responses with our 

statements at the actual interview. Question 1 referred to other influencing factors of brand 

extension choices, independent of the examined brand concepts, so as to gain a broader idea 

of how brand extension strategies are developed. We used a Likert scale for this question so 

the respondent could rate the importance of each of the nine potential influencing factors on a 

scale from 1 (very weak influence) to 5 (very strong influence) as suggested by Bryman & 

Bell (2011). Questions 2 and 3 validated each other: Here, we applied the brand personality 
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concept of Aaker (1997) to test whether the selected brand associations are in line with the 

selected brand personality type (e.g. if the respondent selected outdoorsy and tough in 

question 2, he should also select ruggedness in question 3). Finally, question 4 referred to the 

brand relationship model of Fournier (1998). The given answers could both be compared 

externally with other respondents and internally with the relationship part of the interview for 

testing the validity and the strength of the brand’s relation to the customer. Furthermore, we 

could ask for the respondents’ further insight on these closed questions during the interview, 

in case their given answers were unclear, contradictive, or particularly interesting. 

 Strategy for Data Analysis 3.5.

 Generally, we have followed the same structure throughout the introductory, 

theoretical, empirical and analytical chapters whereby we always first elaborated on brand 

extensions, second on brand equity and third on brand identity.  

 In our analysis, for the first part of brand extension strategies, we identified the 

subjects of influencing factors, other parameters influencing brand extensions, managing 

brand extensions, and finally negative consequences of brand extensions as particularly 

important and thus providing the structure for the analysis. Next, we separated the brand 

constructs into their single components as introduced in chapter 2. This allowed us to gain an 

overall picture of the brand equity and identity type in each case. In the last part of our 

analysis, we established two matrices combining the different brand constructs. Based on the 

main parameters of low or high equity, low or high identity fit and finally a functional or 

value based brand type, propositions for brand extension strategies could be indicated. Hence, 

propositions for firms on how far to extend a brand can easily be derived if they find 

themselves in one of the four quadrants (I-IV) provided.  

 In our presentation of the empirical part, the interview results are presented case by 

case. The answers to the self-completion questionnaire were more relevant for the analysis 

than to complete the empirical data, hence, they can be found in Appendix 12 and Appendix 

13 in form of a summarizing table, which made the results more comprehensive and 

distinguishable for the reader. In the analysis chapter, the questionnaire results were sensibly 

combined with the interview data, which made it possible to logically derive if the answers 

received have been plausible and consistent. 

 As stated by Yin (2009), data analysis of case studies is not defined in the same 

precision as for a quantitative questionnaire. It is however inevitable to carry out a high 

amount of post-coding and analysis based on the researchers’ own knowledge and evaluation 

of the answers given (Boyatzis, 1998). We aimed at finding patterns by comparing answers of 

our nine cases (Yin, 2009) and “translating” pre-coded formulations and interview questions 

back to their original research-significant meaning by putting them into categories such as 

“low” vs. “high” equity, “broad” vs. “narrow” brand extensions or “product-fit” vs. “concept-

fit”. These propositions were then related to the theories outlined before.  

 Our analysis is based on theoretical propositions as outlined by Yin (2009). The 

theory chapter of this study outlined various existing models and concepts, which have been 

used for further analysis of the research question and also provided guidance for the semi-

structured interviews (Yin, 2009). However, not only these brand concepts can influence 

brand extension strategies, but also other factors such as advertising support, as outlined in the 
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chapter 2.4. Brand Identity. To not ignore such rival theories, these factors were accounted for 

in the semi-structured interview guide as well as in the self-completion questionnaire sent 

upfront. Furthermore, this study mainly analyzed primary data in a qualitative manner; 

nonetheless, it also made use of findings of secondary quantitative studies. Brand Identity 

  While this thesis mainly concentrated on a pattern matching technique, the cross case 

synthesis has also been useful for drawing our final conclusions from the cases (Yin, 2009). 

Predicted patterns have already been derived from existing theory of e.g. in chapter 2.4.3, in 

which a brand construct was derived from given brand identity theories. As former scholars 

have already examined parts of the topic of interest, predicted patterns of both constructs (the 

four components of brand equity and brand identity) could be derived before our empirical 

data collection. After having gathered the empirical data, found patterns of the eight firms 

were compared in a cross case synthesis to these predicted patterns. As this matched well in 

sum, the validity of the case studies was supported, as posited by Yin (2009). Cross case 

synthesis has also been employed in order to find generalizable findings on brand extension 

strategies across all cases examined and to draw conclusions.  

 As we gathered a high amount of empirical data from nine different professionals, we 

mainly carried out a cross-case analysis after a detailed description of the findings of each 

individual case was presented in the empirical data chapter 4. In this way, we could both 

compare the findings of each separate case to the predicted patterns and find parallels between 

the eight firm cases. Hence, relevant patterns between the firms examined were highlighted 

without repeating the same results for every single case (Yin, 2009).  

 In our analysis, we respected the meanings expressed in the respondents’ words 

(Saunders et al., 2007). Therefore, the answers given have been audio recorded in order to use 

quotes of the experts in the empirical data and analysis chapter. To avoid the risk that the 

meaning of specific words (in our case especially brand associations) could be changed, all 

pre-sent questionnaires were conducted in English in order to provide reliable answers. 

However, in order to make the respondents feel more comfortable, the interviews with Case 

Firm C, Case Firm D and Case Firm E were conducted in German (see Appendix 11). 

Hereby, we took special care that the translation into English did not change the meaning of 

the managers’ statements. 

 Research Quality  3.6.

 Reliability and validity have been ensured by carefully selecting our aforementioned 

research methods, such as an appropriate concept and category coding into concrete guiding 

questions. However, the objective reliability of the interviewees’ answers as generalizable 

knowledge can be challenged due to their subjectivity – they are “dependent” on the 

respondent (Bryman & Bell, 2011). This doubt has often been raised in relation to case studies 

(Yin, 2009). Therefore, we employed content analysis as well as official statistics to validate 

the “subjective” results from the cases, and to not only understand the actions of the 

companies, but also explain them (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

 As far as replicability is concerned, which is the extent to which the results can be 

achieved again (Merriam, 2009), a multiple-case research design provided a good framework 

to state explicitly how the respondents have been selected and how the interview guide was 

designed in order for others to replicate it (Bryman & Bell, 2011). The concrete procedure of 
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case selection has been described in further detail in chapter 3.3. Yin (2012) suggests that if a 

case study is performed correctly, the findings can be generalized to similar companies in a 

similar context. Hence, the authors aimed at establishing results that can be transferred to other 

companies operating in the FMCG sector in Germany.   

 Three measures to ensure construct validity in case studies are pointed out by Yin 

(2009): Using multiple sources of evidence has been ensured in our study by conducting eight 

interviews with respondents holding comparable job positions and working in the FMCG 

industry. Furthermore, not only brand managers were interviewed, but also an external expert 

from a professional consultancy in order to ensure the validity of the case studies. In order to 

establish a chain of evidence, we made sure that the questions asked, the empirical data 

collected, and the conclusions drawn are evident and logically derived. By meeting the 

supervisor and having feedback from opposition groups in frequent intervals, we could profit 

from valuable feedback throughout the research process. The third suggested measure, a 

review of the draft case study report by key informants, has been accounted for as well; in 

order to ensure high quality, we handed over the report to the Consulting Firm 1 brand 

management expert before the final submission of this thesis. Moreover, to guarantee an 

unaltered reflection of the interviewees’ opinions, they could read over the interview 

transferred in writing as eventually included in the empirical data. 
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The fourth chapter presents the empirical data that has been collected in this study. Firstly, 

the data from the pilot-study that was conducted with a brand expert from Consulting Firm 1 

is outlined and secondly, the empirical data acquired from the eight selected case firms is 

presented. 

4. Empirical Findings 

 Expert Interview – Consulting Firm 1 4.1.

 Consulting Firm 1 is a professional services firm that has been ranked the worldwide 

number one in Global Consulting and Management Consulting based on aggregate revenue 

(Consulting Firm 1, 2014) with considerable knowledge especially in the consumer goods 

sector. In Germany, the member firms achieved a turnover of €744 million with more than 

5,000 employees in 2014 (Consulting Firm 1, 2015).  

 Interviewee 1’s profound knowledge in the area of brand management and brand 

extensions made him a valuable expert for the purpose of the study. He has been a strategy 

consultant and engagement manager for Consulting Firm 1 for three years at the time of the 

interview, and he had already worked on a great variety of projects in the fields of brand 

management and business change for different industries such as FMCG. At the beginning of 

the interview, he expressed that his “core expertise certainly lies within brand management”. 

Before working as a consultant at Consulting Firm 1, he worked at a university-oriented 

consultancy. There, he was involved in multiple practical cases investigating e.g. brand core 

definitions, brand communications as well as brand extension strategies. During the four years 

of working for this consultancy, he had also been a member of an academic research network 

called “Center of Global Brand Leadership” which consists of selected globally well-known 

universities such as the SSU in Munich, Columbia University in New York and Yonsei 

University in South Korea. In this research committee he was studying the topic of brand 

management on an academic level. Furthermore, he wrote his doctoral dissertation about 

brand management at the LMU in Munich in Germany. Therefore, he was a very suitable 

expert to provide valuable insights into the field of brand management and brand extensions 

for this study. In the following sub-chapters, the answers of the interview carried out with 

Interviewee 1 are elaborated. 

4.1.1. Brand Extension Strategies 

Factors Influencing Brand Extension Decisions 

 The first question to ask when deciding about extending a brand is “whether there is a 

possibility to generate more revenues by launching new products” according to the brand 

expert. Hence, the corporate goal of increasing sales and revenues is a very relevant factor 

influencing the choice of engaging in brand extensions or not. However, even if it makes 

sense from a profitability point of view, it is crucial to ask the question if the brand extension 

“makes sense” in terms of the “fit” to the product line of the given brand. The brand expert 

stated that the fit between the extension product and the core values as well as the image of 

the existing brand are very important criteria when entering a new product category.  
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 Furthermore, the consulting manager has experienced that success of past extensions 

is a good indicator for future actions. To illustrate this thought, he cited the example of Apple 

Inc., since their success within the computer sector has helped the firm entering new product 

categories such as the mobile phone sector. “The iPhone has been a huge success without 

Apple having an input into the phone business before. In case of Apple, near to every 

extension is successful even though there is sometimes little fit between the products (TV’s, 

watches, etc.). Apple has very much pushed into the market and successfully applied different 

strategies for different product lines.” This case leads to the conclusion that the more 

successful a brand has been extended in the past, the further it can be extended in the future. 

  

Managing Brand Extensions 

 The consultant affirmed that an important tool to support a brand extension is 

providing support through communications. In most cases it is beneficial to put the parent 

brand into focus and thus, benefit from existing brand awareness of the parent brand. 

Consequently, the brand itself should be in focus. However, there must be a differentiation 

between the brand extension strategies a company wants to pursue according to Interviewee 1. 

He outlined that a firm could choose to introduce a sub-brand or purely stick to the parent 

brand. Such decision depends very much on the success of the parent brand. In order to 

illustrate this, he used Evian, the mineral water brand, as an example: “If Evian wanted to 

introduce a product in a new product category such as e.g. freshness tissues, it would be 

advisable for the firm to focus on the parent brand when branding the tissues, as the firm has 

no knowledge in the tissue sector but has profound knowledge in the mineral water sector. 

Therefore, I believe that the further an extension is in terms of categories, the more one 

should focus on the parent brand.” To illustrate his point, he named “freshness and pureness” 

as possible brand values of Evian which should be in focus while extending the brand in order 

to overcome the large stretch of entering a new category such as e.g. introducing Evian 

freshness tissues. 

 As mentioned, the consulting manager believes that sub-brands are a great way to 

differentiate products from one another. He named the brand of Sony Playstation as a well-

performing sub-brand. “To choose a sub-brand depends on how unique a firm wants to 

position its product and how the firm wants to differentiate its product.” As a rule, he 

believed that “the more functional a product is, the more common it is to introduce sub-

brands”. 

 

Negative Consequences of Brand Extensions 

 Overall, Interviewee 1 named the business of brand extensions “quite tricky and 

extremely complex”. When the brand expert was asked about negative consequences, he saw 

brand dilution as the most important downside, as “consumers get confused by extension 

products and no longer know what the brand actually stands for”. He thinks that the 

frequency at which a company introduces extension products has an effect on the distance. 

“The more regularly and the further a firm extends its brand, the faster the firm runs the risk 

of brand dilution. This risk is especially high if the distance between branded products is 

high.” Besides that, in case of a weak extension product or its failure, the reputation of the 

parent brand would be damaged.  
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 Moreover, cannibalism is a considerable potential risk of brand extensions. The 

consultant stated that in order to avoid cannibalism it is important to serve different functions 

and needs with the different products. “Nestlé for example has an extremely broad product 

portfolio from chocolate and confectionary to baby food, coffee and dairy. By serving such 

diverse needs, the firm minimizes cannibalism between its products.” Alternatively, he said 

that cannibalism can be minimized by introducing sub-brands, which can create more clearly 

differentiated products in the minds of consumers. 

4.1.2. The Influence of Brand Equity on Brand Extension Strategies 

 To the general question of how brand equity affects brand extension strategies, the 

brand expert stated that it is quite straightforward to say that brand equity is the reason for 

brand extensions. “If a brand benefits from high brand equity and if it is based on strong 

values and emotions, a brand can stretch a lot further. A brand extension would simply not be 

possible without strong brand equity.” Thus, the brand expert confirms that the higher the 

brand equity, the further can a brand be stretched to different categories. 

  

Brand Awareness 

 When asked about the first parameter of brand equity, brand awareness, Interviewee 1 

stated, “The higher the awareness for the parent brand, the higher the chances of a successful 

brand extension.” According to him, high brand awareness leads to further extensions. 

However, he acknowledged that it is important to keep in mind that there are considerable 

other factors such as the perception of a brand extension in the eyes of the consumer. 

 

Brand Associations 

 Even if the branding specialist regards brand associations as highly important in 

relation to brand extensions, he thinks that a close evaluation of brand associations is needed. 

He expressed that it is not sufficient for a brand to have strong associations when stretching it 

further, but also to be aware of them and to stick to them when launching a new product. To 

underline this, he named the exemplary case of the Audi brand: “Customers associate 

innovation and sports with Audi, which means that it is not advisable for Audi to start selling 

mobile phones. Even though the association of innovation can be transferred from cars to 

mobile phones, the association of Audi being a sports brand cannot automatically be 

transferred to mobile phones.” 

 

Brand Loyalty 

 The strategy consultant called brand loyalty the “result of brand awareness and strong 

brand associations and generally a consequence of successful brand management”. For him, 

the two factors of awareness and associations or image exert the most influence on brand 

extensions. As a consequence of this, he stated, “a high brand loyalty surely stimulates 

extensions.” Given a high loyalty, customers are more open towards the trial of new products 

of their favorite brand.  

 In order to evaluate the loyalty level indicated by the marketing professionals, the 

consultant was asked about his estimation of brand loyalty within the FMCG sector. He 

answered, “stock levels as well as other factors can significantly influence the repurchase rate 
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and thus the brand loyalty varies. I cannot name a specific number as it is a highly diverse 

sector, but I think that in general, consumers are quite loyal to their FMCG brands.” 

 When asked about the impact of price increases on the sales of an FMCG brand, 

Interviewee 1 said, “If the brand equity is high enough, prices can be increased slightly 

without directly losing customers. However, there are boundaries when it comes to price 

increases. A method to overcome such boundaries though is by varying package sizes, which 

is common practice in the industry”. 

 

Perceived Quality 

 The investigation of the dimension perceived quality was reflected by an issue of 

generalization as it differs from customer to customer. Nonetheless, “if a consumer assesses a 

product’s quality as high, this is beneficial for an extension.” Positioning a brand as high 

quality brand allows a firm to charge higher prices. In fact, this is the goal of strategic brand 

management. However, “it is important to note that a high price does not always mean higher 

quality in practical terms though”. 

 

Overall Brand Performance 

 The consultant regards brand awareness, brand loyalty as well as brand values as 

being reflected in the market share (and brand performance) of a brand, hence he views the 

market share as exerting an indirect influence on brand extensions. 

4.1.3. The Influence of Brand Identity on Brand Extension Strategies 

 The strategy consultant evaluated the concept of “fit” as the most important dimension 

of brand identity in relation to brand extensions. “Generally, it can be said that the smaller 

the gap between the brand identity as defined by a company and the brand image as 

perceived by customers, the more beneficial is the brand identity for any extension.” 

Moreover, he added that the success of a brand extension depends on how well the firm’s 

communication skills are to transmitting a brand’s identity to the target market. 

 

Fit 

 Interviewee 1 named the “fit” and the distance between an extended product and the 

parent brand products “a crucial factor of success of an extension”. It is such fit between core 

brand and extension product that determines the perception of the customer and hence, his 

willingness to buy the new product. Especially loyal customers must perceive a product to 

“fit” logically to the brand he knows in order to make sense of the extension. The consultant 

named sub-brands as useful to prevent cannibalization in case of a very close “fit”. Lastly, he 

stated that “close evaluation of brand associations is absolutely necessary” in order to 

transfer the image from the brand to the new product, to make it “fit”. 

 Next, he was asked the following question: “Which brand’s extension will be more 

successful: A brand, which is more based on product features, customer relationships or on 

deep values and why?” The interviewee explained that these concepts are interrelated, but 

they can be put into a certain hierarchy with regard to the brand extension distance: “In my 

eyes, customer relationships are the consequence or the combination of product features and 
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brand values. Overall, brands with meaningful brand values can be extended a lot further 

compared to brands defined by pure product features.” 

 

Product & Physique 

 The brand expert explained that product features such as the design or packaging are 

completely visual and are often used by customers to reduce their irritation in the supermarket 

where they are overwhelmed by choices. “In this case, designs can give important clues for 

brand extensions”. As an example, he named the chocolate Brand F, which can easily be 

recognized by its color and logo. However, a brand with a mere focus on product features and 

design cannot stretch as far as a brand that has a more value-based identity. 

 

Personality 

 Overall, the consultant regarded the personality aspect as “tricky”: “In my opinion, 

only very few brands manage to have a distinct personality as it is very hard for a firm to 

achieve.” Thinking of a brand that has achieved such personality, he came up with the Dove 

brand, as “Dove has succeeded in developing quite a distinct personality. The brand 

symbolizes a caring and motherly personality. Dove claims to be customers’ mother, taking 

care of everyone”. He further elaborated on this example by stating that this distinct 

personality has been the result mainly of a promotion campaign in 2014 whereby Dove was 

predominantly presented as the caring and motherly brand. However, he very much 

underlined the fact that most brands will not manage to have such a distinct personality. It is 

not only difficult because it is hard for a brand to connect to its customer like a person, but 

also because the options are somewhat limited once there is already one “caring mother” or 

“best friend” in the market, no other brand could take this place. Thus, he states that only one 

or two brands could probably succeed to a personality based positioning in a market. 

 

Relationships 

 The brand expert considered the relationship between a brand and a customer as 

extremely important. “The most adequate relationship that customers can have with a brand 

is “love”. As love is such a deep and possible even the deepest emotion that exists, it is highly 

beneficial for brand extensions.” On the other hand, he mentioned that it is important to avoid 

bad feelings. “If consumers are annoyed by a brand due to a brand being too pushy (sending 

out spam) consumers might start to hate the brand. Such negative feeling and relationship 

will also have a negative impact on extensions.” He added that a brand’s relationship to its 

customers very much depends on the values the brand stands for and on the way it 

communicates with customers.  

 

Values 

 Interviewee 1 posited that every good and strong brand should be able to tell a story. 

“A story that has evolved around a brand facilitates brand extensions as an interesting story 

provides many options for extensions.” Furthermore, he thought that a long brand heritage is 

positive for brand extensions: “If we take for example Brand A1, it has an extremely long 

heritage in Germany, which supports any of its actions especially in Germany. Thanks to its 

long heritage German customers trust in and are loyal to the brand.” Being asked about the 
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difference between high- and low-end brands and their potential to stretch further, he stated 

that high-end brands are able to extend further, as they have clearer and more distinct brand 

values compared to low-end brands. “As high-end brands often evoke strong emotions and 

create tight bonds with customers, there are more options for extensions. Contrarily, low-end 

brands are commonly rather functional and thus, they evoke no or only weak emotions, which 

limits the options for brand extensions.” 

 Case Firm A (Brand A1) 4.2.

 Case Firm A operates in the areas of Beauty Care and Adhesive Technologies, which 

makes it a mere FMCG producer and specialist (Case Firm A, 2015). As Germany’s first 

automated detergent, Brand A1 was developed more than 100 years ago and successfully 

combines tradition and innovation ever since (Brand A1, 2015). 

 Interviewee A1, brand manager of Brand A1, is a specialist in marketing and brand 

management. After studying International Management with a focus on Marketing in 

Reutlingen, Germany, and Boston, USA, he added a Master’s degree in Marketing 

Management from Aalto University in Helsinki, with exchange semesters at Stanford 

University and Seoul University. In his brand management career, he worked in the marketing 

departments of the FMCG companies Beiersdorf, Aldi, and Case Firm A. At Case Firm A, he 

has worked in marketing, category and brand management for laundry and home care 

products, in particular for the Brand A1. As described by Interviewee A1, the brand has 

products in five different segments, which are traditional powder, perls, traditional liquid, 

tabs, and the newest and more innovative segment, caps. These products vary in their sizes, 

representing a range from 15 up until 130 washloads. When asked about differences in the 

price or quality level between the named segments, Interviewee A1 stated, “We generally 

serve the highest quality category and our prices do not differ significantly between the 

products”. 

4.2.1. Brand Extension Strategies 

 According to the brand manager, Brand A1 does not have a distinct brand extension 

strategy. The brand stays within the detergents segment due to failed past attempts to move 

out of this category, e.g. to hygiene rinse laundry additives: “When we launched the category 

extension with a product beyond the mere detergent category, it was too hard to convince the 

consumers that such additives are needed on top of Brand A1 because the brand stands for 

perfect cleanliness. The consumer expects that by using it, the laundry is already perfectly 

clean, so why should he use something in top of that? There is no need to be better than 

perfect.” The hygiene rinser had been introduced in 2012 and by the end of 2014 it was taken 

out of the market again. The main launches or “relaunches” are therefore performed within 

the detergents category. Such line extensions include detergents for different colors, textiles, 

or different weights. The newest innovation, Brand A1 caps, also serves a different target, 

which is to wash in a more convenient way.  

 The strongest products of the brand are basic products to use for the laundry, and serve 

the two main segments in this category, namely detergents for colored and for white textiles. 

On the other hand, Interviewee A1 explained that products that have a lower share in the 
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market and are less visible are tabs, as well as detergents with a scent that differs too much 

from the “original” scent, such as lavender because the customer is not used to this smell. 

 

Factors Influencing Brand Extension Decisions 

 When asked about the main influences on brand extensions, the brand manager 

presented four major ideas. The first one was consumer insight with the crucial question of 

“Does the consumer have a need for a different size, color, etc.?”. Hence, the extension 

product must make sense in terms of demand. “The second important factor is of course sales 

or revenues. Even if there is demand for a new product, the segment might be too small. This 

new product may take away revenue from an existing brand and result in the same overall 

revenue level, only adding a higher complexity to the brand portfolio”. The third factor named 

was the shelf space, which is very important in the FMCG sector because especially 

drugstores, but also supermarkets, only have limited shelf space. Thus, if a new product is 

launched, another one has to be removed from the shelf. “In the positive case, a product from 

your competitor will be taken out, but in most cases, your own product has to leave because, 

as we say in the business, shelves are not flexible”. The last but not least factor to consider 

according to the brand manager is the trend. He illustrated this by the latest brand extension 

which followed the social trend of a higher striving for convenience: “Washing is something 

that you have to do, but you do not want to do it”. In the context of this “social progress”, the 

caps fulfilled the needs of customers to have a more easy and quick way to do their laundry. 

Another reason to carry out brand extensions that Interviewee A1 thought of later is the 1
st
 

mover advantage: “People associate pre-dosed liquid with us because it we were the first ones 

to introduce laundry caps”.  

  

Managing Brand Extensions 

 The last brand extension performed was a liquid pre-dosed washing detergent, in July 

2013. “The product consists of plastic foil with a liquid detergent inside, which is divided into 

two compartments; one is for stain removal, one is for brightness.” This launch was in line 

with the convenience trend. Thanks to the success of the different caps, there will soon be 

another pre-dosed liquid segment extension, in which Case Firm A is the only player in the 

German market so far. 

 Another factor why this and other brand extensions are carried out lies in the product’s 

success in different countries, where it had already been tested. “In this case, for the duo caps, 

the product worked very well in France, the first test country. Consequently, Germany took it 

over due to its success in the “test” country”. Besides that, Case Firm A was the first one to 

launch such a product, thus, profited from the 1
st
 mover advantage. 

 In terms of communication, the new product was supported “hugely, with a 360° 

communication package”. In addition to all above the line media, also sampling as well as 

point of sales marketing, such as inflatables and store promoters, were employed. “The 

communication message was to provide the best quality in a new and very convenient way”. 

The communication was also partly based on the product that was the predecessor of the 

extension caps launched in 2012 (with only one compartment in a foil, and different 

ingredients).  
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 The main criterion that Brand A1 applies for their brand stretching is competence. 

Hence, every new product has to be very close to the home category, and be related to stain 

removal, hygiene, textiles, etc. “We would not enter the market of e.g. deodorants as it is too 

far from perfect cleanliness. People think of Brand A1 as performance detergent, so it will 

remove everything from your clothes. In this logic, a deodorant could be considered as 

harmful to clothes.” 

  

Negative Consequences of Brand Extensions 

 Generally, the brand manager regarded a loss of credibility as the main risk that is 

carried by brand extensions. People may either not believe in the capability of the brand to 

produce the new product, or their belief in the original parent brand could be damaged. In the 

concrete case of their last brand extension, he felt that approximately half of the customer 

feedback had been positive as it provided the same quality, but in a faster and more 

convenient way. However, he also stated that half of the feedback had been rather negative. 

“On the one hand the product is very innovative with a foil around the detergent that 

disappears during the washing process. On the other hand, it was not understood correctly by 

all users. If you don’t use it correctly, it will not be dissolved completely and will leave spots 

on your clothes, as you have to put it at the bottom of the laundry machine and not at the top 

of your laundry. Some consumers were very irritated by this”.  

 Asked about cannibalization, Interviewee A1 stated that Brand A1 is very careful to it 

as the company uses a household panel via which all Case Firm A products are scanned. 

“With this data you can track closely what is being shopped and cannibalism is tracked as 

well.” If Case Firm A detects cannibalization effects, there is not always a need for action as it 

can also be positive. As an example, another Case Firm A brand, has a modern image whereas 

Brand A1 is more traditional and conservative. The new extension product has therefore 

brought revenues from another detergent brand in the company’s portfolio. “Another 

movement that could be observed was that customers went from tabs to pre-dosed liquids. 

People that use tabs are very old, on average above 60, so this segment will diminish in the 

future. Hence, this movement was very positive because this is where the market is going, 

which promises a higher market share and more profitability in the future”.  

4.2.2. Brand Equity  

Brand Awareness  

 Brand A1 is a very strong brand with a brand awareness of 98% according to its brand 

manager, which makes it potentially the top known brand in the German market.  

 

Brand Associations 

 The brand associations he cited were “tradition, perfect cleanliness, high quality, best 

laundry detergent, and a known advertising personality of Brand A1. The typical consumer is 

the “perfect housewife”. “These associations will be transmitted to the customer mainly by 

the logo itself because it is very popular in the market.” Besides the logo, the test result of the 

German consumer protection organization Stiftung Warentest is mostly displayed and signals 

to consumers that the quality is very high. These associations contribute to the brand’s 

success as people recognize that it is very traditional and have a lot of trust in its competence 
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and quality. Moreover, frequent product innovations and brand extensions lend credibility to 

Brand A1’s high quality and best laundry detergent associations. 

 

Brand Loyalty 

 The brand manager posited that the loyalty as well as repurchase rate is the highest in 

the market. This results from its aged customer group. “Usually younger people tend to switch 

more, but older people will stay with their brand, which is beneficial for Brand A1.” Despite 

this, customers are highly sensitive to price increases. As Interviewee A1 explained, “People 

don’t want to pay much for such “must do” products, so laundry detergent prices are falling. 

While there is fierce competition in Germany via the different sales channels, manufacturing 

costs rather tend to increase. As a consequence, indirect price increases must be introduced, 

but even to keep the same revenue level.” 

 

Perceived Quality 

 The perceived quality of Brand A1 is the highest in the market. According to the 

marketing manager, “If you ask 100 people in the streets what is the best laundry detergent, I 

think all of them would say Brand A1, even if they are non-users”. He said that the formula is 

always being revised and has improved over the years. Consequently, the product is priced 

higher than the competition, at the premium price segment. “Brand A1 is the most expensive 

detergent because people trust in its good quality and think it is the best product in the 

market.” 

 

Overall Brand Performance 

 Brand A1’s market share in Germany was 30% in 2014. It has always been the leader 

in the segment and took over some share in recent years, so attained a growth rate of about 

5% according to Interviewee A1. Generally, its association of being a quality brand with a 

long tradition and providing perfect cleanliness makes it a favorite brand to many people. 

4.2.3. Brand Identity  

 The brand is primarily characterized to be a high quality detergent providing perfect 

cleanliness. The brand manager explained two main identity levels: “The main dimension is 

clearly functional because the detergent category itself is not very passionate. However, the 

second dimension is emotional as the brand stands for trust and tradition.” 

 

Fit 

 When asking about the “identity fit” between different Brand A1 products, another 

negative impact caused by the new extension product was mentioned by Interviewee A1. He 

said that it might have been too easily applicable for its customers: “The main target group of 

Brand A1 is perfect housewives. They know everything about housekeeping. Before, they 

could have e.g. added more liquid if there were more stains, but this is not possible with the 

pre-dosed caps, which take away their dosing capability. We wondered if such product may 

have better fit into the line of Spree which has values such as clever, smart, and convenient.” 

Hence, the fit to the parent brand plays an important role for the brand. 
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Product & Physique 

 The products are all principally detergents, where every product group has a different 

design (e.g. tabs, liquids and caps). However, the marketing expert said that the logo is always 

distinguishable on all products. He added, “Even though the traditional liquid bottle has a 

shape very specific to Brand A1, the product line is not too divergent from competitor 

products.” 

 

Personality 

 In terms of a personality, the brand manager pointed out a typical character that used 

to appear in traditional advertisements of Brand A1, but is not as present anymore. Imagining 

the brand as a person, he describes its personality as “very conservative, but innovative and 

very strong”, which is also recognized by its customers. He added, “Although it is not a very 

communicative type of personality, it will always be there to help.”  

 

Relationships 

 In a relationship context, Interviewee A1 explained, “As detergents are low 

involvement products and generally not emotional, Brand A1 does not have a close 

connection to its customers. People just want it to work; we call it the hygiene factor: As long 

as it functions, people will not complain, but if there is something wrong, they will complain”. 

Nonetheless, he said that it connects to its customers as a helping hand that offers support to 

problems.  

   

Values 

 The values expressed by the brand manager are “Tradition, perfect results, best 

quality, innovation, trust, and ability”. According to him, the brand does not tell a specific 

story. However, it has a very long history, as it already exists for more than 100 years, and is 

“deeply rooted in German history”. Finally, he stated that the brand can be categorized as a 

mixture of functional and prestige with its high functionality and recognition as the premium 

detergent brand. 

 Case Firm B 4.3.

 Brand B, a rum brand launched about 40 years ago, has its top markets in the US, 

Canada and Great Britain.  

 Interviewee B has been working for Case Firm B, one of the biggest spirit companies 

in the world, for three years. Before joining Case Firm B, Interviewee B has been working in 

the FMCG industry for firms such as Campbell and Kraft Foods for almost ten years. In his 

current position as senior brand manager of Brand B, he is responsible for the development of 

brand communication programs especially for clubs and classical retailers in the German 

market. Brand B is a relatively new brand in the German market and its first product was 

launched seven years ago. Today, this product still accounts for a major part of the brand’s 

sales in Germany.  
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4.3.1. Brand Extension Strategies 

 A few years after launching the first product, Case Firm B launched its second 

product. In 2015, the third extension product, a white rum, was introduced in Germany. The 

product portfolio is completed by one further product, which is a mixed drink. The target 

group of the brand is young adults aged between 18 and 25 years. Apart from Interviewee B’s 

activities as senior brand manager for Brand B, he has also managed other well-known spirits 

brands. 

Factors Influencing Brand Extension Decisions 

 When asking Interviewee B about the extension strategy of the brand, he stated, “On 

markets where the brand is really new, we first start launching our original product to see 

how the product performs.” Contrarily, in markets where the brand is already known and 

where it has a longer history such as in the United States, customers actively seek for new 

experiences and new products, which allows Brand B to introduce further extensions more 

rapidly. Hence, the strategy is market specific and cannot be generalized. In order to find out 

the right moment for a new product launch, Case Firm B invests heavily in product tastings in 

outlets around Germany. Interviewee B added, “With our distinct brand which purely stands 

for rum, we are constrained to stay within the rum segment”. Part of the extension strategy is 

the focus on the key brand icon of Brand B. “Hence, the name needs to be emphasized to 

create a bond with our customers and benefit from the brand awareness and the brand’s 

personality.” When being asked about further factors influencing the brand extension 

strategy, Interviewee B is convinced that “the brand equity is extremely important.” He 

further explained that the penetration and distribution are influential factors, as well as 

keeping an eye on how long the firm has been in the market and whether goals have been 

achieved or not. Overall, another crucial factor is “to reflect whether an extension makes 

sense or not. Hereby, a close collaboration with the research and development team is 

essential.” As of today, he believes that the first product of Brand B is clearly the strongest 

brand in the portfolio whereas no big investments are made in the communication of the latest 

extension product. The dark rum was initially launched to extend the brand’s target group. 

“As the target group of Brand B is limited to people aged 18 to 25, customers quickly fall out 

of the target group and as a consequence, another product was launched to attract the older 

people”.  

 

Managing Brand Extensions 

 According to Interviewee B, support through communication is a further important 

aspect within brand management. In case of Brand B, the most effective communication is 

always through TV commercials, combined with below-the-line communication at the point 

of sales in clubs or at the retailers, as well as PR. He explained, “when developing a new TV 

commercial, we generally take the existing TV spot from the United States and adapt it to the 

German market.” Case Firm B’s latest extension in Germany, a white rum, which was 

launched in 2015, does not get supported through national TV commercials yet as the 

distribution is currently still being build up and only if the product is available in the majority 

of the clubs and retailers, national TV support makes sense according to Interviewee B. So far 

the customer feedback on the new extension product has been very positive. “Customers are 
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convinced of the new product,” said Interviewee B. In fact, it was the demand for white rum 

that has led to the new product launch. He added, “Brand B is the growing engine within the 

rum segment in Germany.”  

 

Negative Consequences of Brand Extensions 

 When asking the senior brand manager of Brand B about possible negative 

consequences of brand extensions, he believed that the worst-case scenario when introducing 

a new product is that “the liquid does not meet our customers’ expectations and thus, 

damages the overall brand. Besides that, cannibalization between the products is always a 

risk. Therefore, it is extremely important to always track cannibalization by keeping an eye on 

the rate of product switchers.” Even before launching a new product there are multiple ways 

of checking for potential cannibalization effects. Interviewee B highlighted that the core 

product “should always be the lead product.” Also, introducing sub-brands is one way to 

minimize cannibalization between products: “When employing sub-brands the goal is to 

create a connection to the already established brand while at the same time emphasizing what 

the new product is about”. 

4.3.2. Brand Equity  

 To the question “How does the brand equity influence your decision to extend the 

brand?” Interviewee B responded, “For Case Firm B the brand equity of its different brands 

is a good way to measure the brands’ overall performance in the market.” 

 

Brand Awareness 

 Since the brand was only launched in Germany in 2008, the brand awareness amongst 

older people is not as high as amongst the youngsters. Interviewee B proudly stated that while 

“Three years ago, Brand B was clearly the number three rum brand in Germany, today, 

Brand B is head-to-head with Bacardi which is a great achievement in Germany.” 

Accordingly, the brand awareness has hugely increased over the past three years. In 2014, 

Brand B was announced fastest growing brand in Germany. The brand manager confirmed, 

“The brand has grown at a double-digit rate in the past three years.”  

 

Brand Associations 

 Interviewee B was convinced that “the strongest brand associations are first of all the 

personality of the brand icon and the adventure and cheeky character this icon represents”. 

He specified that “Brand B currently has more than 400.000 Facebook fans in Germany and 

the character of the icon provides endless opportunities to the firm and its creative agency to 

interact with its followers through campaigns”. Typical Brand B customers are “young adults 

that are in their last year of school or that have just started studying or recently started the 

first job. The typical customer has a lot of friends and enough time to go out to have fun and 

go on adventures”. Since the brand and its associations are already established in Germany, 

Interviewee B explained that “extension products hugely benefit from our past success and 

the experiences customers have already made with our brand.” 
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Brand Loyalty 

 Interviewee B continued that “spirit is something you do not buy as often and 

therefore it is even more important to have loyal customers”. The brand manager emphasized 

that with the target group being people aged between 18 and 25 years, new people regularly 

come into the target group and “unfortunately, people quickly fall out of the target group 

rapidly again, as well, which negatively impacts the degree of loyalty”. Moreover, 

Interviewee B was aware of the fact that the rather young target group does not have a lot of 

money, which explains their price sensitiveness. Consequently, he stated, “If Bacardi has a 

promotion on one of its products, consumers tend to buy what is on offer.” Nonetheless, he 

added, “Thanks to the strong personality of Brand B, price increases do generally not have 

such a big effect though”.  

 

Perceived Quality 

 When being asked about the perceived quality of the product compared to its 

competitors, Interviewee B clearly stated that the three biggest rum brands in Germany are all 

perceived as high quality products in contrast to private label rums, which are perceived as 

low quality products. Consequently, the private label business is not as big in the rum 

segment and not a competitor to Brand B. “Quality is essential in the rum market and 

consumers are able to recognize the differences in quality”, Interviewee B explained. 

4.3.3. Brand Identity  

Fit 

 When asking the manager how the brand identity influences his decision to extend the 

brand he replied, “First of all it is important to state that the brand’s identity has a huge 

influence on our extensions.” Interviewee B continued, “an extension is guided by the brand 

icon, who is a real legend. He is not just a made up character. The brand management team 

uses the language of this personality.” 

 

Product & Physique 

 Not only the iconic personality, also the design of the bottle and the glass itself that 

entails some graphic are distinct features providing a guideline for extension products. The 

manager specified, “The design of Brand B has not changed significantly over the past years 

as the bottle is well recognized by its customers as it is today.”  

 

Personality 

 According to Interviewee B, “Brand B is clearly based on emotions, personality and 

the connection with customers, rather than on functional aspects. The consumer wants to live 

like the brand’s icon.” 

 

Relationships 

 Thanks to this personality as demonstrated via communicative messages, “Consumers 

look up to the brand icon, they want to experience his adventures and have fun with it” 

according to the brand manager.  
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Values 

 The manager said, “The personality of Brand B is the most significant brand value 

backed with the historical background”. Keeping the distinct personality in mind, the brand is 

definitely able to tell a story. Interviewee B said, “The iconic personality is the star of our 

communication. TV commercials are designed around it and its character. The brand icon 

commonly has a solution for any tricky situation, which we often reflect in our commercials.” 

Finally, the manager stated that it is rather a prestige brand. 

 Case Firm C 4.4.

 Case Firm C offers 26 different products (Case Firm C, 2015) and is the market leader 

in the confectionery market in Germany (Marketline, 2014). The firm entered the German 

market first about 60 years ago with its pralines. The main market of its Brand C1, a small 

chocolate praline with espresso taste, is located in Southern Europe, however, this brand is 

not very well-known in Germany. As opposed to this, Brand C2, which is also a chocolate 

praline with a hazelnut inside, is very popular in the German market. This brand was 

introduced about 45 years ago and is especially targeted to the German market as it is not 

available in any other market. This information was retrieved from Interviewee C who was 

the brand manager of the Brand C1 and another praline brand first, and is nowadays 

responsible for Brand C2. She has been working in the brand management field of Case Firm 

C for almost four years and is thus very familiar with its branding strategy. 

4.4.1. Brand Extension Strategies 

 When starting the interview with Interviewee C about Brand C1, she described right 

away that this brand is not a focus brand of Case Firm C and has no high brand awareness in 

the German market. As a consequence, there is no budget for advertising or communication in 

Germany and no brand extensions are carried out, except for a second unit size. She 

confirmed that due to its low brand equity, it is not promoted actively, which also implies that 

no brand extensions are carried out. It is a functional brand that has a comparatively small 

customer base, standing for the combined taste of chocolate and coffee, aiming at satisfying 

the combined need of caffeine and sugar in one praline. Hence, it does not have relevant 

emotional connections to most of the customers. The slogan which can be seen on the brand’s 

website states that it will provide an “Italian moment”. However, the brand manager does not 

think that this “Italian” feeling is actively recognized by the customers due to its low 

visibility. 

 Interviewee C explained that for all its pralines, Case Firm C has a mono brand 

strategy, as opposed to the umbrella brand, which comprehends a lot of different sub-brands. 

The brand manager suggested that the umbrella brand is marketed as a family brand, which 

has more potential to be extended. Other brands such as Brand C2 have always had only one 

product in the German market due to Case Firm C’s mono brand strategy, and are thus today 

not as easy to stretch anymore.  

 As Brand C2 changed its extension strategy in 2013 and introduced for the first time a 

new product variation with its new version made of white instead of dark chocolate, the 

authors decided to further focus on this brand in the interview. Apart from Classic (milk 
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chocolate) and White (white chocolate), the brand also has some special editions of Dark 

(dark chocolate) in its portfolio. The main extension strategy that Brand C2 follows is to have 

several special editions for different purposes and different seasons. 

Factors Influencing Brand Extension Decisions 

 As a main driver for Brand C2 to carry out line extensions, the brand manager said 

that Case Firm C wants to “grow on the long term in order to increase and the customer base 

and reach different customer groups. This strategy has been a great success because the 

interference of customers, or cannibalization effect, with our last extension White was only 

2.3%, signifying a meaningful gain of new customers for the new product.” Furthermore, she 

stated that other important factors are “to grow sales without being dependent on price cuts or 

other point of sale promotions as these usually have a negative effect on the profit”. Hence, 

Case Firm C wanted to attain higher sales by driving the demand of customers for the product 

itself directly, not only for its price. In this context, Case Firm C carries out not only market 

research to discover new trends in the chocolate market, but also tasting tests as well as 

competitive analyses. In the case of White, they found out in this way that white chocolate 

attracts a younger target group whereas the actual customers had been older for the dark 

version. “Since 2010, we started to have special editions of white chocolate. The feedback 

was extremely positive and an unexpected demand for our white version could be observed on 

social media etc. Therefore, we introduced the white pralines in our standard portfolio in late 

2012, and even plan to launch a new version in 2016.” Based on new trends, Case Firm C 

performs such customer and market research and experimental tests in order to guarantee 

good taste, and eventually limited editions to test the real demand in the market. Other than 

taste, packaging trends such as limited use of plastic for ecological reasons are important.  

 Despite the success of the new extension, the original product Classic in its classic 

pack is still the strongest. “The firm generally has a cautious attitude towards brand 

extensions: A new taste is only introduced every second or third year. However, it is 

becoming more and more offensive nowadays as it has been realized that new customer 

groups can be reached in this way.” 

  

Managing Brand Extensions 

 The white chocolate extension was heavily supported by a 360° multimedia 

advertising campaign. Interviewee C described, “We invested a lot in the communication of 

the new product launch, including almost all communication channels such as TV, online, 

mobile, out of home, etc. We called it the “Big Bang” campaign  which  was a great success.” 

  

Negative Consequences of Brand Extensions 

 The brand manager specified that a line extension would be too far from the parent 

brand if the main product components, chocolate and hazelnut, would be changed. “If we 

would replace the hazelnut for example by a cherry, this would dilute the brand image of 

Brand C2 too much. An extension product also needs to “be sociable” in order to deliver our 

brand’s main value friendship.” She added, “Cannibalization effects of the last extension 

were luckily very low, but these effects have to be watched carefully of course.” 
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4.4.2. Brand Equity  

 According to Interviewee C, “strong brand equity is a precondition for brand 

extensions”. As the product manager stated, “brand equity can be understood as a fundament 

to any extension that is carried out by the firm.” Moreover, Interviewee C believed that 

“brand extension is also an instrument to keep a brand up-to-date”.  

 

Brand Awareness 

 Interviewee C stated, “the brand awareness is with around 98% extremely high in 

Germany.” When asking about the development of the brand awareness over the past years, 

the manager argued, “the awareness has been at a constant high rate over the past five 

years.” 

 

Brand Associations 

 Interviewee C explained, “Customers associate friendship and an authentic and 

down-to-earth brand”. The slogan of Brand C2 has been proven as extremely successful as 

the slogan itself has developed into a strong brand association since it was first introduced. 

When launching the new product White in 2013 the company used the brand associations to 

promote the new product as these associations underlie all products launched under the brand. 

The manager highlighted that “not only the brand associations but also the elections at the 

time of the product launch were used to promote the launch.” In the latest campaign, Case 

Firm C applied a more provocative approach of creating awareness for the first time. As the 

new product is targeted at a younger market segment, the communication was adapted 

accordingly. 

 According to Interviewee C, the average age of Brand C2 customers is between 30 

and 49 years, as pralines are generally consumed by adults rather than children. The manager 

described “the typical customers are adults and families where the kids are already a bit 

older.” 

 

Brand Loyalty 

 Interviewee C explained, “the brand loyalty is very high and the brand has had a 

constant customer base over the past years.” The manager mentioned further, “The 

repurchase rate is above market average”. However, it is important to keep in mind that 

customers purchase pralines on average only twice a year, as pralines are a seasonal and a gift 

item and are therefore strongly connected to occasions such as Christmas or birthdays. When 

asking the manager about how price increases influence the sales volume, Interviewee C 

reflected, “price increases are an ongoing topic in the chocolate industry”. The manager 

emphasized, “within the praline segment, there is a sensitive price point at €5.” Customers 

are reluctant to exceed this price point. Hence, price elasticity is crucial when managing the 

brand. However, the manager reflected, “Compared to other product categories, the price 

sensibility for pralines is not as significant.” 

 

Perceived Quality 

 According to Interviewee C, the perceived quality of the brand is very high. “The 

brand is positioned as a brand that consumers can rely on.” By having the name of Case 
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Firm C in the product name, the firm aims at a high quality assurance. However, the manager 

highlighted, “compared to pralines from a renown Swiss chocolate manufacturer, which 

stand for a high premium, Brand C2 is positioned as a less premium brand. However, 

compared to Celebrations, Brand C2 are more premium”. The product manager stated “the 

price index lies at 113, which reflects an above average price.” However, she also pointed 

out that “the price index is determined by taking the average of a group of brands in which 

also private label pralines are included, which puts a downward pressure on the average 

index.” 

 

Overall Brand Performance 

 The product manager explained, “Brand C2 has a high market share. Over the past 

five years, the market share has increased which was mainly a positive result of product 

innovations such as the launch of White.” Interviewee C summarizes, “Over the past years, 

the brand has grown at a positive one-digit rate.” When asking for a specification of the most 

striking differences to competing brands, Interviewee C believed, “the biggest competitive 

advantage is the high quality of the pralines, which is a result of Case Firm C’s investments 

in sourcing high quality raw materials.” Besides that, “the typical nut at the centre of the 

praline and the composition of the product are points of differentiation.“ The product 

manager further explained that overall, Brand C2 has a stronger brand equity than its 

competitors and that „The company is known as big spender in the FMCG industry in terms 

of marketing communication.“ 

4.4.3. Brand Identity 

Fit 

 The product manager argued, “The branding strategy of Brand C2 evolves around the 

meaning of friendship. Any of our extension products highlights the symbol of friendship”. 

Interviewee C says further “the different products all share the same core values and evoke 

the same emotions in customers.” Rather than focusing on functional aspects, a much stronger 

focus is set on evoking emotions and building a relationship with the customers. Interviewee 

C said, “The vision of the firm is to be part of every friendship”.  

 

Product & Physique 

 On the question “What concrete product features are typical for your brand?” the 

manager answered, “Brand C2 is defined by the nut at the center of the praline. Besides that, 

its typical shape as well as its color are trademarks of Brand C2 and thus, unique selling 

points of the brand.” Besides minor adaptations, these product features have not changed 

much over the past years.  

 

Personality 

 Describing Brand C2 as a person, the marketing manager stated, “the brand is 

authentic, trustworthy, joyful, light hearted and genuine. These are our focus aspects in the 

branding team”. This personality has not changed over the past years according to the 

manager, who is convinced that “customers are indirectly well aware of the brand’s 

personality.” 
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Relationship 

 The brand manager explained, “the brand is described as being a friend to the 

customer and as wanting to be part of every friendship.” Customers feel connected and are 

able to identify with the brand. They should also consider the brand as part of the daily life 

and be loyal to the brand.  

 

Values 

 Interviewee C highlighted, “friendship, honesty and enjoyment” as the three core 

values of Brand C2. When asking whether the brand tells a story, the product manager 

described, “Brand C2 defines the “rules of friendship”, which we use in our advertisement 

campaign and any other marketing activities.” She finished off the interview by saying, “The 

brand aims at creating a world of friendship.”  

 

 Case Firm D 4.5.

 Case Firm D is the main German brewery of the international group which produces 

and exports the beer into more than 60 countries (Case Firm D, 2013). Case Firm D is one of 

the largest producers of beer in Germany (AGB, 2014).   

 Interviewee D has worked in the alcoholic beverages industry already for four years, 

whereof almost two years in the brand management of beer breweries. Case Firm D is already 

his third beer company for which he is working as a brand manager, which makes him an all-

round expert in this area. Interviewee D is the brand manager responsible for the younger 

target group of Brand D, which makes him especially dedicated to the mixed drinks. He is 

also in charge of new product innovations, as well as market research and sponsoring 

activities.  

4.5.1. Brand Extension Strategies 

 The brand comprises different product variations within the beer segment. Its core 

competence is the beer brewery, so it focuses on these products. The core product is the Pils 

beer in a 0.33l bottle. Brand D uses sub-brands for its products “in order to demonstrate the 

brewery skills and to show that the brand is able to serve all tastes and sorts of beer for every 

customer type”, according to the brand manager.  

 The last brand extension carried out by Brand D was the stretch to a rather bitter beer 

without alcohol. In parallel, the brand also launched a new taste, “explicitly targeting a new 

customer segment with its younger touch and neon colors. Such associations would never 

have been made in relation to our brand before.” This new product was aimed at the young 

generation because with the actual parent brand’s customer group, the older generation, good 

results cannot be ensured on the long term. Interviewee D explained, “Brand D aims at 

having products for every age, with customers starting from 16 years olds, who experience 

the first party with the brand, and staying with it throughout their lives. The new product 

should fill the gap at the beginning of this customer life cycle.” 
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Factors Influencing Brand Extension Decisions 

 The brand extension strategy has changed very much during the last years. While 

Brand D had to bear important drawbacks during the last decade, and did not have a dedicated 

extension strategy, the firm realized that new products had to be launched eventually. 

Therefore, the company had the strategy to launch a “flavor of the year”, which would have 

included a new product launch every year. However, after bringing the first of these products 

to the market, the management decided not to follow this strategy anymore, but to leave the 

product in the regular portfolio as it was running well. The brand manager supposed, “new 

product launches every year involve too high costs and too complicated processes involving 

all parties in the company. This high effort might have been underestimated.” Having a hard 

time at the moment, Brand D might not have wanted to invest that much into new products 

that only stay in the market for one year. However, the company decided to attract a younger 

target group than before with the help of new and more trendy products in their portfolio. 

According to Interviewee D, “the current strategic vision is now to create a completely new 

brand that is distinguished from Brand D which is perceived as almost old-fashioned. This 

might include a distinct brand name and design, and further products that follow the new 

trends in the beer market, such as different fruit tastes.”  

 He generally named two different types of influences on the brand extension strategy: 

First, internal firm factors such as the strategic direction of the company and strategic brand 

management goals determine the broad direction of Brand D. Second, external aspects such as 

changing consumer behavior and market trends impact the extension decisions. Interviewee D 

said, “The beer market is changing a lot at the moment. Beer is getting a higher evaluation by 

customers, but the traditional German Pils beer is not as interesting as before. Therefore we 

have to look for further options to enhance our results.” Furthermore, he stated that these two 

dimensions have to be compatible. As this might not be feasible for the traditional image of 

the parent brand and the emerging trends, Brand D thinks about having a more independent 

and flexible brand for their younger target group.  

 

Managing Brand Extensions 

 For the new and more daring product, Interviewee D thought, “too few communication 

activities were performed. The focus was on B2B, which included informing key accounts for 

example by product announcements in trade magazines. In the B2C relation, we mainly 

communicated via the online channel, in blogs and Facebook”. The advertising statements 

concentrated on the newness and freshness of the product as well as its special taste, 

following the market trend. The manager specified, “due to too little communication, the sales 

targets could not be met”. Hence, Brand D’s core product is by far the top product in the 

portfolio. “It is disproportionately strong compared to the competitors. Since its market 

leadership during the 80s and 90s, when there was no big differentiation in the beer market, 

customers have not changed their image of the brand. They are still focused on the Pils beer 

because the benefits of other products were not demonstrated to them.” Interviewee D added, 

“the mixed beers are currently the weakest due to a limited marketing budget”. 

 He further highlighted that “two product launches within one year is exceptional for a 

major beer brand, but as Case Firm D realized that it contributes positively to the brand, the 

plan is to continue launching products more frequently.”  
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Negative Consequences of Brand Extensions 

 The new extension product was perceived very positively by young customers, who 

thought of it as a “cool” product. However, the older generation, which is the parent brand’s 

main customers, were skeptical and wondered, “why the bottle glows so bright?” When asked 

to name a product that would be too far from the parent brand, the manager explained, “Brand 

D should not launch an extremely young and urban product, aiming at 16 year old skater 

boys from Berlin who want to drink it in a cool club. It has a more classic and conservative 

target group than most of its competitors.” Hence, he stated, “dilution effects could result 

from a brand that is stretched too far. This creates confusion for the regular consumer who 

could not identify himself with the brand anymore.” 

4.5.2. Brand Equity  

Brand Awareness  

 The brand awareness of Brand D is among the top players in the market, as 

Interviewee D explained, “it reaches more than 90% among beer consumers. But even if we 

are good in awareness, the brand is not performing very good in terms of loyalty, sexiness 

and competitive advantage”.  

 

Brand Associations 

 Consumers associate with Brand D “a lot of tradition and festivities such as weddings 

or other special events, and also kind of a rusty image. Thus, a beer of Brand D is rather not 

associated to a barbeque with friends.” He continued that Brand D appeared arrogant with its 

former slogan. “Formerly, the brand wanted to transmit its premium-quality with that, but 

nowadays, this seems too superior, so today, the slogan changed to a less superior one, which 

is not related to the brand itself, but to the individual consumer”. With the new brand 

extension, the company wanted to dissociate the brand from the named associations, but 

according to Interviewee D, “there is no real beer in the portfolio that could support a fresher 

and more likeable image”. 

 

Brand Loyalty 

 The brand manager posited that the loyalty is not as high for Brand D as for other big 

beer brands. In this context, he outlined that price increases affect the sales “very extremely. 

The brand cannot justify price increases due to a perceived lack of added value for the 

customer, which results in a double or three-fold price sensitivity of its customers.”  

 

Perceived Quality 

 The perceived quality of Brand D is high according to the brand manager, who 

explained that all the big breweries have a very high quality and this is presumed by the 

customer. As far as the pricing is concerned, he stated, “all the big brands are on the same 

level, there are no big differences except for low-cost brands such as Oettinger. On the other 

hand, there is a trend of imported premium beers which are sold in specialized beer bars at a 

far more expensive level.” 
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Overall Brand Performance 

 Brand D’s performance has had drawbacks in the past years. Interviewee D confirmed 

that the market share has declined over the past five years and that there has been no actual 

sales growth in this time. He added, “Brand D does not have a unique selling proposition 

anymore. It used to be special, but today, it is in the transition of getting rid of its old image 

and inventing a new one. It must achieve to attain a certain symbolic character as its 

competitors do already.” However, he believed that “the brand is still strong and big enough 

to be able to change this course with the help of powerful innovations in order to make people 

believe again that drinking Brand D is cool.”  

4.5.3. Brand Identity 

Fit 

 The manager argued, “Our brand focuses on beer only in order not to confuse 

consumers.” He further explained that Brand D is not highly based on emotions or 

relationships, but that it strives to satisfy its customers’ needs. 

 

Product & Physique 

 Being asked about concrete product features of the brand, Interviewee D answered, 

“Brand D has a distinct logo and etiquette, which always remain in the same format and 

layout, but change colors. Pictures change with their different target groups, and the brand 

does not have a special design it stands for. With the product itself, we focus on premium 

ingredients and a very high quality of our brewing process and brewing water. Our beer 

tastes milder than an average beer, which makes it more drinkable.” 

 

Personality 

 Picturing Brand D as a person, Interviewee D described, “It is a man who works hard, 

is honest, down-to-earth, not hip, and comes from the countryside. He enjoys going to a 

festive location with his family or friends to reward himself for his achievements.” This 

picture is shared by consumers. 

 

Relationship 

 The marketing professional feels that the relationship of customers towards Brand D is 

becoming more and more distanced and that it is not on one level with its consumers 

anymore. He pointed out, “the brand did not encourage a strong connection in the past, so 

nowadays, the brand does not seem to be on an equal footing with its consumers. The brand 

used to be loved, but it is not anymore.”  

 

Values 

 Interviewee D named four core values of the brand, which are “premium, sociable, 

sovereign and progressive. We try to stick to these core values with every product, but we do 

not always succeed to do so”. He further outlined that the brand has a long tradition and 

history, and hence, can tell a story. The manager explained that the founder of the company 

has always passed on the family business to his ancestors, by whom the firm is still run, 

which makes it not as impersonal as some other “corporate brands”. He highlighted some 
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characteristics that can be related to Brand D. “The brand is currently trying to recall these 

aspects into consumers’ minds, out of which they have disappeared over time”. Finally, he 

concluded that “the brand is something between prestige, which it still tries to be, and a 

function brand, which it should actually better become. Drinking beer is not premium, as our 

identity aims at, but it should be about having a good time with friends.”  

 Case Firm E 4.6.

 Case Firm E is a beer brewery founded in Germany more than 200 years ago. Today, 

Brand E is the third largest producer of beer in Germany in 2013 (AGB, 2014). Moreover, it 

is Germany’s most drafted beer brand since 1992. In the 1990s, Brand E first started to widen 

its product portfolio by introducing a light product in 1992. Further products such as Radler, 

malz beer, beer with coke, lemonade and alcohol free beer were introduced to the German 

market in the course of the last ten years (Case Firm E, 2015). 

 Interviewee E has been a product manager at Case Firm E since 2013. He has 

successfully completed a trainee program in the marketing field at Case Firm E before being 

promoted to the product manager for the lemonade and malz beer products. The new line is a 

non-alcoholic lemonade which is sold in three different flavors. In his current position, 

Interviewee E is also responsible for all sponsoring activities of Pils, which is the core 

product of the firm. When asking Interviewee E to describe the portfolio, he explained “Our 

portfolio consists of the well-known Pils, which is available in a variety of different sizes such 

as 0,3l and 0,5l bottles as well as in beer barrels of 5l up to 50l for our large-scale consumers 

such as the hospitality industry. Besides that we have further products such as beer with coke, 

Radler or our non-alcoholic lemonade, which was newly introduced.”  

 As last brand extension performed, Interviewee E stated “Two weeks ago, we 

launched a lemonade Apple.” Even though the product portfolio has developed significantly, 

the core product, the Pils, remains the strongest product generating the highest revenues for 

the firm. “Germany is still a beer nation and especially in the hospitality industry our core 

product is extremely strong; Brand E is the most drafted beer in Germany” the expert 

highlighted. Interviewee E considered Brand E’s lemonade as the currently weakest product 

in the portfolio as “the market is highly competitive and the success strongly depends on the 

region within Germany. In certain areas such as North Rhine-Westfalia there is an intense 

regional competition. In other areas such as Hamburg or the eastern part of Germany, the 

lemonade is not available at all.” 

4.6.1. Brand Extension Strategies 

 When asking the manager to describe the brand extension strategy of Brand E, he 

firstly defined Case Firm E as “an extremely traditional family owned company that is 

managed in the 7
th

 generation today. Soon, the company will celebrate its 200
th

 anniversary. 

For a very long time all we focused on was the core product, the Pils.” Only in the 1990s, the 

firm started to extend the brand by introducing Alcohol-free and Radler products. The product 

manager further stated, “The firm’s expansion into the non-alcoholic product category is a 

result of a decrease in the consumption of alcohol in Germany.” Hence, Brand E wants to 

benefit from an increasing non-alcoholic beverage market in the country. Overall, the expert 

informed, “The growth in the non-alcoholic beverage segment is positive, while the decline in 
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the alcoholic beverage segment with the market could be prevented for Brand E.” When 

being asked whether the extension strategy has changed, he answered in the affirmative that 

in recent years, many new products have been introduced, which was not the case ten years 

ago.  

 

Factors Influencing Brand Extension Decisions 

 Interviewee E argued, “When extending our brand, we consider the overall 

development of the category. The sales figures are a clear indicator of how a market is 

developing. We not only analyze the market potential, but we also closely monitor our 

competitors.” He continued, “The feedback and opinion of consumers are another crucial 

factor to consider when launching a new product under an already existing brand name.”  

Interviewee E explained that also innovations in terms of the bottle design and packaging are 

relevant factors to consider. “As a company you want to be innovative and set new trends in 

the market.” The product manager believed that a brand extension would be too far from the 

parent brand if it is too far from the core business, which is beer. “In case of our recently 

launched lemonade it was extremely important to ensure that the connection to the core 

business remains. Therefore, we explicitly highlight the fermentation process that is applied 

when brewing our lemonade. The product is not a lemonade that is just mixed together but it 

is developed from an extenuated brewing process.“ When asking Interviewee E why Brand E 

has entered the new product category of non-alcoholic beverages, he replied “Main drivers 

were the decline in the alcohol consumption in Germany and the increase in the non-

alcoholic beverage segment.”  

 

Managing Brand Extensions 

 When launching a lemonade Apple in April 2015, Brand E sent out a traditional press 

release to the B2B media. Besides that, the main trading partners were well-informed before 

the actual launch. B2C communication channels were social media as well as billboards to 

further support the product launch. The expert described, “All communications primarily 

focus on the new flavor and the fact that no artificial sweetener or flavor enhancers are used, 

but that the new product contains vitamins and magnesium.“ The feedback from customers 

has been very positive so far especially as Apple is a known flavor that many Germans love.”  

He continued by saying, “The company has built up an enormous expertise in the field of beer 

brewing and has positioned itself well on the German market where it enjoys a great 

reputation. Therefore, with any extension that we do under the brand, we have to ensure that 

we will not harm our reputation that we have built up over the past 200 years. With whatever 

we do we strive for perfection and only accept highest quality.” The brand succeeded to 

positively benefit from past extensions. Therefore, whenever a new product is launched, the 

parent brand name is integrated in combination with a sub-brand in order to benefit from the 

existing brand awareness. Interviewee E said, “Sub-branding provides some guidance to our 

customers, in order for him to know whether he is buying e.g. a product with or without 

alcohol.” 
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Negative Consequences of Brand Extensions 

 Interviewee E explained, “One severe risk when extending a product is a 

cannibalization effect between the products.” The expert pointed out, “For a firm it is 

important to calculate the risk of potential cannibalization. So far we have always succeeded 

to win new customers instead of having existing customers that switch between products.” A 

product that was launched in the past did not meet the pre-defined targets, so it was taken out 

of the market after a while. “This is however not our strategy because we always want to 

ensure that each new product stays on the market for a certain time in order to give 

consumers the chance to try and get used the product”, Interviewee E described.  

4.6.2. Brand Equity  

 Interviewee E outlined that brand equity influences their extension strategy 

significantly: “As a well-established family business, Brand E represents highest quality not 

only in terms of the taste of the final product but also in terms of our communications and 

marketing activities. All activities evolve around the core values of our brand.”  

 

Brand Awareness 

 According to Interviewee E, the brand awareness of Brand E is very high with above 

90% in Germany. “In the course of the last five years, the awareness has increased as the 

firm has heavily invested in sponsoring.” Brand E is for example partner of the German 

national football team that won the world cup in 2014, which has resulted in an increase in 

brand awareness for Brand E.  

 

Brand Associations 

 When asking the product manager about associations consumers have with the brand, 

he explained that consumers have associations such as “premium quality, high standard, 

enjoyment and pleasure.“ The typical customer varies a lot across the different products and 

the categories (beer vs. lemonade). Interviewee E described, “The typical Pils consumer is 

older than our lemonade customers.” When a new product such as Lemonade Apple is 

launched, the mentioned brand associations are promoted. The current communications 

evolve around the topic “community” and “enjoyment” as stated by Interviewee E. When 

asking the manager whether the promoted brand associations have changed in recent years, he 

said, “While the second last campaign emphasized the association of “premium quality”, the 

last campaign strongly focused on “community” and “enjoyment”. Our current promotion 

combines all these associations, so it built up on the last ones.”  

 

Brand Loyalty  

 The brand loyalty of Brand E differs severely from region to region. “As Brand E 

originates from and still operates in a certain German town, the brand loyalty is extremely 

high in that area whereby the loyalty decreases the further you move away from this town.” 

Generally, Interviewee E explained, “As beer is a very emotional topic in Germany, a 

regional loyalty is definitely reflected in the beer market.” Furthermore, the manager 

mentioned, “price increases are a sensitive topic, so the price has been kept stable for eight 
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years, which is extraordinary in our sector. When we finally increased the price, it was a 

calculated risk, so the eventual turnover did not change significantly in sum.” 

 

Perceived Quality 

 Interviewee E reflected, “The perceived quality of Brand E is very high as the brand 

stands for premium quality which is reflected in all communications and which is highly 

valued by consumers.“ The expert stated that the quality has been consistent over many years. 

The Pils beer is sold at a premium price level compared to competing brands.  

Overall Brand Performance  

 „The market share is 80% in our core regions” explained Interviewee E. However, in 

other regions the market share is rather weak. He guessed, “The average market share across 

Germany is probably approximately 30%.” Over the past five years, the market share has 

developed positively. Interviewee E described the unique selling point of the brand as “the 

raw materials, the hops that is exclusively grown for Brand E, the use of deep water instead of 

upstream water and our purity.”  

4.6.3. Brand Identity 

Fit  

 When asking Interviewee E which similarities the different products have, he stated, 

“All our products are brewed with excellence, quality and passion. Besides that, almost all 

products have the traditional logo with our famous slogan”. Interviewee E  emphasized, “On 

our product Brand E Lemonade the popular slogan is not included, nor does it have the 

traditional logo as it is addressed to a distinct target group.” When asking the manager 

whether the brand is primarily based on functional aspects, personality, relationship or general 

values, he stated, “Brand E successfully combines functional and emotional components. The 

alcohol free line is for example mainly based on functionality, underlining its isotonic 

ingredients, whereas our products generally mostly focus on the emotions of community and 

enjoyment.“ 

 

Product & Physique 

 “The traditional logo represents our premium quality. Part of the logo is also our 

slogan as well a specific picture”, stated the product manager. “This has always been the 

same over the years”, said Interviewee E. Moreover, Brand E is defined by its premium 

quality and purity. 

 

Personality 

 Asking the manager to imagine Brand E as a person and describing the personality, 

Interviewee E described the brand as “reliable, loyal, honest and authentic.” He is convinced 

that customers recognize the brand’s personality, also thanks to the mentioned picture 

displayed on the Brand E logo.  
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Relationship 

 The brand manager acknowledged that the brand has a close relationship to its 

customers, which is based on proximity and honesty. Whenever the firm engages in 

promotions a close connection to the customer is top priority. “Our promotions are down-to-

earth and something customers can identify with. If we e.g. have tastings at the point-of-sales 

or other promotional events we do not hire an agency but we employ our own staff to execute 

the promotion. We are also present at Marathons with our 0.0% alcohol-free beer. In this way 

we establish the direct contact to our customers and give them the feeling that we are close, 

which is very important to us.” He finally added, “We are a family business and that’s how 

we want to connect to our customers.”  

 

Values 

 Interviewee E summarized the core values of Brand E as being “premium quality, 

purity and enjoyment.” When asking the manager whether the brand tells a specific story, he 

answered, “Yes, Brand E tells the story that evolves around the long history, the art of 

brewing and our high quality. Our promotional campaigns focus on these aspects as well as 

communicating the feeling of community and enjoyment.” Brand E has a long history in 

Germany and has developed its business ever since. It has practiced the art of brewing for 

almost 200 years, which makes the firm an expert in the brewing business. Finally, 

Interviewee E opted for a rather functional as opposed to a prestigious brand type.  

 

 Case Firm F 4.7.

 Case Firm F operates successfully in the FMCG industry in Germany. The company 

manages several well-known brands (Case Firm F, 2013). In Germany, a strong focus lies on 

the confectionery and chocolate market whereby Brand F is one of the firm’s strongest 

brands. Since the brand was first introduced in Germany more than 100 years ago, the product 

portfolio has been developed continuously. In 2014, Brand F reached a market share of 12.7% 

in the German chocolate market (Interviewee F, personal communication, May 4, 2015).  

 Interviewee F has been the brand manager of Brand F tablets since 2014. Prior to that, 

he was the brand manager of Brand F pralines for three years and for another brand of Case 

Firm F for two years. Hence, he is an expert in the field of brand management within the 

FMCG sector in Germany. Interviewee F has been working at Case Firm F since 2008. He 

described the product portfolio as consisting of tablets, pralines, chocolate bars, seasonal 

products, small bites, candy, biscuits, ice cream, drinking chocolate, bakery products and 

cream cheese. Hence, one cannot only find Brand F products within the chocolate segment 

but also in product categories such as ice cream, chocolate drinks, bakery products as well as 

cream cheese.  

4.7.1. Brand Extension Strategies 

 Interviewee F described the extension strategy of Brand F as being focused on 

“becoming the most loved milk chocolate brand in the world by engaging consumers in the 

most tender chocolate experience even far beyond the chocolate segment.” When asking the 

brand manager how the brand extension strategy has developed over the past five years, he 
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replied, “The brand has developed from a pure tablet and chocolate brand to a broader 

snacking brand that is now also represented in other categories than chocolate.” Interviewee 

F is convinced that the Brand F 100g milk chocolate tablet is the strongest product in the 

product portfolio, as it is the brands’ core product and has been the first product launched 

under the particular brand name in Germany. Although the manager does not consider any of 

the current products of Brand F as weak products, he stated that the best performing products 

are still the tablets, as well as chocolate bars and pralines.  

 

Factors Influencing Brand Extension Decisions 

 According to Interviewee F, “the extension strategy of Brand F is influenced by 

factors such as the brand fit of the target market, the relevance of the target market for Brand 

F core consumers and the size of the target market and thus, the potential sales volume.” The 

brand manager highlighted that firm-internal factors such as the overall firm strategy and 

openness to innovate as well as relevant external factors (e.g. trends and customer 

preferences) influence the brand extension decisions. At any time, it is crucial to consider the 

size of a target segment, as a profitable market size is required in order for a brand extension 

to make sense, mentioned the expert.   

 

Managing Brand Extensions 

 The last extension of Brand F was carried out in 2013, when Case Firm F launched its 

Toffees in three flavors. The extension was heavily supported through a 360° communication 

including a TV spot, online activities, social media activation, in store promotions and 

secondary placements. When asking Interviewee F for the customer feedback regarding the 

launch of Brand F Toffees, he explained, “the positive feedback has resulted in an increase in 

the overall brand awareness of Brand F. The new product performs very well.” When posing 

the question of how the brand generally connects to its customers, the manager stated, “We 

not only connect to our customers through TV commercials, social media, online campaigns, 

print campaigns, and in store promotions, but we also invest in events (e.g. the Brand F 

chocolate truck) as well as sponsoring. By focusing on the link to nature, family and 

proximity especially in our TV spots, Brand F tries to create a conceptual brand image at the 

customer side.”  

 Past category extensions that the firm has carried out such as introducing a Brand F 

chocolate flavored ice cream, chocolate flavored cream cheese or chocolate flavored donuts 

has not only increased the brand awareness of but also resulted in an increase in revenues. 

Whenever the brand was stretched to a new product category, “the identity fit of the target 

segment, the relevance of the segment for Brand F core consumers and the potential sales 

volume have been important criteria to enter a new category.” When asking for the relevance 

of introducing sub-brands as a mean to manage brand extensions, the manager explained, 

“sub-brands provide some orientation and customer guidance in today’s complex 

environment in the FMCG sector.” 

 

Negative Consequences of Brand Extensions 

 “If a firm stretches a brand a lot, there is generally the risk of diluting the brand. 

However, in case of Brand F we have luckily not observed a brand dilution effect so far. In 
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fact, we have experienced the opposite; the brand equity or how we say the ‘brand health’ has 

even increased with each of our extensions.” The manager also emphasized, “For new 

products within the same product category (e.g. tablets), there is a cannibalization effect”. 

However, when entering a new product category, the manager believes that there is no or only 

a very little cannibalization effect. He described further “When launching our Brand F 

Toffees in 2013, there has not been any cannibalization between Brand F’s Toffees and 

tablets as these products are in two different categories and thus, serve a different market 

segment.” Regarding lessons learnt from past cannibalism between Brand F products, he said, 

“It is crucial to only launch a new product when you are able to realize on-top effects.” 

Interviewee F further explained that another negative consequence of brand extension is the 

increasing complexity within the firm. The more product lines or product categories a firm 

needs to manage, the more complex are processes such as production, logistics and internal 

communication. 

4.7.2. Brand Equity 

Brand Awareness 

 The brand manager has provided us with the insight that the brand awareness of Brand 

F is 98%. He further explained that the awareness of Brand F has definitely increased over the 

past five years.  

 

Brand Associations 

 According to Interviewee F, “consumers associate the specific brand icon, a tenderly 

melting chocolate, traditions and home with Brand F.” Typical consumers of the brand are 

“predominately female, aged between 30 and 50 years, who share a household with their kids 

and where the family is the center of their life.” Moreover, consumers of Brand F typically 

emphasize traditional values.  

 

Brand Loyalty 

 The expert highlighted that the brand loyalty of Brand F is quite high and the brand 

generally enjoys a great reputation in the German market. The brand that was first introduced 

in Germany more than 100 years ago has built up a wide and loyal customer base over the 

years. Price increases generally affect the sales volume according to the manager. He said, “It 

is hard to say by how much sales drop in case of a price increase as there are further 

influencing factors such as the competitive intensity, promotions and many more.” 

 

Perceived Quality 

 When asking Interviewee F about the perceived quality level of Brand F compared to 

its competitors, he claimed, “Brand F is perceived as the best quality in the market.” He 

continued saying that “The brand delivers consistent quality to its customers and lies at an 

upper mainstream price level compared to competing brands.” 

 

Overall Brand Performance 

 Interviewee F stated that in 2014, the market share in the chocolate table segment was 

25.4% and 12.7% in the total chocolate market in Germany. He continued, “Over the past five 
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years, the brand’s market share has increased thanks to our continuous investments in brand 

extensions.” The manager described the unique selling point of Brand F as its specific brand 

icons and the tenderly melting chocolate. 

4.7.3. Brand Identity 

Fit 

 According to the manager, “Every product of Brand F contains the unique and tender 

milk chocolate.” All products, regardless of their product category share this similarity. 

“Whenever we extend our brand, the unique milk chocolate plays an important role as it is 

the core of our brand.”  

 

 

Product & Physique 

 Asking Interviewee F about concrete product features that are typical for Brand F he 

repeated, “It’s definitely our very unique tender milk chocolate that is featured in all 

products.” This feature has not changed over the past five years, as the recipe for the 

chocolate has been unchanged. When asking Interviewee F to describe the design that 

represents Brand F, he replied, “The brand icons are mostly defining our design. Our distinct 

design is well known, truly unique and easily recognizable in the supermarkets.”  

 

Personality 

 The manager outlined that “Brand F can be described as an honest, tender, smooth, 

natural, de-stressed, relaxed, joyful, charming, comfortable, at peace personality.” He 

specified that this outlined personality is recognized by German customers and has not 

changed over the past years.  

 

Relationships 

 Interviewee F described the relationship of Brand F to its customers as “a relationship 

based on honesty, joy, as well as relaxation.” Moreover, the brand is primarily based on its 

personality and relationship to customers rather than on the functionality of the chocolate or 

on general values. 

 

Values 

 According to the manager, “The brand is based on traditional values” and “Brand F 

certainly tells a story.” Interviewee F described such story as evolving around the brand’s 

specific brand icon and the whole story built around it “where nature is pure, life is peaceful 

and in perfect harmony. Therefore, the chocolate is so tenderly melting like no other 

chocolate.” He added, “Brand F stands for honesty, comfort and naturalness.” The brand 

that exists in Germany for more than 100 years is positioned somewhere between being a 

prestige and a functional brand as it is an everyday product with a low price on the functional 

side, but it is also aimed at releasing stress and creating a moment of enjoyment on the 

prestige side. 
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 Case Firm A (Brand A2) 4.8.

 In 2014, Case Firm A’s Beauty Care segment accounted for 22% of its total revenues 

(Case Firm A, 2015). In this segment, the biggest umbrella brand is separated into retail and 

professional, under which further sub-brands are marketed. One of the most recognized sub-

brands in the retail segment is Brand A2 (ibid). 

 Interviewee A2 is brand manager of Brand A2 at Case Firm A. He had already 

specialized on Marketing before starting his career at Case Firm A during his bachelor at 

Mainz University and Groningen University as well as in his master at Cologne University 

and Fudan University in Shanghai.  

4.8.1. Brand Extension Strategies 

 Brand A2 has an extensive portfolio comprising twelve different lines, each of which 

has at least four different products such as shampoo, conditioner, and diverse treatments. 

According to the brand manager, the lines do not differ in their pricing and positioning, but 

“in their benefit for the customer, serving different needs, such as dry hair, flat hair, old hair, 

dull hair without shine etc.”. Furthermore, he specified that within the lines, the pricing 

differs substantially as some products such as special treatments are “more sophisticated and 

provide a faster repair effect on the hair.” Besides these lines, the brand also offers four 

styling hair sprays, which has a historical background according to Interviewee A2. “Usually 

the brand does not focus on styling. These products only provide little revenue for the brand 

as it is not credible for us to really position ourselves as a styling or even hair coloration 

expert”. 

 When asked about the extension strategy, the manager specified that the brand stands 

for its repairing benefits, which is even part of the brand name and the logo. Hence, “hair 

repair is the heritage of the brand, so the brand cannot stretch too much. It focuses on 

damaged and dry hair, so even more sophisticated hair care products such as dedicated 

volume or shine products, or anti-dandruff shampoos would not fit to the brand.”  

 The strongest product of Brand A2 is a repair shampoo. It has been the first on the 

market, and was also the first one to have a certainly colored bottle in the female hair care 

market. As Interviewee A2 put it, “its combination of brand heritage and execution make it 

our leading product. With its name, it perfectly represents what we stand for, and with its 

innovative flat bottle design and color, it attracts customers successfully”. As opposed to this, 

Brand A2’s weakest products are “the ones that are the furthest away from the brand’s 

heritage” according to the brand manager.  

 

Factors Influencing Brand Extension Decisions 

 The manager posited that there are two major influences, the internal and external 

perspective. Externally, when launching new products, Brand A2 notices trends in the market, 

looks at customer needs, and does extensive market research. “We take consumer insights and 

trends of the industry as indicators and inform ourselves e.g. via fashion blogs as well as 

competitor analyses.” Second, internally, the Brand A2 team questions: “Where are white 

spots (benefits) that are not being provided in our portfolio?”. 
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 Other than this, Case Firm A’s strategy is “very much focused on innovation”. That is 

why Brand A2 launches around one to two innovations per year depending on the country, 

whereas the existing lines are not replaced, but kept or enhanced in their formula or 

packaging. Interviewee A2 further explained that this strategy has become more intense 

during the past five years: “The innovation circle gets shorter and shorter, new products are 

launched more frequently than before.” 

  

Managing Brand Extensions 

 In the beginning of 2015, a new line with six products was newly launched in 

Germany and other countries. Another line had been six to eight years in the market, so this 

was considered as “out-dated” according to Interviewee A2 and thus it was re-launched with a 

new positioning and design at the same time. 

 The brand manager stated, “The communication is always similar, involving classic 

above the line media such as TV, as well as print in different formats, digital, the website and 

social media. On Facebook, we do not have a dedicated brand page anymore as this was not 

very successful, but it is included in the umbrella brand’s Facebook page.” Furthermore, he 

said that e.g. the TV spot always starts and ends with pictures of the new product line, focuses 

on beautiful and shiny hair and shows how the technology is working in order to highlight the 

new innovation. All communication is aligned in this direction.  

 The umbrella brand logo can always be seen on top of Brand A2. The interviewee  

argued, “This shows our heritage which goes back for more than 100 years. The umbrella 

brand is a very known and powerful brand with high awareness, which stands for hair 

expertise. The brand has a very strong equity. Even if Brand A2 is not as professional, we 

want to express similar values as it also has a heritage of 60 years, and enjoys high 

recognition in the market. As the name says, it stands for repairing hair.” Therefore, the 

brand uses sub-branding. 

 

Negative Consequences of Brand Extensions 

 Interviewee A2 explained, “We have to be careful not to undermine our positioning as 

a hair repair brand, this would dilute our brand equity.” When asked if cannibalism also 

plays a role, he answered that it is definitely a negative factor to consider, “but I would rather 

cannibalize my own business as letting our competitors do that.” 

4.8.2. Brand Equity  

Brand Awareness  

 According to its brand manager, Brand A2 is a strong brand with an estimated brand 

awareness of more than 80% among women in Germany. “As our communication has been 

improved, the awareness could be raised. In our last TV spot, we used a known top model as 

a spokeswoman”. 

 

Brand Associations 

 He cited the brand associations “hair repair, premium, high quality, healthy and shiny 

hair”, which are expressed in every product innovation and accordingly also in the 

communication. The typical consumer is “a woman above 40, with a rather medium to high 
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income who takes care of herself and she is maybe a housewife. We also have some male 

customers.” 

 

Brand Loyalty 

 Even though Interviewee A2 could not talk about the loyalty or repurchase rate, he 

acknowledged the fact that in hair care, the loyalty is not very high as hair care products are 

low involvement products. He also said that “In recent times, all competitors went down with 

their price, so it is a rather difficult market. If we increase our price, we will lose sales for 

sure”. 

 

Perceived Quality 

 The manager indicated that direct competitors have a similar pricing, so they should 

all be perceived at a similar quality. He explained, “The quality of Brand A2 is consistently 

high throughout the range and is improved with each innovation. Depending on the 

dimension of the benefit, the perceived quality of our customers will probably differ. As an 

example, it will potentially score very high on hair repair, but not as high on volume.” 

 

Overall Brand Performance 

 Interviewee A2 argued, “Thanks to our improved communication measures, the 

market share could be improved in the past five years.” Moreover, Brand A2 is the market 

leader in treatment and conditioners in Germany and the revenues have increased over the last 

years. The unique selling point of the brand is “its heritage and its competitive advantage as 

a well-positioned hair repair brand”, according to the manager. 

4.8.3. Brand Identity 

Fit  

 As mentioned, the core identity, hence the “fit” of Brand A2 products is their hair 

repair benefit. The brand manager specified, “It constantly delivers high performance and 

erases any damages in the hair to make it more beautiful. Therefore, on the one hand, it could 

be regarded as a functional brand. On the other hand, Brand A2 is also an emotional brand 

because it is approachable, appealing and gives you confidence.” 

 

Product & Physique 

 Interviewee A2 described that the shampoo bottle has had a very iconic shape for 

decades, for which the brand stands besides its typical logo. He added, “You cannot find a 

similar packaging and design on the market, it is very special. Furthermore, our new re-

launch of our existing line includes a new eye-catching label, which gives an amazing shelf 

impact, and has also been introduced in another product line.” 

 

Personality 

 The marketing professional outlined Brand A2’s personality as “feminine, 

approachable and very trustworthy”. Customers can trust the brand as it stands not only for 

reliability but also for success.  
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Relationships 

 Interviewee A2 thinks that the brand is very approachable for consumers. However, he 

pointed out that “it is not your best friend. It is very self-confident as well as well-known, 

scientific and innovative, which could make it a very close consultant in the connection to its 

customer.”  

 

Values 

 As core values, hair repair, specialist, high quality and amazing technology were 

named. Interviewee A2 could tell a story that is told via the typical TV spot: “A spot usually 

starts with a customer insight, a question from the customer about his damaged hair. Then 

comes the innovation and the new product is introduced. In the end, we always show the same 

ending scene.” The brand exists in Germany for more than 60 years, which underlines its 

strong heritage. When the manager was asked to state if the brand is rather functional or 

prestige, he admitted, “This is a tricky question for us because we have always been on the 

functional side, but we are trying to shift to a more prestigious brand identity currently”. 

 

 Case Firm G 4.9.

 The FMCG company with French origin includes well-known dairy brands in its 

diversified portfolio next to Brand G, a well-known pudding brand existing in Germany for 

already more than 45 years. The Fresh Dairy Products segment is the group’s leading 

business unit, accounting for 56% of the business (Case Firm G, 2013).  

 Brand G is a pudding characterized by the fluffy white cream topping on a melting 

chocolate pudding. The pudding is a well-known and much loved desert in German 

households. Brand G is one of the core brands of Case Firm G. Interviewee G has been in 

charge for this brand’s marketing activities for four years. After studying International 

Management with a specialization in brand management at Lancaster University in UK and 

ESB in Reutlingen in Germany, Interviewee G has started her career at Case Firm G in 

Southern Germany. In terms of sales volume, the core product, Brand G chocolate, is the 

strongest product in the portfolio accounting for approximately 70% of total sales, whereas 

the latest product is currently the weakest product in the portfolio. 

4.9.1. Brand Extension Strategies 

 Interviewee G described the product portfolio as consisting of melting pudding in 

twelve different flavors: including classical chocolate and vanilla tastes, as well as seasonal 

flavors and finally the in 2013 newest product launch in two flavors. The brand manager 

explained, “When introducing the flavor in 2011, we stretched our brand a bit further by 

combining two flavors in one cup for the first time. In 2013, we went even further by moving 

from a traditional 2-layer product to a 3-layer product by including a biscuit layer.” This 

represented the most recent line extension that was carried out. Besides introducing new 

flavors to the market “We also innovated in form of designing a new packaging.” In 2002, all 

products changed from a high cup to a more premium wide cup packaging, which was a huge 

innovation at that time. Interviewee G outlined that in the past five years, “The brand went 

from having no clear portfolio strategy where we usually developed our brand through trial-
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and-error to a one-innovation-a-year strategy that was implemented in 2011.” She pointed 

out that within this trial-and-error phase, Brand G also tried to introduce a product with dark 

cream on top which did not work out in terms of popularity and sales, so today’s products 

unavoidably all include a white cream topping. 

  

Factors Influencing Brand Extension Decisions 

 The brand manager described the brand extension strategy as being “dependent on the 

general market trends as well as the time and production capacity.” With Brand G “we 

cannot move away from the fluffy white cream topping as this is the heart of the product.” 

However, as it is important to constantly innovate in today’s dynamic market, “we regularly 

invest in line extensions by introducing new flavors.” Furthermore, Interviewee G explained 

why the packaging has changed recently: “Once in a while you need to reinvent the 

packaging in order to stay ahead of private labels that adapt very rapidly to the packaging of 

the most popular brands.” 

 In addition to these line extensions, a co-branding with a liquor brand was discussed in 

the past: “First of all, we would have targeted a different market but the company finally 

rejected the idea because we would be dependent on the co-brand firm in our decisions. The 

negotiations with the partner firm can be lengthily and can lead to frustration if the product 

launch needs to be postponed due to a disagreement between the two parties. It is also often 

very costly to do such co-branding.” 

 

Managing Brand Extensions 

 When asking how the extension of Brand G was promoted in terms of communication 

in 2013, the expert explained, “At that time the budget was very limited. Therefore, we only 

focused on promotions at the point-of-sales, social media and we had a 10-second TV spot 

when the product was first launched. Whenever we introduce a new extension product, we 

focus our communication more on the new innovation and less on the parent brand”. Even 

though the budget was limited, the new launch was a great success and the customer feedback 

has been positive by all means, according to Interviewee G. “As caramel and toffee are very 

popular flavors in Germany, customers positively reacted on the new product but at the same 

time they provided us with the feedback that the caramel flavor could have been even 

stronger.” Asking the expert why Brand G has not entered any new product categories yet, 

she highlighted, “We are quite restricted in terms of how far we can stretch the brand as 

there is the strong connection to the fluffy white cream on top of the pudding.” Hence, 

“neglecting such vital element is dangerous which leaves us with very limited choices when 

extending our brand.” In every decision in the context of brand extensions, Case Firm G also 

consults the society for consumer research (German: Gesellschaft für Konsumforschung) in 

order to support the strategy.  

 

Negative Consequences of Brand Extension 

 When introducing the latest extension product there have not been any negative effects 

on the parent brand according to the brand manager. She explained, “As Brand G is a desert 

pudding, it is not a planned purchase but rather an impulse item.” Consequently, “the trial 

rate is quite high and the desert market is a highly competitive market.” Moreover, 
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Interviewee G stated, “Cannibalization effects are something a firm has to work with when 

introducing a new product.” However, the manager explained further, “Generally, new 

flavors are bought on top to the regular basket.” At any time, a strong customer focus is 

required when engaging in line extensions to minimize potential risks, according to the 

expert.  

4.9.2. Brand Equity  

 Interviewee G argued that the fluffy white cream as well as the melting pudding are 

core elements of the product and hence define the brand equity of Brand G. “Therefore, these 

two elements have to be part of every brand extension.”  

 

Brand Awareness 

 According to the manager, “Brand G has a brand awareness of 98% in Germany.” In 

this context, Interviewee G explained, “Due to less spending on advertisement, the awareness 

has slightly decreased over the last years.”   

 

Brand Associations 

 The brand expert summarized the associations consumers have with Brand G as 

“childhood, fluffy cream, chocolate taste, melting pudding on your tongue.” According to her, 

there is no typical consumer of the pudding but rather a typical buyer of Brand G. “The 

typical buyer is female, aged between 30 and 50 years, and down-to-earth while the product 

gets consumed by the whole family.” When launching a new product under the brand, “You 

have to stick to the melting essence and fluffy cream. The cream has to be white and the logo 

has to be the same.”  

 

Brand Loyalty 

 “The loyalty of Brand G is relatively high. However, the loyalty of the overall desert 

category is rather low due to the fact that deserts are an impulse item that shoppers usually 

do not intend to purchase.” Interviewee G described the repurchase rate of the core product, 

Brand G chocolate as being quite high. Asking how much price increases affect the sales of 

the brand, Interviewee G stated, “Price increases affect our sales a lot. You can expect 15% 

less volume when prices are being increased. Moreover, people are very focused on 

promotions and will wait with their purchase until a pudding is on discount.”    

 

Perceived Quality 

 On the question “What is the perceived quality level of the brand by customers 

compared to competitors”, the manager answered, “The quality is really high as Brand G is a 

Case Firm G brand that stands for a high quality standard. We are not a private label and 

customers are aware of our high quality.” Compared to private labels, the products are 

expensive. “We sell our product at a price of €1,49 for four cups whereas private labels offer 

a price of €0,89 for four cups. Contrarily, another desert brand sells its single cups at a more 

expensive level than Brand G.” 
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Overall Brand Performance 

 Brand G has a market share of 5.6% in the German desert market according to 

Interviewee G who explained, “The market share has decreased over the past years as the 

annual growth rate of the brand was -15% in the past year. This was a result of strong price 

increases combined with little communication we invested in due to budget cuts.” 

4.9.3. Brand Identity 

Fit 

 “All our products share the melting chocolate pudding and the fluffy white cream on 

top of the pudding” said the brand manager. The products all have the same packaging, the 

same logo and only adapt the colors of the packaging based on the different flavors. Besides 

that, the products are “emotional products that represent something you remember from your 

childhood and that you enjoy in a moment where you take a short time-out” according to 

Interviewee G. In fact, “the whole desert category is driven by feelings.”  

 

Product & Physique 

 The expert explained that the white topping cream is the unique selling point for 

Brand G. Hence, when introducing a product with a dark chocolate cream earlier, this product 

did not achieve the sales targets and was taken from the portfolio. Regarding the packaging, 

Interviewee G acknowledged, "From time to time we innovate in form of designing a new 

packaging which is important to differentiate the product.” Therefore, the packaging has 

slightly changed over the past years. “In 2002 we changed from a high cup to a more 

premium wide cup packaging. We sell our product in a practical four pack.” Every product 

shows the typical Case Firm G logo on top, which stands for a high quality standard and can 

be found on all of the firm’s products on the market. The logo in the center of the package is 

however clearly in focus. The color design of the package depends on the different flavors.  

 

Personality 

 Interviewee G described the brand as “a social, family-oriented, relaxing person that 

enjoys spending time with friends. Brand G could be described as a woman around 40 years 

old who does not have the perfect body but who everyone likes regardless.” The manager 

believed that the personality of Brand G is well known by consumers even though the 

personality has slightly changed over the past five years.  

 

Relationships 

 Asking Interviewee G to describe how the brand connects to its customers, she said, 

that this is done through emotions. “The brand is the emotional friend of customers.”  

 

Values 

The expert defined the core values of the brand as “down-to-earth, harmonic and family-

oriented.” When asking the manager whether the brand tells a story or not, she explained, 

“The brand stands for a moment where you sit back and relax. You consume Brand G when 

you take a short break, whereas regular chocolate is more of a stress relief product. 

Moreover, you can play with the product, as there are many ways of how people like to eat 
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our pudding. While some first eat the cream, others start eating the pudding and others mix 

both components together. It’s fun to eat.” The brand that was first introduced in Germany in 

1969 can be described as a rather functional brand and something that you can find in many 

fridges. According to Interviewee G, “It’s an everyday desert.”  
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In the fifth chapter, the empirical findings are combined with the theoretical part. A cross-case 

analysis elaborates on the differences and similarities between the cases, confirming or 

opposing theories presented in the second chapter. Besides the direct influences of brand 

equity and brand identity on brand extension, further influencing parameters are covered. 

Finally, a brand extension strategy matrix is constructed in order to establish a link between 

the main brand constructs and firms’ brand extension strategies. 

5. Analysis 

 In order to gain an overview of the extensive empirical data, Table 6 provides a 

summary of the brand extension strategies, the strength of brand equity and the types of brand 

identity of the different brands examined. In this table, the data has already been summarized 

and post-coded in terms of categories such as “broad” or “narrow” extensions and “strong” or 

“weak” brand equity for the purpose of a facilitated comparison between cases. 
 

Company/ 

Brand 

Brand Extension 

Strategy 

Brand Equity Brand Identity 

Case Firm 

A/  

Brand A1 

Line extension:  

Detergents in the 

form of powder, 

liquid, tabs, caps and 

pearls 

Very strong: 

Awareness approx. 

98%, 30% market share 

(leadership); highest 

loyalty in the market; 

perceived as best quality 

in detergent segment 

Based on function and tradition: 

Branding is clearly functional 

(perfect cleanliness, competence, 

high quality). Distinct identity with 

high tradition, but not very 

personal. History lasts back >100 

years. No unique design. 

Case Firm 

A/  

Brand A2 

Vertical extension,  

+ narrow category 

extension: 

12 product lines each 

with 4-6 products 

with different price / 

quality level (from 

“regular” shampoo to 

repair treatments and 

special serums) 

Strong: 

Market leadership in 

treatment and 

conditioner segment; 

low involvement 

product; awareness 

more than 80% and 

growing sales 

Based on function: 

The core identity is “hair repair”. 

Other values are very functional: 

“specialist, high technology, 

quality, innovation”, relationship is 

described as “approachable, but 

scientific, close consultant”.  

Its design is unique.  

Case Firm 

B/  

Brand B 

Narrow line 

extension: 

Three sorts of rum 

and one mixed drink 

Medium-Strong: 

One of the fastest 

growing brands, double-

digit growth rate over 

past 3 years; one of the 

biggest rum brands in 

Germany; high quality, 

medium loyalty, very 

short time in the market 

Based on personality: 

The brand icon was named 

repetitively; the entire branding is 

evolved around the icon’s 

personality, which tells a story, 

serves as an idol for customers and 

stands for fun . “The brand icon is 

the most important brand value” 

Case Firm 

C/  

Brand C2 

Narrow line 

extension: 

Chocolate pralines 

(dark and white 

chocolate) 

Very strong: 

Awareness approx. 

98%, market leadership 

in confectionery; 

growing market share; 

very high loyalty and 

perceived quality 

Based on relationship: 

Core: very concrete product. 

However, identity and 

communication are based on 

friendship with abstract values 

such as joyful, authentic, 

enjoyment and honesty. Distinct 

design. 

Case Firm Line extension: Medium:  Based on function, prestige and 
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D/  

Brand D 

Different sorts of 

beer (with and 

without alcohol, 

mixed beer) 

Awareness approx. 

90%, but decreasing 

market share and 

negative growth; low 

loyalty; negative brand 

associations  

tradition: 

Does not have a close relation to 

the customer. Its values “premium, 

sociable, sovereign, progressive” 

do not come across as they do not 

connect to beer. Perceived as 

arrogant and old-fashioned. 

Identity does not reflect the trend. 

History lasts back for >200 years.  

Case Firm 

E/  

Brand E 

Category extension: 

Different sorts of 

beer (with and 

without alcohol, 

mixed beer); soda 

(lemonade) 

Strong: 

Awareness approx. 

90%, market leadership 

in draft beer segment;  

market share depends on 

region (approx. 30%), 

relatively high loyalty, 

high perceived quality 

Based on function and 

relationship: 

Core: high brewing competence 

due to long history (>200 years), 

high quality ingredients. Values: 

“premium quality, purity, 

enjoyment”. It has a personality 

that is reliable, loyal, honest and 

authentic and aims to be very close 

to the customer. 

Case Firm 

F/  

Brand F 

Broad Category 

extension:  

“From pure 

chocolate to 

snacking”: Chocolate 

tablets, pralines, bars, 

candies, biscuits, ice 

cream, drinking 

chocolate, bakery 

products and cream 

cheese 

Very strong:  

Awareness approx. 

98%, 25% market share 

in tablets; perceived as 

best quality in chocolate 

segment 

Based on brand concept and 

values: 

Core: milk chocolate; typical brand 

icon; traditional, long history >100 

years, concrete personality with 

abstract values (natural, honest, 

joyful) 

Case Firm 

G/  

Brand G 

Narrow line 

extension: 

Pudding with 

different flavors 

Medium-Strong: 

Awareness approx. 

98%, but market share 

of 5.6% and growth rate 

is decreasing. Low 

involvement product, 

but high repurchase rate 

Based on relationships:  

Values: “down-to-earth, harmonic, 

family-oriented”. The product is 

very concrete and distinct. Brand 

should provide feelings such as fun 

and relaxation. 

Table 6: Empirical data overview and first analysis (own illustration) 

 Brand Extension Strategies 5.1.

 The eight companies investigated demonstrate different brand extension approaches. 

Comparing the width of their product portfolios, one can realize that the cases vary from 

narrow line extensions to broad category extensions. Hereby, brands such as Brand C2 that 

focus on only one product with different flavors are considered as persecuting a narrow line 

extension strategy as “new (versions of the) products are introduced within the same product 

category” (Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2010, p. 176). The brand is considered as having the most 

“narrow” distance in terms of brand extensions. Their only extension product (Brand C2 

White) is almost the same as the core product (Classic), only with a different chocolate flavor. 

Brand G shows a comparable narrow conception of line extensions, not being able to extend 

further than “a pudding with white cream on top” (Interviewee G, personal communication, 

May 5, 2015). The same applies to Brand B being “caught” in the narrow rum category and 

having only four product variations in its portfolio, but at least targeting a different segment 
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with the products, with one mixed drink in the portfolio. Brand D and Brand A1 are 

considered as line extensions as well because they stay in the same category (beer and 

detergents) with more or less the same price and quality level, whereas Brand A1 has some 

minor variation of price per washloads, but generally “remains in the highest quality category 

with all products” (Interviewee A1, personal communication, March 22, 2015). Generally, on 

the basis of the given FMCG brands, it can be confirmed that most of the brand extensions 

performed by firms are line extensions, as posited by Reddy et al. (1994), as six out of eight 

brands perform pure line extensions, remaining in the same category and at roughly the same 

price and quality level. Only Brand A2 has different quality and price levels within its 

category of hair repair products, which corresponds to Aaker’s definition of a vertical brand 

extension as illustrated in Figure 1 (Aaker, 1996). The Brand A2 shampoo has a clearly 

different price point than e.g. special treatments which additionally have “a faster repair 

effect on the hair” (Interviewee A2, personal communication, May 6, 2015) and are thus of 

“higher quality”. Moreover, the price of an intensive treatment is almost five times as high per 

100ml as the brand’s shampoo.  

 Two brands are treated as performing broader extensions, outside their core category, 

or having a higher distance from the originate product. The first one is Brand E, which moved 

away from its core competence of beer in 2013, when a new lemonade-like line was 

introduced. This new product, comparable to a lemonade drink, is only loosely connected to 

brewing as it is produced in a fermentation process and includes the word “barrel” in its brand 

name (literally translated). Even if this should underline the coherence to the parent brand and 

the brewing competence of Brand E (Interviewee E, personal communication, April 29, 

2015), the brand clearly moved away from its category beer and entered the category of soft 

drinks. According to Aaker’s (1996) definition of a category extension being a brand entering 

a new market and new product line, the second brand that performs category extension is 

Brand F. It has the broadest product range of all brands examined, stretching from its core 

product of chocolate tablets to further categories such as confectionery, ice cream and cakes. 

The brand manager confirmed that “the brand has developed from a pure tablet and chocolate 

brand to a broader snacking brand that is now also represented in other categories than 

chocolate.” (Interviewee F, personal communication, May 4, 2015). 

 Overall, an increase in brand extension activities could clearly be observed in almost 

all companies. This confirms the statement that brand extension is a topic of rising importance 

in most firms (e.g. Kapferer, 2008; Keller et al., 2008; Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2010). To 

illustrate the rising significance of brand extensions in the presented cases, it can be 

highlighted that Brand C2 exists for about 40 years while Brand D and Brand E are brewing 

beer for more than 200 years. However, the brands have only practiced brand extensions 

within the last years. Brand C2 launched its first distinct flavor in 2013, whereas Brand E and 

Brand D only started to have their first mixed beer in the 90s and Brand E launched its new 

soda line in 2013. Before, there seemed to be no obvious need to stretch brands further. This 

new intensity of brand extensions was explained by many of the interviewed brand managers 

by an increasingly competitive or difficult market environment, e.g. rising private labels in the 

pudding segment, a declining beer market and falling prices in the hair care and detergent 

markets. Furthermore, the firms seem to have enhanced and more articulated innovation 

strategies. Such strategies require brands to strongly demonstrate the competence in their 
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categories, such as to be the first mover in the pre-dosed caps detergent segment for Brand 

A1, to prove excellence in brewery for Brand E, or to frequently demonstrate expertise and 

up-to-date technologies in hair repair for Brand A2.   

 Figure 4 captures the different distances of the brand extensions performed by the 

examined brands, clustered into the brand extension strategies as outlined by Aaker (1996). 

 
Figure 4: Brand logos lined up in extension distance of brands examined 

5.1.1. Factors Influencing Brand Extension Decisions 

 How far and in which direction a brand can be stretched is generally dependent on two 

major dimensions, the firm-internal and the market perspective, which was outlined by 

several respondents such as Interviewee A1 and Interviewee A2. Firm-internal aspects named 

include the firm’s strategy, the brand fit, an analysis of the portfolio, sales goals as well as 

cost and capacity constraints. The market dimension points mainly to the objective to reach 

new, attractive and growing customer segments by setting or following market trends, but it 

also consists of observing social movements, competitor’s actions, as well as accepting 

distribution conditions such as the availability of shelf space. Such factors have also been 

mentioned by some researchers in the field such as Kapferer (1997; 2008) who mentioned e.g. 

the limiting character of shelf space for brand extensions as well as the willingness of firms to 

please trends which might distract them from their parent brand identity. 

 The most obvious internal factor to choose a new brand extension is the “fit” to the 

brand, which seems to be a pre-condition for launching a new product. Brand G has to stick to 

a pudding with fluffy white cream whereas Brand F has to include chocolate in its product 

range and Brand B has to remain within the rum segment. This corresponds to the suggestions 

of most researchers that a crucial dimension to consider when stretching brands is the “fit” 

(e.g. Aaker & Keller, 1990; Völckner & Sattler, 2006; Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2009; Carter 

& Curry, 2013). Another internal factor is the current strategy of the firm or the brand. Hence, 

taking the example of Brand D, they want to get over their old-fashioned image in order to 

target a younger segment. Therefore, the brand had to launch younger looking products with 

more “fancy” flavors. Comparable to this, the strategy of Brand A2 is to launch 1-2 

innovation lines per year, in order to underline its scientific force and high sophistication. The 

brand is organized in the way that each line contains a similar set of products, so the extension 

direction is very much pre-set. Another restricting company strategy can be observed at Case 
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Firm C, where the firm-wide strategy for all pralines is a “mono-brand strategy”, limiting 

each sort of praline to one product per brand. These cases allude to the importance of a factor 

examined by Dacin & Smith (1994) who dedicated their study to the amount and quality fit of 

previous extensions. In addition to this, some managers named sales targets as a factor to 

influence brand extensions. If a certain sales target is not achieved, sales have to be increased 

by adding another segment. In parallel to this, Brand D wants to be in the life of its customers 

throughout their lifetime and realized that a product for the younger segment was missing. 

Hence, they launched a ginger flavored beer. For Brand B, it was the other way round: The 

brand was only consumed by young people, so a darker rum product was launched for 

targeting the older segment. For this purpose, a portfolio analysis will provide insight into 

which segments or needs are already being served by the brand and which products or 

benefits are still uncovered. As stated by the brand manager of Brand A2, a question would be 

“Where are white spots (benefits) that are not being provided in our portfolio?” (personal 

communication, May 6, 2015). This aim of a higher share in the market seems to be the most 

important driving force for the companies interviewed. To underline this, the brand manager 

of Brand F stated that “size of the target market and thus, the potential sales volume” 

(personal communication, May 4, 2015) are among the most important factors driving their 

brand extension decisions. Interviewee F also outlined that “It is crucial to only launch a new 

product when you are able to realize on-top effects” (personal communication, May 4, 2015), 

which is similar to statements of other brand managers. This confirms the results from the 

interview with the brand expert who stated that the first question to ask is “whether there is a 

possibility to generate more revenues by launching new products” (Interviewee 1, personal 

communication, March 6, 2015). Moreover, this fosters the positive effect that brand 

extensions have on the profitability of firms, as e.g. Pitta & Katsanis (1995) and Quelch & 

Harding (1996) pointed out that brands are some of the main assets owned by firms. On the 

other side, the cost factor restricts extension strategies such as for Brand D, which did not 

keep its “flavor of the year” strategy as “time and effort might have been under-estimated” 

(Interviewee D, personal communication, April 29, 2015) and the company is having some 

budget restrictions. This gives some insight about why many brand extensions fail (Taylor, 

2004).  

 The market perspective also provides significant insights for managers when deciding 

on how to perform their brand extension and on which segment to focus. After having set the 

underlying parameters of budget, strategic direction, and competence, the firms look at the 

market development to find out which segment to target and which product to launch. 

Different aspects will be regarded in this context, such as social movements as stated by 

Brand A1’s brand manager. He described that the “social progress” and people being more 

lazy affects the detergents segment because doing the laundry is a non-liked and “must do” 

activity (Interviewee A1, personal communication, March 22, 2015). Therefore, Brand A1 is 

now concentrating more on the pre-dosed segment. Social movements and trends indicate 

which sectors are growing and which are declining. To illustrate this, Brand E’s manager, 

acknowledged, “The firm’s expansion into the non-alcoholic product category is a result of a 

decrease in the consumption of alcohol in Germany [and] an increasing non-alcoholic 

beverage market in the country (personal communication, May 4, 2015). Brands such as  

Brand C2, Brand D, Brand E, Brand F or Brand G, who operate in the food and beverage 
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sector, have to especially consider trends in terms of new tastes. Hence, Brand E’s last 

extension built upon the apple taste which is loved by Germans with its new lemonade Apple 

extension, Brand D followed another fashionable taste trend with its latest product launch, 

and Case Firm C followed the white chocolate trend in its target sector of younger customers. 

Hence, Aaker (1997) and Kapferer (2008) were correct when stating that firms consider 

trends for their brand extensions. Also the cosmetics industry follows similar rules, as 

outlined by Interviewee A2: “We take consumer insights and trends of the industry as 

indicators and inform ourselves e.g. via fashion blogs as well as competitor analyses” 

(personal communication, May 6, 2015). Therewith, competitors’ activities represent another 

factor that is being taken into account by brand managers. As an example, the brand manager 

of Brand D explained that their brand image is not as strong as it should be by watching 

competitive brands: “It must achieve to attain a certain symbolic character as its competitors 

do already” (Interviewee D personal communication, April 29, 2015). Similarly, Brand E, 

Brand C2 and Brand A2 also posited to monitor their competitors closely in order to find 

market trends, but also to position themselves correctly with new extension products. A last 

external influence named was distribution. Especially Brand A1’s brand manager commented 

on this aspect as “shelf space” in drugstores or discounters has to be shared among 

competitors and also among the own product range, herewith confirming Kapferer’s (1997) 

presumption that retailers may reject a new product due to limited shelf space. Consequently, 

it represents a limiting factor for firms’ extensions. 

5.1.2. Other Parameters Influencing Brand Extension Strategies 

 The investigations of the case firms have shown that besides brand equity and brand 

identity, there are other parameters that influence brand extension strategies. Besides the 

aforementioned personal interview data, the respondents were asked to indicate the 

importance of eight potential influencing factors on a 5-Point-Likert-Scale (1: very weak 

influence and 5: very strong influence) in a self-completion questionnaire.  

 All firms agreed that the parent brand quality strongly influences the firms’ brand 

extension strategies (Ø 4.5/5). The eight firms as well as the brand expert from Consulting 

Firm 1 stated that the quality of the parent brand has a meaningful impact on the firms’ 

extension decisions as a high quality brand provides greater leverage for extensions. This 

finding confirms the theory of authors such as Smith & Park (1992), who stated that the 

parent brand quality has a positive effect on brand extensions as customers transfer their 

attitude towards the parent brand quality to the quality of the extension product. In the 

interviews, particularly the brand managers of Case Firms C, E and G have emphasized the 

importance of the parent brand quality in the context of brand extensions and they confirmed 

that the quality of the parent brand gets transferred to extension products. Moreover, Sunde & 

Brodie (1993) argued that parent brand quality positively influences the brand extension 

evaluation of customers, which was also confirmed by the managers interviewed. As 

perceived quality is part of the applied brand equity construct, this factor has sufficiently been 

examined. 

 A second factor that was often stated as strongly influencing brand extension 

strategies is advertising support (Ø 4/5). The respondents claimed that supporting an 

extension through advertising has a positive impact on the success of the extension as also 
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discussed in the theories of Reddy et al. (1994) and Dens & De Pelsmacker (2010). Most 

managers interviewed explained that they heavily invested in supporting their extension 

products through communications. The brand managers of Brand A1, Brand A2, Brand C2 

and Brand F stated to have carried out a 360 degree marketing campaign, involving both 

above and below the line marketing activities in order to promote their new products. Brands 

such as Brand G as well as Brand D had a limited budget which caused lower sales volumes 

as e.g. stated by Interviewee D: “due to too little communication, the sales targets could not 

be met” (personal communication, April 29, 2015). The manager of the brand with the 

broadest stretch, Brand F, stated that the communication focus in TV spots is not necessarily 

put on the new brand extension, but more on the overall brand identity of Brand F with its 

values and visual world. Most of the other brand managers mentioned a clear focus on the 

new innovation or the new features of the brand extension. This gives a hint to how and why 

brand extension strategies can be impacted by advertising support. Moreover, the strategy 

consultant confirmed that communications are an important tool to support brand extensions. 

 According to the brand managers, the third factor exerting a significant influence on 

brand extensions is the marketing competence of a firm (Ø 4/5). This finding also supports the 

theory of Reddy et al. (1994). The overall marketing competence of a firm is a major 

condition to good advertising support which, as outlined, positively affects the success of 

brand extensions. 

 A fourth factor that was often named by the interviewees as a relevant aspect for firms 

when engaging in brand extensions was the importance of purchase (Ø 4/5). The theory of 

Nijssen & Bucklin (1998) concludes that if customers consider a product as less important to 

purchase, such perceived “irrelevance” negatively influences customers’ attitude towards the 

extension product. This can be illustrated by the cases of Brand A2 and Brand A1. Both brand 

managers specified that their products are “low involvement” products, which signifies a low 

importance of purchase. Both brands do not stretch further than their parent brand category. 

Hence, the fact that most of the managers interviewed rated the importance of purchase as 

being crucial for brand extensions confirms the theory of Nijssen & Bucklin (1998). 

 A fifth factor that the managers regard as meaningful when developing a brand 

extension strategy is the positioning and quality fit of previous extensions (Ø 4/5). Dacin & 

Smith (1994) concluded in their study that the positioning and quality fit of previous 

extensions has a positive effect on customers’ attitude transfer. This theory can be confirmed 

by this study as almost all managers highlighted that the success of previous brand extensions 

in terms of the quality fit between the products (see 5.2.4 and 5.3.1.) as well as a clear 

positioning are important when extending a brand. In this context, the case of Brand A1 

demonstrates the importance of previous extensions as the brand carried out a brand extension 

in the form of laundry additives that did not work out well. From this failure, Brand A1 learnt 

that it could not be well extended into other categories than detergents and henceforth stayed 

within this segment. 

 A factor with moderate to strong influence on the firms’ brand extension strategy is 

size of the brand portfolio (Ø 3.5/5). The managers argued that the size of the portfolio has a 

moderate to strong influence on their extension decisions, which only partly supports the 

theory of Boush & Loken (1991). The authors posited that the size of the brand portfolio very 

strongly affects the brand extension as it positively influences the attitude transfer of 
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customers. The example of Brand C2 confirms the weakness of this hypothesis as the product 

portfolio is very narrow, but the first extension product White still was a great success and 

was even awaited by customers before the actual product launch. 

 Contrarily, the case firms pointed out that especially the firm size (Ø 2/5) as well as 

consumer’s innovativeness (Ø 2.5/5) only have a weak influence on the brand extension 

strategy. This finding is contradictive to the theory of Reddy et al. (1994) who claimed that 

the firm size significantly affects the extension strategy. The theory of Hem et al. (2003) 

saying that consumer innovativeness positively contributes to the extension evaluation, can 

neither be confirmed nor contradicted by this study as the managers were only asked to rate 

the relevance of consumer innovativeness in regard to the extension strategy rather than rating 

its effect on consumers’ evaluation. A parallel that can be drawn here are the cases of Brand 

D and Brand A1, assuming that older people are less open to innovations than younger 

consumers, as stated by Interviewee A1. In the case of Brand D, young customers found the 

new product “cool” whereas the older generation wondered “why the bottle glows so bright” 

and hence, were more reluctant to buy the new product. Both Interviewee A1  and Interviewee 

D stated during the interview that older customers stick to their brands. However, the fact that 

the managers argued that consumers’ innovativeness only has a weak to moderate influence 

on their strategy could give an indication that the firms do not believe that this dimension 

significantly impacts the consumers’ evaluation of a brand extension in the most considerable 

way.  

 Comparing the empirical results to the brand expert’s assumption that “the further an 

extension is in terms of categories, the more one should focus on the parent brand” (personal 

communication, March 6, 2015), this view can only partly be supported. Narrow extensions 

differ in their way to communicate, as Case Firm C takes a completely new approach, 

executing a so-called “big bang campaign”, whereas e.g. Brand G only had a limited budget 

for its communication and focused on the new aspects of the product. Brand A2 stays with its 

traditional way to communicate, focusing a lot on the new innovation and technical 

sophistication. This could be explained by the general newness for Case Firm C to have a 

different flavor whereas Brand A2’s launch was “only” the twelfth consecutive line in its 

portfolio. However, most products that represent a mere new taste or flavor of an existing and 

well-known product focus mainly on the new flavor, such as Brand E or Brand G. Generally, 

most of the communication focuses on core associations of the brand, such as its core 

competence or core values, and often builds up on existing messages from products launched 

earlier. This demonstrates that the examined firms have followed the mentioned theory of 

Aaker (1996) that in order to strengthen a given brand identity, it is recommendable to 

underline common product associations of the parent brand and the extension product. In this 

context, Brand B, having a lower awareness due to its short time in the market since 2008, is 

focusing its communication on the brand icon and the general brand, in order to only state in 

the end of a TV spot that a new product variation is available. 

 The use of sub-brands mainly provides guidance to the consumer. As supposed by the 

expert, the main reason to add an additional term to the parent brand name is to differentiate 

the products from each other and to provide orientation for the consumer, while benefiting 

from the higher brand awareness and associations of the parent brand. The brand manager of 

Brand B supported this, stating “When employing sub-brands the goal is to create a 
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connection to the already established brand while at the same time emphasizing what the new 

product is about” (Interviewee B, personal communication, April 23, 2015). Moreover, the 

application of sub-branding also has a reflecting effect on the parent brand itself, as explained 

by Interviewee D: “Brand D uses sub-branding in order to demonstrate its brewery skills and 

to show that the brand is able to serve all tastes and sorts of beer for every customer type” 

(personal communication, April 23, 2015). In case the investigated brands have been part of 

an umbrella brand such as for Brand G or for Brand A2, the logo is displayed in order to 

support the high quality and credibility of the brand. In the particular case of Brand D, the 

brand manager reflected on the plans to introduce a dedicated line as a sub-brand in order to 

gain higher attractiveness and identification points for the younger generation, but not irritate 

its current older customers. Therewith, Brand D was the only case investigated that confirmed 

Aaker’s (1996) conception of the motivation to use a sub-brand, which is that a sub-brand can 

help to avoid a perceived misfit especially in the case of a low product fit. 

 

5.1.3. Negative Consequences of Brand Extensions 

 Major negative influences of brand extensions as outlined by scholars such as Kerin et 

al. (1978); Sharp (1993) or Grime et al. (2002) are the dilution of an existing brand identity 

and the cannibalization of the products existing in a brand portfolio. In addition to these 

effects, the Consulting Firm 1 expert also mentioned a higher complexity of handling the 

brand with a rising portfolio. The investigated firm cases have mainly confirmed these risks 

whereas most of the interviewees focused on the risk of brand dilution in contrast to 

cannibalism. Most brands seemed far more concerned about a loss of credibility or 

competence than they were about cannibalization, the latter being more of an inevitable side 

effect of brand extensions. Almost all brands initially answered to the question which 

negative impact a brand extension could have for the parent brand, that it could harm the 

parent brand’s equity or identity. Even if the brand managers did not talk about negative 

experiences of this kind extensively, examples cited were the launches of Brand A1 and 

Brand D. In the first case, some negative customer feedback was that the product left stains at 

some clothes in the laundry because customers did not apply the product in the correct way. 

For Brand D’s new product, the older and current target group did not understand the trendy 

physique in neon colors. Such effects can destroy brand associations like high quality or 

perfect cleanliness that have been built up for years within a short time, which make brand 

extensions very “tricky and complex”, as stated by the brand expert interviewed (personal 

communication, March 6, 2015). As Kapferer (1997) stated, brand extensions with a higher 

distance or a broader “concept fit” as opposed to a product fit, risk a higher dilution of the 

parent brand. This can be confirmed by observing that most of the firms carried out 

extensions within or close to their present category. Relevant statements from the respondents 

include “If we would replace the hazelnut for example by a cherry, this would dilute the brand 

image of Brand C2 too much. An extension product also needs to “be sociable” in order to 

deliver our brand’s main value friendship” (Interviewee C, personal communication, April 

26, 2015) or “We have to be careful not to undermine our positioning as a hair repair brand, 

this would dilute our brand equity” (Interviewee A2, May 4, 2015). Moreover, Brand F, a 
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brand that dared to enter several markets, accepted its identity being “diluted” from a pure 

chocolate to a broader snacking brand, as stated by its brand manager.  

 Cannibalization is also taken serious by some brands such as Brand A1, Brand E and 

Brand B who monitor their shoppers’ data very closely to detect such effect. Every brand 

manager stated that tracking cannibalism is important. Nevertheless, most of the brand 

managers such as Interviewee G regard cannibalization as “something a firm has to work with 

when introducing a new product” (personal communication, May 6, 2015). It was outlined by 

several professionals that cannibalism is not always “bad” as long as extra profit can be 

generated. In the case of Brand A1, the brand could take customers from the tabs segment 

over to the more innovative and faster growing caps segment. With this move, it attracted 

customers to a growing segment instead of leaving them in a falling segment. The manager of 

Brand A2 summarized this in simple words with his statement “I would rather cannibalize my 

own business than letting my competitors do that” due to a highly competitive market that 

innovates more and more quickly (Interviewee A2, personal communication, May 6, 2015). 

 The main downside of cannibalization is that although customers remain with the 

brand, the complexity of the portfolio is higher. The manager of Brand F confirmed that brand 

extensions increase complexity in the firm’s production, logistics and internal communication 

processes, which had also been stated by the managers of Brand D and Brand A1.  

 Carter & Curry (2013) stated that the best case of brand extension is found when low 

functional fit and high image fit are combined because image fit encourages higher sales of 

the extended product while functional fit risks cannibalism effects. Applying this to the 

examined brands, this should best be reflected by the extensions of Brand F Toffees and 

Brand E Lemonade. These new products both fit to the image of the companies, but have a 

relatively low functional fit: Lemonade is different to beer, but the brewery competence is 

underlined, while chocolate drops are different to a chocolate tablet, but the tender and joyful 

image of Brand F was especially outlined in the communication. The brand managers of both 

brands confirmed that these brand extensions have been very successful, which can be 

justified by an entire line of different flavors belonging to both extensions. Interviewee F 

stated, “When launching our Brand F Toffee in 2013, there has not been any cannibalization 

between the toffees and the Brand F tablets as these products are in two different categories 

and thus, serve a different market segment” (personal communication, May 4, 2015). In the 

case of Brand C2, even if the narrow line extension had a very high functional fit, the product 

White had a surprisingly low cannibalization effect of only 2%, as stated by its brand 

manager. Although the product just changed from dark to white chocolate, it was still 

targeting a very different customer group (Interviewee C, April 26, 2015). This example 

opposes the view that narrow brand extensions necessarily cause cannibalization between 

products, as postulated by Kim & Lavack (1996) and Kapferer (1997, 2008). Even if the 

functional fit is high, a different target segment can be reached, as the example of Brand C2 

evidently illustrated. 

 The Influence of Brand Equity on Brand Extension Strategies 5.2.

The investigations have shown that the majority of the firms exploit the high brand equity of 

their parent brand when engaging in brand extensions. This finding is in line with Farquhar’s 

(1989) argumentation that brand extensions are a great way to leverage the brand equity of 
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existing brands. Also Tuominen’s (1999, p. 97) argumentation that “A strong brand can serve 

as an umbrella under which to launch new products” can be confirmed by the investigations 

on hand. However, it could be observed that some brands (e.g. Brand E or Brand F) exploit 

their strength significantly more than other brands (e.g. Brand C2 and Brand G). Even though 

Case Firm C is market leader in the confectionary market in Germany (Marketline, 2014) and 

the brand Brand C2 benefits from a high brand loyalty and a brand awareness of 98%, Case 

Firm C does not exploit the high brand equity of Brand C2 in terms of using its power to 

significantly extend the product line or even invest in a category extensions. Hence, it is 

believed that the brand equity of Brand C2 is underexploited by the firm. Contrarily, in case 

of Brand F the high brand equity encouraged the firm to develop its extension strategy further. 

Case Firm F, the producer of Brand F leverages the brand’s equity by implementing a 

category extension strategy that focuses on developing and stretching Brand F from a pure 

chocolate brand to a snacking brand. The authors Dacin & Smith (1994) emphasize that in 

order to leverage a brand’s strength, a clear long-term brand extension strategy is required, 

which is confirmed in practice by the sustainable strategy of continuously developing and 

stretching Brand F. Hence, the findings have shown that even if a firm has a strong brand in 

its portfolio, this does not mean that firms such as Case Firm C or Case Firm G fully leverage 

the high equity of their brands.  

 Regardless whether a firm exploits its brand’s strength or not, it can be said that 

brands with high brand equity generally provide greater leverage for extensions than weaker 

brands (Smith & Park, 1992). The case of Brand C1 has shown that brands with low brand 

equity do not perform brand extensions and thus, confirmed the theory of Smith & Park 

(1992). The brand manager of Brand C1 explained that the brand is not as strong in terms of 

its awareness, associations, loyalty, perceived quality and overall performance in the market. 

The brand manager said that due to those reasons the brand has not been extended. In line 

with Aaker’s (1991, p.18) statement that brand equity can “provide a platform for growth via 

brand extensions”, this study has shown that brand equity is generally a condition for a firm to 

invest in launching new products under an already existing brand name. Most of the experts 

interviewed have explained that having a strong parent brand stimulated and encouraged the 

firm to invest in brand extensions.  

 The product manager of Case Firm C summarized the importance of building strong 

brands by saying, “Brand equity is a precondition for brand extensions” and “Brand equity 

can be understood as a fundament to any extension that is carried out by the firm” 

(Interviewee C, personal communication, April 26, 2015). The brand expert of Consulting 

Firm 1 also confirmed that there is a meaningful influence of brand equity on brand extension 

strategies. The expert explained that a brand could be stretched a lot further if the brand 

benefits from high brand equity. According to the expert, a brand extension would not be 

possible without strong brand equity.  

 When analyzing the influence of brand equity on brand extension strategies, this study 

has also shown that it is important to distinguish between brands that have only been launched 

recently (e.g. Brand B launched seven years ago) and brands that have been launched many 

years ago (e.g. Brand D or Brand E launched 200 years ago). As brand equity develops over 

time (Aaker & Biel, 1993; Percy & Rosenbaum-Elliott, 2012), the brands that were 
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introduced to the market only recently such as Brand B still require time to build up the 

brand’s strength even though it has shown a huge development in recent years.  

 5.2.1. Brand Awareness 

 Analyzing the brand awareness of the investigated brands, it can be said that all 

brands, except for Brand B, benefit from a high awareness ranging from 80% (Brand A2), to 

90% (Brand D and Brand E) and 98% (Brand A1, Brand C2, Brand F and Brand G). The 

comparably low brand awareness of Brand B (62%) influences the firm’s brand extension 

strategy as it keeps the firm from performing a broad brand extension strategy. Hence, the 

firm currently engages in a narrow line extension. As illustrated in Table 6, the firm only 

extended its brand to three sorts of rum and one mixed drink. In contrast to that, brands such 

as Brand E (90%) or Brand F (98%) perform category extensions whereby the firms use the 

high awareness for the parent brand in order to create awareness for their extension products. 

Thus, the empirical findings confirm the theories of Farquhar (1989), who claims that brand 

awareness has an effect on brand extension, and of Kapferer (1997) and Keller (2003), who 

argued that the higher the awareness for the parent brand is, the easier it is for a firm to create 

awareness for the extension product. 

 Interestingly, it can be observed that even though most analyzed brands have an 

awareness of more than 90%, the influence on the brand extension strategy differs 

significantly. While some firms (,Case Firm A, Brand E and Case Firm F) use the high 

awareness of their parent brand to stretch their parent brand relatively far by engaging in 

category and vertical line extensions, other firms (Case Firm C, Case Firm D and Case Firm 

G) do not use the high awareness of their parent brands to stretch their brands but rather focus 

on a narrow line extension strategy. Even though some firms stretch their brands further than 

others and the firms make different use of their parent brands’ awareness, one similarity 

between all cases can be observed. All firms integrate the name and mostly the logo of the 

parent brand in their extension products. This gives an indication that all firms value the high 

awareness and reputation of their parent brands. Moreover, the fact that all case firms invest 

in extending the parent brands to some extent also illustrates their confidence in the reputation 

of their parent brands. This confirms the theory of Hem et al. (2003), that a brand with a well-

established reputation and high brand awareness can minimize the perceived risk of 

consumers and thus, encourage more positive evaluations than brands with a lower reputation. 

 Another interesting observation has been that in the case of Brand G, the brand 

awareness has been decreasing due to the fact that the firm had to cut its spending on 

advertisements. The negative impact of cuts in the communication budget on brand awareness 

can be explained by the fact that brand awareness for an extension product does not only 

depend on the awareness for the parent brand but also on marketing programs supporting the 

spread of the extension (Keller, 2003). The impact of marketing activities on brand awareness 

could also be observed in case of Brand E. Brand E’s brand awareness has significantly 

increased in recent years because of the firm’s investment in sponsoring. Moreover, the brand 

manager of Case Firm A’s Brand A2 also confirmed that the firm’s investment in 

communication has increased the awareness of the brand.  

 It stood out that in one case (Brand D), high brand awareness is not automatically a 

guarantee for overall high brand equity. The brand manager stated, that Brand D “reaches 
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more than 90% among beer consumers. But even if we are good in awareness, the brand is 

not performing very good in terms of loyalty, sexiness and competitive advantage” 

(Interviewee D, personal communication, April 26, 2015). 

 To sum up, the study has confirmed that brand awareness does affect firms’ brand 

extension strategies, as firms tend to leverage the high brand awareness of their parent brands 

by engaging in brand extensions. However, the findings have also shown that firms with 

similar high brand awareness opt for very different extension strategies. Some firms (e.g. 

Case Firm A, E or F) exploit the high awareness of their parent brands more than other firms 

(e.g. Case Firm C or G). Moreover, it was observed that the brand awareness of the parent 

brand alone does not guarantee a successful brand extension.   

 5.2.2. Brand Associations 

 The brand expert of Consulting Firm 1 has highlighted that brand associations are 

highly important in relation to brand extensions. The analysis of the typical brand associations 

of the eight brands investigated has clearly shown that some brands are based on fewer 

associations that are closely connected to the physical product (Brand G), while other brands 

such as Brand B or Brand F are based on multiple associations that are more varied, ranging 

from product features to more abstract associations, which promote a category extension.  

 Authors such as Völckner & Sattler (2006) and Dens & Pelsmacker (2010) state that 

firms are increasingly engaging in extension strategies in order to leverage the strong and 

favorable associations that consumers have with the parent brand. Similarly, Tuominen (1999, 

p. 96) argues, “Brand associations can […] serve as the basis of brand extensions”. The 

aforementioned theories can be confirmed by this study as the interviewed brand managers 

confirmed that the firms use the favorable associations of the parent brand when launching an 

extension product by transferring them to the new product. Hence, also the theories of Aaker 

(1991) saying that favorable brand associations can provide the basis for an extension and 

Pitta & Katsanis (1995) stating that consumers evaluate brand extensions based on a process 

whereby parent brand associations are transferred to the extension product can be confirmed 

by the empirical findings of this study. 

 Another finding was that Brand C2, which is primarily based on the hazelnut at the 

center of the praline but which is also widely associated with the general meaning of 

friendship, does not use the association of friendship in its extension strategy. It very much 

restricts itself to the product specific associations in its brand extension decisions by staying 

within the same product line rather than using the theme of friendship to enter new categories 

and develop the brand further. Hence the brand might be “underexploited” as stated by 

Kapferer (2008). 

 In case of Brand G, consumers strongly associate the brand with its product 

characteristics, a pudding with white fluffy cream, which limits the firm’s choices when 

extending the brand as the manager highlighted “we cannot move away from the fluffy white 

cream topping as this is the heart of the product” (Interviewee G, personal communication, 

May 6, 2015). Consequently, the firm only engages in a narrow line extension. 

 To sum up, it has been identified that brand associations significantly influence the 

brand extension strategy. The case of Brand G has clearly shown that the few very product 

based associations restrict the firm to extend its brand further whereby the broad associations 
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of Brand B or Brand F allow the firm to stretch the brand a lot further. However, the case of 

Brand C2 has also shown that certain strong and favorable brand associations (friendship) are 

not fully exploited even though they have potential to be stretched to new product categories. 

 5.2.3. Brand Loyalty  

 The argumentation of Hem & Iversen (2003) that a high brand loyalty towards the 

parent brand leads to consumers being more positive towards extensions from this brand was 

confirmed by the strategy consultant of Consulting Firm 1, who explained that a high brand 

loyalty results in customers being more open towards the trial of new products of their 

favorite brand. Besides that, the brand expert argued that the brand loyalty of younger people 

is often lower than the brand loyalty of older people, which can be confirmed by this study. 

Exemplary cases are the brands Brand A1 and Brand B. The brand manager of Brand A1 

posited that the loyalty as well as repurchase rate of Brand A1 is the highest in the market 

because of its aged customer group. “Usually younger people tend to switch more, but older 

people will stay with their brand, which is beneficial for Brand A1” (Interviewee A1, personal 

communication, March 22, 2015). Contrarily, the typical Brand B customers are young adults 

aged between 18 and 25 years. As the target group is quite young, people tend to switch 

brands more often. Furthermore, the target group of Brand B is rather restricted in terms of 

their age. Hence, people quickly fall out of the target group, which entails that even if the firm 

manages to build up a high brand loyalty, the firm cannot benefit from their loyalty for too 

long. Such factor negatively impacts the relevance of brand loyalty when extending the brand.  

 As a particular case, the brand loyalty of Brand E differs severely within the regions in 

Germany. Brand E beer, which originates from a town situated in Germany has an extremely 

high brand loyalty in the area around this town, whereby the loyalty decreases the further one 

moves away from that region. The brand manager of Brand E explained, “As beer is a very 

emotional topic in Germany, a regional loyalty is definitely reflected in the beer market” 

(Interviewee E,,personal communication, May 4, 2015). In fact, the regional brand loyalty of 

beer is a well-known influence factor particularly in Germany, where each of the 16 German 

states is dominated by a different local beer brand (Menify, 2015). Consequently, the firm 

decided to adapt its extension strategy by only launching its new product, Lemonade Apple, in 

the regions where the brand has a high loyalty and where consumers are more willing to try a 

new Brand E product. Hence, the theory of Hem et al. (2003), stating that if consumers have a 

high affective relationship towards the parent brand and are more loyal, their evaluation 

process of the extension product reduces in time and complexity, has been confirmed. The 

fact that Brand E even entered a new category with its lemonade-like drink in the regions 

where their brand enjoys high brand loyalty also acknowledges the theories of Chen & Gu 

(2012) who claim that a high brand loyalty provides a company with various opportunities in 

terms of investing in brand extension and Silberhorn & Hildebrandt (2012) who identified a 

cross-category brand loyalty. Moreover, Silberhorn & Hildebrandt’s (2012) argumentation 

that consumers who are loyal to the parent brand in a given category also tend to be loyal to 

the brand in another category can be supported by the study. The case of Brand F and its 

successful category extension (e.g. Brand F chocolate ice cream, cream cheese or bakery 

products) illustrates such cross-category brand loyalty of consumers. 
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 Furthermore, the brand manager of Brand A2 stated that the brand loyalty is not very 

high due to the fact that hair care products are low involvement products. Brands such as 

Brand A1 or A2 are considered as low involvement products as they are purchased rather 

frequently, are less costly, have a low perceived risk and are bought with overall less thought 

and effort (e.g. Batra, Myers & Aaker, 2009; Kumar, 2009). In contrast to that, Brand B is 

considered a more high involvement product as rum is purchased less frequently than e.g. 

washing powder, is more costly and generally bought with more consideration. However, the 

study has shown that other low involvement products such as chocolate (Brand C2 or Brand 

F) have a high brand loyalty. Hence, a general effect of brand loyalty and the nature of 

products in terms of high or low involvement on brand extensions strategies could not be 

identified in this study. 

 A similar case is Brand G, which operates in the desert category. As the entire desert 

category is a category consisting of impulse items, the overall loyalty is rather low as deserts 

are products that consumers do not plan to purchase. The complexity of the impulse category 

could also be a barrier for Brand G to extend its brand further. However, one could argue that 

the restricting nature of the desert category should encourage the brand to enter new 

categories that are less impulsive. 

  The remark of the strategy consultant that brand loyalty is a result of brand awareness 

and strong brand association, can only partially be confirmed by this study as e.g. the brand 

Brand D has a brand awareness of over 90%, whereas the brand manager stated that “even if 

we are good in awareness, the brand is not performing very good in terms of loyalty, sexiness 

and competitive advantage” (Interviewee D, personal communication, April 26, 2015). 

 To sum up, it can be confirmed that brand loyalty influences the brand extension 

strategies of the investigated cases as especially the case of Brand E has shown. Due to strong 

regional variances in brand loyalty, the firm adapted its extension strategy accordingly and 

only launched its new product in certain selected German regions. Moreover, the study has 

shown that a high brand loyalty towards the parent brand generally leads to consumers having 

a more positive attitude towards brand extensions. However, it has also been observed that 

brand loyalty varies with target group characteristics such as age, which the cases of Brand 

A1 and Brand B have illustrated. 

 5.2.4. Perceived Quality 

 Authors such as Aaker & Keller (1990) and Bottomley & Holden (2001) argue that the 

perceived quality of a brand is an important association that positively influences the 

evaluation process of a brand extension. This theory can be confirmed, as the high-perceived 

quality of the parent brands investigated positively impacts the evaluation of the extension 

products, as the managers explained. The perceived quality of the parent brands gets 

transferred to the extension product. “The perceived quality is really high as the brand is a 

Case Firm G brand that stands for a high quality standard” (Interviewee G, personal 

communication, May 6, 2015). Also the brand manager of Brand C2 argued that by having 

Case Firm C in the product name, the brand is automatically perceived as high quality brand. 

Similarly, Brand A1 as well as Brand E are perceived as premium brands within their 

segments (detergents and beer), which represent high quality. This confirms the theory by 

Pride & Ferrell (2010, p. 331) stating, “Favorable perceived brand quality can ease the 
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introduction of brand extensions, since the high regard for the brand will likely translate into 

high regard for the related products.” 

 With this study the theory that brands with a high-perceived quality can be extended 

much further and receive higher evaluations than brands with a low-perceived quality (e.g. 

Aaker and Keller, 1990; 1992; Dacin & Smith, 1994) can only partially be confirmed. Several 

brands that are perceived as high quality brands are not stretched very far from the parent 

brand and are thus only extended in terms of new product features, such as new pudding 

flavors (Brand G), new sorts of rum (Brand B) or milk, white or dark chocolate (Brand C2). 

This confirms the theory of Aaker (1991) that brand equity, of which the perceived quality is 

a crucial parameter, is only a platform for brand extensions, not a guarantee for success. 

However, the fact that all eight case firms invested in extending their brands more or less far, 

has proven the theory that positive quality perceptions can be exploited by introducing brand 

extensions, using the brand name to enter new product categories (ibid). The feedback on the 

firm’s most recent brand extensions has been mainly positive, which confirmed that favorable 

quality perceptions of a parent brand can lead to positive impressions of an extension product 

(Carter & Curry, 2013).  

 To sum up, this study confirms that perceived quality of the parent brand influences 

firms’ extension strategy as the perceived quality generally gets transferred to extension 

products. However, the findings demonstrate that high-perceived quality brands cannot 

automatically extend very far from their parent brand as the cases of Brand B, Brand C2 and 

Brand G have shown. 

 The Influence of Brand Identity on Brand Extension Strategies 5.3.

 While brand equity is not a guarantee for broader brand extensions, brand identity 

seems to be the first criterion to consider when deciding about launching a new product of a 

given brand because all marketers interviewed pointed out that a brand extension must “fit” to 

the brand, which can be determined by brand identity. According to Carter & Curry (2013, p. 

257), “the strength of the relationship between the parent brand and extension depends on 

their degree of fit”.  

5.3.1. Fit 

 The interviewed brand expert (Interviewee 1) named the fit and the distance between 

an extended product and the parent brand products “a crucial factor of success of an 

extension” (personal communication, March 6, 2015). Most of the literature differs between 

product or feature similarity (product fit) and concept or image consistency (concept or 

emotional fit). In order to find out how the interviewed managers’ brands are defined, they 

were asked to name the similarity of the brand’s portfolio. Most of the respondents said that 

their products are related to each other on the product dimension. Although the brand 

performed several category extensions, even Brand F’s core is the tender chocolate, a product 

feature which has to be included in each product. However, the brand manager also outlined 

that the main aspects that Brand F is based on as a brand are its personality and relationship to 

the customer. Hence, Brand F is besides being associated with tenderly melting milk 

chocolate, also closely linked to certain brand icons, as well as values such as harmony, home 

and tradition, which stimulate its broad brand extension strategy. Another case that stood out 
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was the case of Brand G. According to the brand manager, the brand is associated with its 

fluffy white cream and the melting pudding. “These two elements have to be part of every 

brand extension. You have to stick to the melting essence and fluffy cream. The cream has to 

be white” (Interviewee G, personal communication, April 26, 2015). Such few and product 

related associations influence the brand extension strategy in a way that there is less potential 

for broad extensions as the firm is tied to the two main brand associations which are the fluffy 

white cream and the melting pudding. Contrarily, Brand B is associated with a cheeky, fun 

and adventurous brand icon. Such broadly defined character “provides endless opportunities 

to the firm” (Interviewee B, personal communication, April 23, 2015). This confirms the 

product- and concept-fit theory of Kapferer (1997; 2008) stating that product-based brand 

types are less “stretchable” than brand types based on the concept fit (more abstract, e.g. 

emotional fit). This can be observed especially for brands such as Brand A1, Brand A2 and 

Brand D that define their similarity or fit by features such as “detergent”, “hair repair” and 

“beer” and thus stay within these categories. In contrast to such narrow brands, e.g. Brand C2 

and Brand B have a more emotional brand identity. Brand C2 points out values and direct 

relations to the customer with its concept of friendship and Brand B relies on specific 

personality traits with its central brand icon theme in every communication. Following this, 

one could posit that these two brands might be under-exploited due to their high values and 

emotional capability to extend, but still possessing a low extension degree with a very narrow 

product portfolio (Kapferer, 1997).  

 Finally, Kapferer’s product-fit and concept-fit theory (2008) has not only been 

confirmed by most of the firm cases outlined, but also by the brand expert from Consulting 

Firm 1 who stated that “brands with meaningful brand values can be extended a lot further 

compared to brands defined by pure product features” (Interviewee 1, personal 

communication, March 6, 2015). However, the potential of a brand with an abstract identity 

has not been discovered or unleashed by all brands in the market, as the cases of Brand C2 

and Brand B, possessing an emotional identity based on relationships and values, but only 

carrying out narrow line extensions, demonstrate. 

5.3.2. Product & Physique  

 In theory, product features and physique determine if a brand extension will be 

successful in terms of the customer’s ability to recognize the similarity to the parent brand’s 

category (e.g. Dacin & Smith, 1994; Hem et al., 2003; Buil et al., 2009). As also firms 

consider this strategy for their brand extensions, the categories of the brands are a highly 

determining factor. An example of a very narrowly defined category is Brand C2, which is 

“defined by the nut at the center of the praline” (Interviewee C, personal communication, 

April 26, 2015). Another narrow category was chosen by Brand G, standing for “melting 

chocolate pudding and fluffy white cream” (Interviewee G, personal communication, May 6, 

2015).  These brands do not have an extensive extension strategy. As Brand B acts within the 

rum segment and Brand D in the beer segment, these brands also did not launch products 

outside their category. In contrast to Brand D, the category of Brand E has been innovatively 

broadened from a mere beer brewing categorization to the general brewing procedure by 

stretching the brand from its core (beer) to a lemonade-like drink and naming it “keg soda”. 

Therefore, the brand could be stretched to another (broader) category. Brand F’s category has 
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stretched in a similar way from a mere chocolate tablet brand to a snacking brand containing 

chocolate, making its large stretch possible. Hence, it can be posited that a brand identity 

based on relationships or more general values can not only stretch further than functional 

brands (e.g. Kapferer, 1997; Buil et al. 2009), but is even able to broaden its category. Some 

cases also confirmed that the theory of Boush & Loken (1991) is correct, which posits that 

there is a higher chance for a new product to be accepted if the breadth of the parent brand’s 

product portfolio is larger. Brand A1 once launched additives not belonging to the parent 

category and had to take the product from the market because customers were not willing to 

buy products outside the detergents category from Brand A1. Also Brand G made a negative 

experience when launching a pudding with dark instead of white cream on top of the pudding, 

which did not meet the sales targets.  

 The examined cases do not show significant evidence of a distinct brand design being 

a precondition of a higher brand stretch, nor do they show the opposite. It can however be 

stated that all brands carrying out narrow brand extension strategies always have the same 

design and logo whereas the designs of the further extended brands does differ between 

products, such as the missing logo and slogan on Brand E’s Lemonade range. In this case, the 

typical logo had been removed from the product in order not to harm the core identity of 

Brand E with its logo as a sign for premium quality beer. Similarly, Brand A1’s brand 

manager explained that the design differs between the product groups and that “the product 

line is not too divergent from competitor products” (Interviewee A1, personal 

communication, March 22, 2015). Furthermore, for Brand G, packaging is a way to 

differentiate from the competitors: “Once in a while you need to reinvent the packaging in 

order to stay ahead of private labels that adapt very rapidly to the packaging of the most 

popular brands” (Interviewee G, personal communication, May 6, 2015), whereas Brand A2, 

Brand F and Brand C2 try to stick out at the shelf with extraordinary designs and colors. This 

confirms the Consulting Firm 1 consultant’s view on the brand design being “used by 

customers to reduce their irritation in the supermarket where they are overwhelmed by 

choices” (Interviewee 1, personal communication, March 6, 2015), which is especially true 

for FMCG brands. 

 To sum up, the broader a category is, the more distant can brand extensions be carried 

out from the parent brand and the more can the design be varied. Furthermore, it is possible to 

widen the category over time as done by Brand E as well as Brand F.  

5.3.3. Personality 

 In Kapferer’s Model of Brand Extension (2008), as displayed in Figure 2, personality 

is the second highest brand type (out of five) on a scale of intangibility according to which a 

brand can be extended comparatively far. Park, Milberg & Lawson (1991) measured if a 

brand is “personal” in order to find out its level of abstraction. Therefore, they employed 

Aaker’s (1997) model of five personality types and 15 personality characteristics, which was 

also applied in this study with the help of a short self-completion questionnaire. The managers 

of Brand A2, Brand B, Brand C2 and Brand E selected 5 or 6 out of 15 characteristics, which 

could be a hint to a strong personality according to this model. For Brand D, Brand F and 

Brand G, 3 or 4 characteristics have been allocated, while Brand A1’s brand manager only 

selected two of the personality traits.  
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 Analyzing the results further, all of the brand managers interviewed could name a 

certain personality for their brand. Especially Brand F’s brand manager listed a lot of 

personality traits, describing ten characteristics of the brand at the personal interview. 

Moreover, the marketing experts of Brand B, Brand D and Brand G could depict a concrete 

person instead of only listing character traits. Brand A1, Brand B and Brand E include their 

brand personality in their advertisement, while this personality is omnipresent for Brand B, 

only displayed for the traditional beer for Brand E (as part of the logo except the lemonade 

line), and not present anymore for Brand A1 (the icon was part of the former advertisements 

and stands for a retro and tradition today). 

 Based on the question “Is your brand primarily based on functional aspects, 

personality, relationships or values?”, brands that must also be highlighted are Brand F and 

Brand B as they are the only two brands having opted for personality. Interviewee F was able 

to name many character traits and had a very fitting selection in the self-completion 

questionnaire. Moreover, Brand F has a concrete character,  which is also displayed for all 

products on the logo and is part of most communications. The manager of Brand B kept 

talking about the most important brand association, the brand icon, throughout the interview. 

He stated, “The consumer wants to live like this character […] The personality of Brand B is 

the most significant brand value backed with the historical background” (personal 

communication, April 23, 2015). Hence, the captain is not only the brand name, but he has to 

be part of each brand extension and is explicitly depicted in each communication as the 

brand’s character.  

 Even though some brand managers could well describe a personality, such as Brand 

A2 and Brand G these brands do not especially capitalize on the pictured personality, which 

confirms the consultant’s thought that “only very few brands manage to have a distinct 

personality as it is very hard for a firm to achieve” (Interviewee 1, personal communication, 

March 6, 2015). However, brands stick to their pre-set characteristics for brand extensions. 

This can lead to the fact that the manager’s intended brand identity in terms of personality is 

not in the minds of their consumers, and thus, the brand image is different from the firm-

centered identity as stated by Pitta & Katsanis (1995). For other brands, the personality had a 

limiting effect on brand extensions. Brand E took away the specific picture on the logo whose 

image is too old-fashioned for the recently launched a lemonade line targeting a young 

segment, and also Brand D tries to change its personality from an old-fashioned to a younger 

identity to target another segment. As Brand F bases its identity on personality and has a clear 

picture in mind, it sticks to its typical characteristics such as relaxed, joyful, charming or 

tender with its extensions. Similarly, Brand B uses its very clear and omnipresent personality 

for its brand extensions. 

 As a conclusion, personality has a high influence on brand extensions but does not 

necessarily encourage a broader distance, as can be seen best on the most distinct personality 

of Brand B, having only a small portfolio of rum. It might be better for brand managers to 

capitalize on personality traits and characteristics as it is done by Brand F in order not to be 

too “narrow-minded” with a certain character, such as experienced by Brand E. As both 

Brand B with a narrow and Brand F with a diversified portfolio focus their brand extensions 

on personality, and also Brand C2 is a rather emotional brand, direct links of a distinct 
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personality type of brand to a broad extension strategy as suggested by Kapferer (2008) 

cannot be confirmed.  

5.3.4. Relationships 

 According to Fournier (1998), consumers translate observed behaviors of a brand and 

create an image of a person in their minds in order to evaluate them. This was confirmed by 

the brand expert of Consulting Firm 1 who stated, “A brand’s relationship to its customers 

very much depends on the values the brand stands for and on the way it communicates to 

customers” (Interviewee 1, personal communication, March 6, 2015). He also experienced 

that emotional ties (relationships) are highly beneficial for brand extensions and support a 

broader width of a portfolio than a purely functional brand without strong customer relations. 

Due to numerous benefits, most of the brands examined try to put a focus on their relation to 

the customer. Exceptions are Brand A1, representing low involvement products which 

customers relate to as a non-liked activity (doing laundry) according to Interviewee A1 and 

currently Brand D which “used to be loved, but it is not anymore” (Interviewee D, personal 

communication, April 29, 2015) due to a lack of communication and customer-orientation in 

the past years. As first acknowledged by McCracken (1989), in order to create a human-like 

relationship tie to consumers, brands try to strengthen relationships e.g. by making use of 

endorsement and spokespersons. This was observed for the brands Brand A2 which uses a 

famous top model as a spokeswoman, Brand B which is based on its iconic personality and 

Brand E being an official sponsor of the German soccer team. The latter very much focuses 

on the closeness to the consumer which is stressed a lot by its actions, such as not employing 

external but internal staff for promotions and being present at major events in the life of 

customers, such as at marathons and soccer games. It makes use of this relation for its brand 

extensions and sponsors e.g. new sports events with its new 0.0% alcohol free products. 

Brand A2 however does not seem to be successful with its spokeswoman to establish a close 

personal relationship, as she is not part of the brand identity, but serves more as a 

communication tool for a single campaign. Hence, it can be derived that such human 

relationship must be incorporated in a brand concept instead of being a mere communication 

measure in order to be able to serve as a platform for broader brand extensions. 

 In the context of relationships, Interviewee G’s acknowledgement that the overall 

desert category is generally highly related to feelings is of relevance. All three desert brands, 

Brand C2, Brand F and Brand G, try to establish emotional ties with their customers. While 

Brand F definitely takes advantage of its relationship to the customer for stretching the brand 

further, Brand C2 and Brand G emotionally relate to customers with childhood memories and 

friendship, but do not exploit this relation in terms of brand extension distance due to their 

high product fit. 

 Fournier (1998) created a model to rate the quality of brand-customer relationships, 

which was applied in the study by requesting the marketing professionals to select the most 

suitable relationship out of six dimensions (see Appendix 10). The researcher describes love 

and self-connection as so-called socio-motive attachments, according to which a person will 

identify himself directly with a brand (Fournier, 1998). The Consulting Firm 1 brand expert 

also said, “the most intense relationship that customers can have with a brand is love” 

(Interviewee 1, personal communication, March 6, 2015). Even if love was not chosen by any 
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of the respondents, self-connection was selected by Interviewee B and Interviewee F for their 

brands Brand B and Brand F. In combination with the findings of the last chapter, this 

underlines a close link between personality and relationship brands. Interviewee F stated e.g. 

that Brand F is mainly based on its personality and relation to the customer, and Brand B is 

aimed to connect to its customer via its iconic personality to which “consumers look up […] 

they want to experience his adventures and have fun like him” (Interviewee B, personal 

communication, April 23, 2015). The next significant relationship as described by Fournier 

(1998) are the behavioral ties of commitment, best describing the relationship of Brand C2 

and Brand E and interdependence, which was chosen by the brand managers of Brand D and 

Brand G. Commitment seems to be stronger than interdependence as Brand C2 and Brand E 

set a clear focus on their relations to the customer with a concept of friendship (Brand C2) 

and proximity, honesty (Brand E). Interdependence is mainly defined as established rituals or 

regular consumption (Fournier, 1998). Brand Partner Quality and Intimacy represent the last 

and loosest set of relationships that build a connection of cognitive beliefs with the consumer 

according to Fournier’s theory (1998). Hence, Brand A1 and Brand A2 have the least strong 

relationship to their customers following this model. This can be confirmed by some of the 

answers received. Brand A2 is “not your best friend”, but more a “close consultant”, being 

“self-confident” (Interviewee A2, personal communication, May 6, 2015) whereas Brand A1 

“does not have a close connection to its customers” (Interviewee A1, personal 

communication, March 22, 2015).  

 As all brands that lack a strong brand-customer connection do not extend their brand 

outside their category (Brand A1, Brand A2 and Brand D), their relation might not be strong 

enough to support such “risky” moves. If the product dimension can be overcome by a brand, 

the relationship can be exploited to great extent such as done by Brand E and particularly 

Brand F, but not utilized by emotional brands like Brand B and Brand C2 that remain in their 

category. On the other hand, Brand D, wanting to have a better relation with its customers, but 

not succeeding, could also not keep its “flavor of the year” extension strategy, which may also 

be related to the brand’s incapability of building a strong connection to its customers. 

5.3.5. Values 

 In Kapferer’s brand extension strategy model (Figure 2, 2008), he posits that brand 

types based on values are able to stretch the most. A comparable theory comes from Carter & 

Curry (2013) who suggest that brands relying on a more general concept, such as culture or 

values, as opposed to a functional or product fit, can be more easily extended. This has also 

been confirmed by the brand expert from Consulting Firm 1, stating “low-end brands are 

commonly rather functional and thus, they evoke no or only weak emotions, which limits the 

options for brand extensions” (Interviewee 1, personal communication, March 6, 2015). In 

the case study, all brand managers could list some core values, even if none of the brands 

voted for “general values” as a brand type when being asked to decide between function, 

personality, relationship to the customer and general values. Hence, a more detailed analysis 

is required. Interpreting the named values, some product or function based values such as high 

quality, innovation, specialist or purity were named by Brand A1, Brand A2 and Brand E. 

These brands are not based on general values, but focus on the functional side. In contrast to 

such functional sets of values, the values named by the brand managers of Brand C2, Brand F 
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and Brand G and, such as friendship, honesty, down-to-earth, family-oriented, comfort and 

naturalness, are more general, emotional, and not as focused on the function. Examining the 

two case groups, it can be observed that not all of the investigated firms can confirm the 

theory of authors such as Anderson (1983), Reddy et al. (1994), Kapferer (2008), and Carter 

& Curry (2013) who found a positive relation of a concept or symbolic fit and brand 

extensions. The brand identity of Brand C2 relies on a world of friendship, honesty and 

enjoyment, but still did not extend the brand far. However, as Interviewee C stated, the 

managers were even “surprised” by the high amount of positive feedback that they got when 

they finally extended their brand. Brand G also possesses symbolic values, but the brand 

manager still considers the brand as functional as “you can find it in many fridges. It’s an 

everyday desert” (Interviewee G, personal communication, May 6, 2015). One can posit that, 

as both Brand C2 and Brand G possess a higher product fit than concept fit, the brands are not 

widely stretched. However, also Brand F positions itself “somewhere between prestige and 

functional” (Interviewee F, personal communication, May 4, 2015) even if it provides a lot of 

general values to the customer. It has the widest extension strategy of the examined cases and 

is successfully executing its category extension strategy thanks to its high “traditional values” 

on which it also focuses in its above-the-line communication. Furthermore, Brand F does not 

have a high product or functional fit in contrast to the other chocolate brands. The cases of 

Brand A1 and Brand A2 confirm the theory that functional brands do not extend far. Even if 

Brand E also considers itself as a functional brand, it still performed a category extension. 

This could be justified by its brand value “enjoyment” on the one hand and their long tradition 

(in Germany since 1817) on the other hand, both pointing to a more general brand concept. 

 Some brands also want to actively influence their brand identity type. Brand A2 is 

currently trying to shift to a more prestigious brand identity, whereas Brand D is positioned as 

premium brand while the brand manager pointed out that this image is not appropriate 

anymore. He wants to attain a more functional identity in the future, focusing on the core 

competence of beer in order not to confuse customers which contradicts to Carter & Curry’s 

(2013) proposition that “the best case of brand extension is found when low functional fit and 

high image fit are combined”. This shows that there is no “perfect” brand concept, but it has 

to be adapted to the product category requirements as well as the company strategy.  

 According to Interviewee 1, historical background also plays an important role, 

confirming Kapferer’s theory (1997) that long brand heritage is positive for brands. The 

expert cited the example of Brand A1, profiting from a high loyalty thanks to its roots in 

German history. Nevertheless, Brand A1 does not stretch its brand to other categories than 

detergents. The core value “tradition” was named by more brands than Brand A1. Tradition is 

also part of the brand concept for Brand A2, Brand D, Brand E and Brand F. Comparing the 

brand portfolios of these brands to their tradition, it is evident that a long history is beneficial 

for brand extensions, but not sufficient. The case of Brand B illustrates this, having entered 

the German market only seven years ago, which is a major factor for its particular reliance on 

only one product, as stated by Interviewee B: “In markets where our brand is already known 

and where it has a longer history such as in the United States, our customers actively seek for 

new experiences and new products which allows us to introduce further extensions more 

rapidly.” (personal communication, April 23, 2015). It can be derived that a certain brand 
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history is required in order to stretch the brand. All other brands have been in the German 

market for at least 45 years.  

 The brand focusing most on values is Brand F, which is also the brand displaying the 

broadest portfolio. Brand F’s values are deeply rooted in German history, existing for more 

than 100 years, and the communication e.g. in TV spots of the brand focuses on traditional 

values, for example nature, the alpine world, family-orientation and enjoyment. Most of the 

other brands focus on their new innovation in TV commercials. The consultant’s statement “A 

story that has evolved around a brand facilitates brand extensions as an interesting story 

provides many options for extensions” (Interviewee 1, personal communication, March 6, 

2015) can thus be confirmed, although not every brand that can tell a story is able to extend 

far.   

 To sum up, it can be confirmed that a brand needs some history (as demonstrated with 

Brand B) and a focus on a general concept and values (as demonstrated by Brand F) to be able 

to extend. However, other factors such as a clear product/ category focus such as for Brand 

C2 and Brand G or a negative image such as perceived for Brand D prevent brands to extend 

further than their given category, even if the value-based potential may be sufficient for such 

movement. 

 The Interaction of Brand Equity and Brand Identity 5.4.

 Comparing the eight firm cases, one comes to the conclusion that both constructs, 

brand equity as well as brand identity, significantly influence the companies’ brand extension 

strategies, but not necessarily in a predictable manner. When analyzing the results further, 

some causal links between high or low brand equity combined with an abstract or functional 

brand identity and the width of brand extension strategies can be derived.  

 Firstly, it must be highlighted that high brand equity (1) is the first condition for firms 

to engage in brand extensions. As very first aspect to consider, brand equity seems to be 

crucial for a brand manager when deciding to extend a brand no matter in which distance to 

the parent brand. This can be derived best from the case of Brand C1, which has only partly 

been investigated due to a complete lack of brand extensions carried out in the past. This was 

caused by its low brand equity in the German market according to the brand manager 

Interviewee C. The management of Case Firm C does not want to invest in further products or 

excessive marketing because the brand is not well known or broadly accepted in Germany. 

Hence, only after this first condition is fulfilled, a firm can consider the second condition for 

successful brand extension. 

 The study has shown that high brand equity alone does not guarantee a successful 

extension. The second precondition is a fit between the brand identities of the parent brand 

and the extension product (2). All professionals interviewed have unanimously highlighted 

that the identity of the parent brand needs to be transferred to any brand extension, no matter 

if it is a line or category extension. All products launched under one brand name have to be in 

line with the general brand concept. A counterexample demonstrating this necessity was the 

case of Brand A1’s unsuccessfully launched laundry additive. According to Brand A1’s brand 

manager Interviewee A1, this extension product had to be withdrawn from the market because 

it did not match the brand’s identity of perfect cleanliness being provided by a single high 

quality laundry detergent. Similarly, all extension products of Brand F have to include 
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chocolate, naturalness, honesty and enjoyment, whereas Brand G has to stick to its white 

cream and chocolate pudding, and Brand D will always stand for beer. To sum up, all brands 

have some features and characteristics they stand for and which they must convey to the 

customer with every single extension. 

 Lastly, a third interrelation was depicted: In order to launch further products under an 

existing brand name, a brand identity should be based on rather broad and abstract values 

and emotions as opposed to concrete, product-specific features and physical facets (3). 

Especially if a firm desires to extend beyond a product line by entering a new product 

category, this presumption is inevitably applicable. Nonetheless, even if the brand extends 

within its category to other products, it is beneficial to have a broader identity concept than 

e.g. Brand G with its very product-specific identity. This was demonstrated by Interviewee G, 

the brand manager of Brand G, who explained that “We are quite restricted in terms of how 

far we can stretch the brand as there is the strong connection to the fluffy white cream on top 

of the pudding.” Hence, a formerly launched product topped with dark chocolate cream failed 

to reach its sales targets and is not part of the Brand G portfolio anymore, although this 

represented only a narrow line extension. 

 In order to establish a link between the two most relevant brand constructs of brand 

equity and brand identity and to better understand the success of brand extension strategies, 

two Brand Extension Strategy Matrices (BESM) have been developed by the authors. These 

matrices demonstrate which extension strategy is most suitable for a firm given its brand’s 

equity and identity. For each of the four quadrants (I – IV) of the matrices, the most suitable 

brand extension strategy as reflected by the experts is provided. 

5.4.1. Brand Equity and Brand Identity Abstraction 

 First, Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between low or high brand equity and the 

abstraction level of a brand’s identity. This framework assumes that the fit between the 

extension product and the parent brand identity is high, but differs between a mere product or 

functional fit and a more abstract emotional or concept fit. As it was found by the 

aforementioned analysis, a certain level of brand equity is a condition to extend a brand, 

which is reflected in this matrix. 
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Figure 5: BESM - Brand Extension Strategy Matrix – Brand Equity & Brand Identity Abstraction  

  The four quadrants are: 

 I. No Brand Extension or Narrow Line Extension: Brands with weak brand equity 

cannot extend (far) because the brand name does not provide its associations to a sufficient 

number of customers. The brand’s associations might be too weak to be transferred to further 

products, so even a line extension might not succeed, or it must be very close to the parent 

brand. If the brand identity is furthermore based on its function, the product can merely be 

varied. An example is Brand C1 possessing only two different package sizes. Generally, it can 

be posited that moderate to high brand equity is a condition to leverage a brand name, and 

thus, to perform brand extensions. 

 II. No Brand Extension or Line Extension: In this quadrant, the brand also possesses 

low or moderate brand equity, which prevents far distanced extensions. However, if the brand 

identity is aimed at an emotional concept, a line extension might be possible, given at least 

some brand equity allowing a certain transfer from one product to another. In the examined 

case of Brand D, possessing only moderate brand equity, line extensions are carried out. Even 

if the brand identity stands for beer, it is also focused on tradition and prestige, and is not as 

focused on a single product. However, the brand is a special case and wants to move to the 

third quadrant, away from its prestigious image and only providing different kinds of beers, 

but targeting different segments, and aiming at higher equity. 

 III. Vertical Extension: If a brand benefits from strong brand equity, it is able to 

extend further, as posited by Smith & Park (1992). In case a brand possesses such potential to 

extend, but is limited to certain functions and product features, it can only vary within these 

limits. A vertical extension, aiming at different target groups with down- or upscale products 

displaying a different price and quality level, may be possible. Hence, Brand A2, having a 

strong equity, but being limited to its product function of hair repair, has different products in 

its portfolio from regular shampoo to more upscale and sophisticated special treatments. In 

contrast to this, Brand A1, despite sharing a similar combination of high equity and product 
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fit, is not able to extend vertically because the brand identity is limited to high quality 

products, so the brand cannot move down- or upscale. Hence, a condition for this quadrant is 

the ability of the brand to move up- or downscale without changing the brand identity. 

However, the move within the product fit dimension from quadrant I (no or narrow extension 

with a low equity) to quadrant III (vertical extension with a higher equity) confirms the 

studies of Park et al. (1991) and Völckner & Sattler (2007) who found out that extensions of 

functional brands require a stronger brand in order to be successful. 

 IV. Category Extension: If a brand has strong brand equity, this can be leveraged to 

extend in further distance from the parent brand’s core product given a concept fit of the 

brand identity. With strong and positive brand recognition, the condition is given to transfer 

brand associations from one product to another. If these associations rely on emotions and 

more or less abstract values, the brand can stretch far because it is not limited in terms of 

product features. An exemplary case is Brand F, stretching from its core product, a simple 

milk chocolate tablet, to products such as cream cheese with chocolate or chocolate ice cream. 

Its long tradition and value-based concept of a natural and family friendly world allow the 

brand to extend these associations further than its original category of chocolate tablets. 

Another given case is Brand E, which also performs category extension, but not at the same 

scale as Brand F, since the brand is still very much related to beer. However, thanks to its 

close relation to the customer and high brand loyalty in various regions, it successfully 

introduced brewed lemonade to the market and herewith widened its brand identity from a 

mere beer brewery to a general brewing company. 

 Exceptions: Some of the firm cases studied dispose of strong brand equity and an 

emotional fit, but do not carry out category extensions. In the case of Brand B, this can be 

explained with a short time in the German market. However, especially in the case of Brand 

C2, the main cause is the company’s mono-branding strategy. Therefore, it is assumed that 

the brand is “under-exploited” as stated by Kapferer (2008). Currently, the brand has a strong 

product fit, but it is believed that it could be widened with the help of its very strong 

association of friendship. This belief is supported by the “overwhelming success” of the first 

narrow line extension, Brand C2 White, that was performed recently (Interviewee C, personal 

communication, April 26, 2015). 

5.4.2. Brand Identity Fit and Brand Identity Abstraction 

 As a second matrix, Figure 6 illustrates how a high and low “fit” of the brand 

extension product to the parent brand identity influences the brand extension strategy, given 

either a brand based on functions or on emotions and values. In this matrix, the assumption of 

high brand equity is given, which facilitates the transfer of brand associations from one 

product to another via the brand name (Dacin & Smith, 1994). The fit is a general condition to 

extend a brand as also stated by the brand expert of Consulting Firm 1 who stated that it is 

crucial to ask the question if the brand extension “makes sense” in terms of the fit to the 

product line of the given brand (Interviewee 1, personal communication, March 6, 2015). As 

none of the brands investigated currently carries out brand extensions with no identity fit to 

the parent brand, this matrix only illustrates a rough picture based on the respondents’ 

comments. 
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Figure 6: BESM - Brand Extension Strategy Matrix – Brand Identity Fit & Brand Identity Abstraction 

The four quadrants are: 

 I. No Brand Extension & II. No Brand Extension or Line Extension: Brand extensions 

that do not fit to the parent brand should not be performed. All brand managers agreed that a 

certain similarity of the extension product to the parent brand is crucial. Especially if the 

brand identity is based on a concrete product fit, and the extension product does not 

correspond to this image (quadrant I), it should not be performed. As an example, Interviewee 

F pointed out that “the extension strategy of Brand F is influenced by factors such as the 

brand fit of the target market”, agreeing with most of the researchers in the brand identity 

literature such as Kim et al. (2001). These authors posit that if the fit is not given, a customer 

will be confused about such inconsistency and his or her mindset about the parent brand will 

change. In the case of Brand D, the new product was introduced as a line extension, which did 

not “fit” to the parent brand identity of prestige and tradition, but targeted a younger segment, 

aiming to provide a so-far unknown “cool” image (quadrant II). As a consequence, the brand 

identity was diluted for the original customers of the brand, the older generation, who refused 

to buy this product, as stated by Interviewee D. In this case, the brand could be named “over-

exploited”. Therefore, he mentioned, “The current strategic vision is now to create a 

completely new brand that is distinguished from the brand […]. This might include a distinct 

brand name and design” (personal communication, April 29, 2015). This clearly confirms the 

high risk of brand dilution if the fit to a brand’s identity is not accounted for by an extension. 

Generally, a fit between the parent brand identity and the extension product’s identity is a 

second condition to perform brand extensions. 

 III. Line or Vertical Extension & IV. Category Extension: If the extension product fits 

to the parent brand, it depends on the type of brand identity (product feature vs. value-based) 

how far the brand can be stretched. As outlined, if a brand has a mere product focus, only line 

or vertical extensions can be carried out as the brand is characterized by its function. 

Nevertheless, there is a high failure risk in quadrant III in case of the combination of a “too” 
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high fit and a mere product focus. In this case, a new product would be too close to the 

original product and would only shift customers with no or few profit effects. According to 

the brand manager and e.g. Brand A1’s brand manager, this will only increase the complexity 

of a portfolio, but not contribute value to a firm. This is in line with theorists such as Kim & 

Lavack (1996) and Kapferer (1997, 2008) who confirm that with a “physical” fit, the risk of 

cannibalization increases. Quadrant IV shows an optimal case: Firms can perfectly exploit a 

brand name if the brand identity is based on abstract emotions or a more general concept. 

Naturally, they have to stick to this concept, such as it has been done by Brand F and its 

natural world including its brand icon and traditional values in every product and 

communication.  
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The sixth chapter concludes and presents the answers to the research question of the study. After 

summarizing the propositions and outlining the confirmed theories, implications for firms are 

provided. Finally, the limitations of this study are described and complemented by suggestions for 

future research. 

6. Conclusion 

 Theories stating that brand equity and brand identity influence firms’ brand extension 

decisions can be confirmed by this thesis. The presented study confirms the theories of Aaker 

& Keller (1992) and Smith & Park (1992) that brands with high brand equity provide greater 

leverage for extensions than weaker brands and thus positively impact the equity of an 

extension product, which also acknowledges the works of authors such as Aaker (1991), 

Kapferer (1997) and Keller (2003). The findings highlight that through brand extensions, the 

equity of the parent brand can be transferred to extension products as explained by Farquhar 

(1989). Over and above this, brand equity has been identified as forming a first inevitable 

condition when extending a brand. This thesis has illustrated that brands with a comparable 

strong brand equity adopt different brand extension strategies; from a narrow line extension to 

a broad category extension. In line with Aaker’s (1991) argumentation that brand equity 

provides a platform for growth, the findings indicate that high brand equity alone does not 

guarantee a successful brand extension. The investigations have demonstrated that besides 

high brand equity, the brand identity is a crucial determinant when assessing the success of an 

extension.  

 Theories stating that a brand identity fit between the parent brand and its extension 

product is crucial for brand extensions can also be supported by the research results. 

According to Carter & Curry (2013, p. 257), “the strength of the relationship between the 

parent brand and extension depends on their degree of fit”. Only if a certain “similarity” 

persists between a parent brand and the extension product can customers relate this extension 

to the brand (Hem et al., 2003; Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2010). Hence, such “fit” represents a 

second condition to extend a brand to a new segment. Furthermore, the work at hand agrees 

with Viot (2011), suggesting that brand identity serves best to measure the “fit” between the 

parent brand and the extension product. Kapferer’s product and concept fit theory (1997; 

2008) explaining that brands with an identity defined by values or emotions can be further 

stretched than brands with an identity based on product features can also be validated by the 

findings. The study agrees with Park et al. (1991) as well as Völckner & Sattler (2007) that 

brands displaying a rather abstract brand identity have a broader range of opportunities to 

stretch their brand as compared to functional brands based on their “physique”, referring to 

Kapferer (2008). The research reveals that narrowly defined brands restrict firms to leverage a 

brand name beyond its existing boundaries and herewith ratifies findings of quantitative 

studies, such as the study of Salinas & Perez (2009). 

 Nevertheless, even if brand extensions provide a variety of benefits to firms and are 

thus performed more regularly than ever before, this work acknowledges in particular the risk 

of brand dilution. This risk proved to be more relevant than cannibalization between products, 

which at least to a certain extent, is unavoidable when carrying out brand extensions. In order 
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to prevent brand dilution, it is indispensable to ensure a “fit” between the parent brand and the 

extension product. 

 As another result of the research work presented, further studies investigating the 

influence of other factors could be approved. Especially the factor parent brand quality (as 

opposed to subjective quality perceived by the customer, which is accounted for in the brand 

equity construct) was identified to exert significant influence on firms’ brand extension 

decisions, as acknowledged by Smith & Park (1992) and Sunde & Brodie (1993). The next 

important parameters impacting brand extension strategies are advertising support (Reddy et 

al., 1994; Dens & De Pelsmacker, 2010), marketing competence of a firm (Reddy et al., 1994) 

and importance of purchase (Nijssen & Bucklin, 1998). In addition to the named factors as 

presented in existing literature, particularly the market development and attractiveness of the 

targeted segment are vital for firms to take into account when deciding on their brand’s 

extension strategy as a major motivational factor to perform brand extensions is to increase 

sales and profitability. Moreover, internal company factors are relevant as well because the 

firms’ strategic direction or willingness to innovative can be either restrictive or supportive 

for brand extensions. 

 However, this thesis went beyond identifying influencing factors and confirming 

existing theories. The presented qualitative study focuses on an in-depth examination of how 

brand equity and brand identity affect firms’ brand extension decisions and thus, develops 

theories further. The authors have developed two Brand Extension Strategy Matrices, which 

set the brand identity abstraction level (product or value based identity) into relation to (1) 

brand equity and (2) the “fit” of an extension product to the parent brand. Each of these two 

matrices explains the strategic extension consequences of a given set of brand equity and 

brand identity. Whereas most previous studies investigated brand equity and brand identity 

and their influence on extension strategies as separate concepts (e.g. Farquhar, 1989; Viot, 

2011; Buil et al. (2009); Kim et al., 2014), the authors of this thesis went further by 

scrutinizing the interaction of the two concepts in the context of brand extension strategies as 

displayed in the two Brand Extension Strategy Matrices. 

 Managerial Implications 6.1.

 The Brand Extension Strategy Matrices (BESM), which have been developed by the 

authors, provide practical implications to firms and managers. The matrix demonstrates which 

extension strategy is most suitable for a firm given its brand’s equity and identity. By 

connecting the concepts of brand equity, brand identity and brand extension strategies, the 

matrices illustrate to managers that high brand equity is the first condition when engaging in 

brand extensions. Moreover, the BESM shows that only high brand equity does not guarantee 

a successful brand extension. Thus, after the first condition is fulfilled, a firm must consider 

the second condition for successful brand extension, which is the “fit” between the brand 

identities of the parent brand and the extension product. If a firm desires to extend beyond a 

product line, the authors propose a third criterion for successful category extensions. When 

extending an existing brand to a new product category, the brand identity should be based on 

broad values and emotions rather than on product-specific features as an abstract identity 

allows an extension product to be stretched significantly further from the parent brand. Based 

on these three conditions and propositions, a firm can evaluate what brand extension strategy 
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is most appropriate for their current brand. Hence, the matrices provide guidance to firms 

when developing their brand extension strategy as it helps firms to assess the “brand 

extension potential” of their brands. 

 This study identified that certain firms exploit their brand strength more than others 

and thus, it is believed that firms can learn from the research results and the conclusions 

drawn by e.g. extending their brand further if they reveal some under-exploitation of their 

own brand equity and identity within a brand portfolio. This study also illustrates to managers 

how certain parameters such as too few and narrowly defined brand associations or a brand 

loyalty that varies hugely between geographical regions restrict firms to stretch their brand. 

Therefore, it has been shown that every single parameter defining brand equity (brand 

awareness, brand associations, brand loyalty, perceived quality) and brand identity (product 

& physique, personality, relationships, values) is crucial for firms to consider and should not 

be overlooked or underestimated. 

 Besides that, further influencing factors such as the parent brand quality, advertising 

support, the marketing competence of a firm, the importance of purchase for the customer and 

the position and quality fit of previous extension products have been identified. Therefore, 

this study advises firms and managers to not only carefully manage brand equity and brand 

identity, but also to consider the aforementioned influencing factors when extending a brand.  

 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 6.2.

 This study contains several limitations, which need to be considered when interpreting 

the presented research results and conclusions drawn by the authors. The limitations of this 

thesis provide suggestions for further research as future research within the field of brand 

extension strategies can complement the existing research findings.  

 Firstly, the presented research was limited to firms within the FMCG industry only. 

Therefore, findings cannot necessarily be applied to other business sectors. As the FMCG 

industry is characterized by low profit margins, large sales volumes, a fast distribution, 

relatively low purchase costs as well as by fast changing consumer habits and preferences 

(e.g. Hamister, 2007; Dogra & Ghuman, 2008), the brand extension strategies may be affected 

by these factors. Consequently, the dynamic of the FMCG sector needs to be kept in mind 

when interpreting the presented conclusions. For future research it would therefore be of 

particular interest to test whether brand experts from other sectors such as the automotive, the 

textile, or the services industry would confirm the findings of this study.  

 Secondly, all nine expert interviews were conducted with FMCG firms operating in 

the German market. While some of the firms investigated were of German origin (e.g. Case 

Firm A and E), others were foreign firms (e.g. Case Firm C from Italy or Case Firm F from 

America). German firms managing their brands in Germany may have incurred a home 

market effect in their brand extension decisions. It is to be highlighted that the interview 

questions focused particularly on the brand’s performance and role in the German market 

whereby the German brands might enjoy a home market advantage relative to foreign brands. 

Hence, a study comparing only national or international brands could clarify this uncertainty.  

 Moreover, in three cases the interviews were conducted in German, as respondents felt 

more comfortable being interviewed in their mother tongue. Therefore, the answers given 

were translated to English by the authors of this paper. Such free translations can be 
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influenced by the authors’ abilities to finding appropriate translations for what has been said 

by the respondents. 

 In addition to the mentioned points, the study has identified that not only brand equity 

and identity are important to consider when extending a brand. The interviews have shown 

that factors such as the parent brand quality, advertising support, the marketing competence 

of a firm, the importance of purchase and the position and quality fit of previous extension 

products, as already mentioned by other scholars, are potentially exerting a strong influence 

on brand extension strategies, too. The respondents also pointed to further relevant factors 

such as market trends and the financial and general attractiveness of a new segment, or 

internal firm factors, e.g. the strategic management direction. As this study clearly focused on 

understanding how brand equity and brand identity influence extension strategies, further 

investigations of how the aforementioned factors affect brand extension strategies are 

recommended for future research within the field of brand extension strategies.  

 Finally, co-branding, which is another extension strategy, has not been discussed in 

this study as a focus was set on line extensions, vertical extensions and category extensions. 

Therefore, an investigation of factors influencing firms’ co-branding extension strategies 

would be an interesting contribution to the research field, which would complement this 

study. 
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Appendix 2: Brand Equity Model (Aaker, 1991, p.1) 

 
Appendix 3: Customer-Based Brand Equity Pyramid (Keller et al., 2008, p. 57) 

Appendix 1: The Consequences of Product and Concept Fit and Misfit (Kapferer, 2008, p.322) 
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Appendix 4: Kapferer’s brand identity prism model (2008, p.183) 

 
Appendix 5: Strategic Identity System (Aaker and Joachimsthaler, 2000, p.44) 
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Appendix 6: De Chernatony (1999) – “The components of brand identity”, p.166 

 
Appendix 7: Jennifer Aaker's Brand Personality model (Aaker, 1997) 
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Appendix 8: Model of Brand Relationship Quality and its Effects on Relationship Stability (Fournier, 1998, p.366) 
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Master’s Thesis:  

“The Influence of Brand Equity and Brand Identity on Brand Extension 

Strategies” 

 

 
A Semi-Structured Interview Guide  

 
Introduction  
 

1. Could you please briefly introduce yourself and describe your position within the firm?  

2. Could you please briefly describe the brand’s product portfolio? 

 

Brand Extensions 

3. What is the extension strategy of your brand? 

4. How has your brand extension strategy developed over the past 5 years? 

5. What factors influence your brand extension choices? 

a. How do these factors influence your decision on the extension type? 

6. In what case would a brand extension be too far from the parent brand?  

      a.  What criteria do you use for this evaluation and for determining the distance to the 

parent brand? 

7. What was the last brand extension carried out? 

      a.  When did this happen? 

8. How was this extension supported in terms of communication?  

9. What was the customer feedback regarding this brand extension? 

10. Why did you (not) extend your brand to new product categories? 

a. What have been the effects of the category extension on the parent brand? 

b. Based on which criteria did you choose new product categories to enter? 

11. What are negative consequences of lending your brand name to further products? 

12. Did you ever experience that customers switched from the parent brand to the new 
product and thus, products “cannibalized” each other?  

a. If yes, which of your products cannibalize each other and why? 

b. What conclusions did or can you draw from cannibalism between two or more 

products of the same brand?  

13. What is the main intention for you to employ sub-brand names?  
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14. Which products of the brand are the strongest and why? 

15. Which products of the brand are the weakest and why? 

 

Brand Equity 

16.  How does the brand equity influence your decision to extend the brand?  

- Brand Awareness 

17. How high is the awareness of the brand?  

18. By how much has the brand awareness increased (decreased) over the past 5 years? 

 

 - Brand Associations 

19. What do consumers associate with the brand? 

20. Who is the typical consumer of the brand? 

21. How are the named brand associations expressed by the brand extension? 

a. How did this change over the past 5 years? 

22. Did (some of) these brand associations contribute to the brand extension’s success?  

How (or why not)? 

 - Brand Loyalty 

23. How high is the brand loyalty? 

24. What is the brand’s repurchase rate? 

25. How much do price increases affect the sales of the brand? 

 - Perceived Quality 

26. What is the perceived quality level of the brand by customers compared to its 
competitors? 

27. Does the brand provide consistent quality? 

28. What is the price level of the brand compared to its competitors? 

 - Overall Brand Performance 

29. What is the market share of the brand? 

30. How has the market share developed over the past 5 years? 

31. What is the annual growth rate of the brand over the last years? 

32. How does the brand differ from competing offers? 
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Brand Identity 

33. What are the similarities of your brand’s portfolio? 

34. How does the brand identity influence your decision to extend the brand?  

35. Is your brand primarily based on functional aspects, personality, relationships or values? 

- Product & Physique 

36. What concrete product features are typical for your brand? 

37. Have these features changed over the past 5 years? If yes, how? 

38. What design does your brand stand for? 

- Personality 

39. If you imagine your brand as a person, how would you describe its characteristics or 
“personality”? 

40. Has the “personality” of your brand changed over the past 5 years? If yes, how? 

41. Do customers according to your knowledge recognize your brand’s personality? 

- Relationships 

42. How does your brand connect to its customers? 

43. If you imagine your brand as a human being, in which relation does your brand stay with 

its consumer / what feelings does it provide? 

- Culture / Values 

44. What values is the brand based on? 

45. Does your brand tell a story?  

a. Which one? 

46. Since when does your brand exist in Germany? 

47. Would you rather describe your brand as a prestige brand or a functional brand? 
 

Appendix 9: Semi-structured interview guide in English 
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1. How strong would you describe each of the following factors’ influence on the brand      

 extension strategy? 
                 Very strong influence               Very weak 

influence 

a. Parent brand quality         

b. Size of brand portfolio        

c. Positioning and quality fit of previous extensions     

d. Advertising support         

e. Importance of purchase for the customer      

f. Consumer's knowledge of category       

g. Consumer's innovativeness        

h. Company size         

i. Marketing competence of the firm       

 

2. Please tick the applicable association that you would regard your brand as being related 
to. (More than one choice possible) 

 Down-to-earth 

 Up-to-date 

 Cheerful 

 Charming 

 Tough 

 Spirited 

 Successful 

 Daring  

 Wholesome 

 Intelligent 

 Upper class 

 Imaginative  

 Outdoorsy 

 Reliable 

 Honest 

 

3. Please tick the applicable idea(s) that suit(s) the best to your brand: 

 Sincerity 

 Excitement 

 Competence 

 Sophistication 

 Ruggedness 

 

 

4. Please tick the applicable relationship that a consumer should perceive the most with 

respect to your brand (The phrases below each relationship concept will give you an idea 

of how the customer thinks in relation to the brand). 

a.  Love and Passion 

 I miss something if I do not have it.  

 I do not consider alternative brands. 

 I am obsessive and dependent on this brand 

b.  Self-connection 

 I feel connected to the brand. 

 I feel safe and encouraged with this brand. 
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 I can identify myself with the brand. 

c.  Interdependence 

 I have established rituals involving this brand. 

 I consume this brand very frequently. 

 This brand is part of my daily life. 

 I often buy several products of this brand. 

d.  Commitment 

 I am very loyal to that brand. 

 I cannot image to stop using this brand. 

 I do not use alternatives to this brand. 

e.  Intimacy 

 The products are superior to any other product in the same category. 

 I have a nickname for this brand / product. 

 The functioning / taste is better than the competing products in the 

category. 

f.  Brand Partner Quality 

 The brand makes me feel respected or cared for. 

 The brand is reliable. 

 I have trust in this brand. 

 
Appendix 10: Self-completion questionnaire sent upfront via e-mail 
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Master’s Thesis:  

“Der Einfluss von Markenwert und Markenidentität auf Strategien zur 

Markendehnung” 

 

 
Einführung 
 

1. Könnten Sie sich bitte vorstellen und sagen, welchen Posten Sie innerhalb der Firma 
belegen?  

2. Bitte beschreibe kurz das Produktportfolio der Marke. 
 

Markendehnung 

3. Welche Strategie zur Markendehnung haben Sie? 

4. Wie hat sich Ihre Strategie zur Markendehnung über die letzten 5 Jahre verändert? 

5. Welche Faktoren beeinflussen Ihre Entscheidungen zur Markendehnung 

a. Wie beeinflussen diese Faktoren Ihre Entscheidung? 

6. In welchem Fall wäre eine Markendehnung zu weit von der Dachmarke entfernt?  

a. Nach welchen Kriterien bestimmen Sie die Art der Dehnung und die Entfernung 
zur Dachmarke? 

7. Welche war die letzte Markendehnung, die Sie ausgeführt haben? 

      a. Wann war das? 

8. Wie wurde diese Einführung durch Kommunikation unterstützt (durch welche)?  

9. Welches Feedback haben Sie dazu von Ihren Kunden erhalten? 

10. Warum haben Sie Ihre Marke (nicht) auf weitere Kategorien ausgedehnt? 

a. Welche Folgen oder Ergebnisse hatte die Markendehnung auf die Dachmarke? 

b. Basierend auf welchen Kriterien haben Sie entschieden, Ihr Produkt in eine neue 
Kategorie zu bringen? 

11. Welche negativen Konsequenzen hat es, Ihre Marke weiter auszudehnen? 

12. Ist es je vorgekommen, dass Kunden von einem bereits bestehenden zum neu eingeführten 
Produkt übergehen, sich also „kannibalisiert“ haben?  

a. Falls ja, welche Produkte waren es und warum gab es den Kannibalisierungseffekt? 

b. Welche Schlussfolgerungen können Sie daraus ziehen (was würden Sie in Zukunft 
anders machen)?  

13. Warum verwenden Sie “Sub-Brands”?  
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14. Welche Ihrer Produkte sind am umsatzstärksten und warum? 

15. Welche Ihrer Produkte sind am umsatzschwächsten und warum? 

 

Markenwert 

16. Wie beeinflusst der Markenwert Ihrer Marke Ihre Entscheidungen zur Markendehnung? 

 - Markenbekanntheit 

17. Wie hoch ist der Markenbekanntheitsgrad Ihrer Marke?  

18. Um wieviel Prozent hat sich der Bekanntheitsgrad über die letzten 5 Jahre verändert? 

 

 - Markenassoziationen 

19. Was verbinden Ihre Kunden mit der Marke? 

20. Wer ist der typische Konsument der Marke? 

21. Wie wurde diesen Markenassoziationen bei der letzten Markendehnung Ausdruck 
verliehen? 

a. Wie hat sich das über die letzten 5 Jahre entwickelt? 

22. Haben einige dieser Assoziationen zum Erfolg der Markendehnung beigetragen?  
Wie (warum nicht)? 

 - Markenloyalität 

23. Wie hoch ist die Loyalität der Kunden zu Ihrer Marke? 

24. Wie hoch ist die Wiederkaufrate Ihre Marke? 

25. Wie (viel) beeinflussen Preiserhöherungen den Absatz Ihrer Marke? 

 - Wahrgenommene Qualität 

26. Wie hoch ist die wahrgenommene Qualität Ihrer Marke im Vergleich zu anderen 
Produkten in diesem Segment? 

27. Bietet Ihre Marke konsistente Qualität (gleich bleibend über verschiedene Produkte)? 

28. Welches Preislevel besitzt Ihre Marke im Vergleich zu vergleichbaren Produkten im 

Markt? 

 - Overall Brand Performance 

29. Wie hoch ist der Marktanteil Ihrer Marke im Segment? 

30. Wie hat sich der Marktanteil über die letzten 5 Jahre verändert? 

31. Wie hoch war die jährliche Wachstumsrate in den letzten Jahren? 
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32. Wie unterscheidet sich Ihre Marke von der Konkurrenz? 

 

Markenidentität 

33. Welche Gemeinsamkeiten verbinden alle Produkte Ihrer Marke? (Eigenschaften, Werte, 
Aussehen, etc.) 

34. Basiert Ihre Marke hauptsächlich auf funktionalen Aspekten, auf Persönlichkeit, 
Beziehungen zum Kunden, oder auf allgemeinen Werten?  

- Product & Physique 

35. Welche konkreten Produkteigenschaften zeichnen Ihre Marke aus? 

36. (Wie) Haben sich diese Eigenschaften über die letzten 5 Jahre verändert?  

37. Für welches Design steht Ihre Marke? 

- Persönlichkeit 

38. Stellen Sie sich Ihre Marke als konkrete Person vor. Wie würden Sie die Eigenschaften 

oder Persönlichkeit dieser Person beschreiben? 

39. Hat sich die Persönlichkeit Ihrer Marke über die letzten 5 Jahre verändert`? Falls ja, wie? 

40. Kennen Ihre Kunden diese Persönlichkeit Ihrer Meinung nach? 

- Beziehung zum Kunden 

41. In welcher Beziehung steht Ihre Marke zu  ihren Kunden? 

42. Stellen Sie sich Ihre Marke als konkrete Person vor. In welcher Beziehung steht diese 
Person zu ihren Kunden? Welche Gefühle soll diese Person den Konsumenten vermitteln? 

- Werte 

43. Auf welchen Werten ist Ihre Marke basiert? 

44. Erzählt Ihre Marke eine Geschichte?  

a. Welche? 

45. Seit wann existiert Ihre Marke in Deutschland? 

46. Würden Sie Ihre Marke eher als Prestige oder als funktionale Marke bezeichnen? 

Appendix 11: Semi-structured interview guide in German 
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Other Influencing 

Factors 

Very Strong 

Influence 

Strong 

Influence 

Moderate 

Influence 

Weak 

Influence 

Very Weak 

Influence  

Parent Brand  

Quality 
 

 

 Brand Expert 

 Brand B 

 Brand C2 

 Brand A2 

 Brand G 

 Brand A1 

 Brand D 

 Brand E 

 Brand F 

 

 

   

Size of Brand  

Portfolio 
 

 Brand B  Brand A1 

 Brand D 

 Brand E 

 Brand F 

 Brand G 

 Brand Expert 

 Brand C2 

 

 Brand A2  

Positioning and  

Quality Fit 

 Brand Expert  Brand B 

 Brand C2 

 Brand E 

 Brand A2 

 Brand G 

 Brand D 

 Brand F 

 Brand A1  

Advertising  

Support 

 Brand A1 

 Brand C2 

 Brand E 

 Brand Expert 

 Brand D 

 Brand A2 

 Brand B 

 Brand F 

 Brand G 

  

Importance of  

Purchase 

 Brand D 

 Brand F 

 Brand G 

 

 Brand A1 

 Brand C2 

 Brand E 

 Brand B  Brand 

Expert 

 Brand A2 

 

 

Consumer’s  

Knowledge 

  Brand B 

 Brand D 

 Brand G 

 Brand C2 

 Brand A2 

 

 Brand 

Expert 

 Brand A1 

 Brand E 

 

 Brand F 

 

Consumer  

Innovativeness 

  Brand B 

 Brand C2 

 Brand E 

 Brand D 

 Brand G 

 

 Brand 

Expert 

 Brand A1 

 Brand A2 

 

 

Company  

Size 

 Brand F   Brand G 

 

 Brand A1 

 Brand B 

 Brand C2 

 Brand D 

 Brand E 

 Brand A2 

 Brand 

Expert 

 

Marketing  

Competence 

 Brand C2 

 Brand F 

 Brand E 

 Brand A1 

 Brand D 

 Brand G 

 Brand Expert 

 Brand A2 

 

 Brand B 
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Brand        Characteristics        Personality Type        Relationship 

 

Brand A1  

 

 Successful 

 Reliable 

 

 Competence  Brand Partner 

Quality 

Brand B  Up-to-date 

 Cheerful 

 Charming 

 Successful  

 Reliable 

 

 Excitement 

 Sophistication 

 Self-connection 

Brand C2  Cheerful 

 Charming 

 Down-to-earth 

 Up-to-date 

 Honest 

 Reliable 

 

 Excitement 

 Competence 

 Commitment 

Brand D  Cheerful 

 Down-to-earth 

Honest  

 Reliable 

 

 Sophistication  Interdependence 

Brand E  Up-to-date 

 Cheerful 

 Successful 

 Intelligent 

 Reliable 

 Honest  

 

 Excitement 

 Competence 

 Sophistication 

 Commitment 

Brand F  Honest 

 Charming 

 Down-to-earth 

 

 Sincerity 

 Competence 

 Sophistication 

 Self-connection 

Brand A2  Up-to-date 

 Charming 

 Successful 

 Upper class 

 Imaginative  

 Reliable 

 

 Competence 

 Sophistication 

 Intimacy 

Brand G  Honest 

 Cheerful 

 Wholesome 

 Reliable 

 

 Sincerity 

 Competence 

 Interdependence 

Appendix 13: “Personality” and “Relation” dimensions of the self-completion questionnaire answered by eight case 

firms 
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